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ABSTRACT
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Adviser: David Sedlacek
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Professional Dissertation
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STUDENTS FIND MEANINGFUL SPIRITUAL GROWTH PRACTICES
AT PORTLAND ADVENTIST ACADEMY IN OREGON
Name of researcher: Jonny Wesley Moor
Name and degree of faculty adviser: David Sedlacek, PhD, LMSW, CFLE
Date completed: April 2022
The Problem
Some students at Portland Adventist Academy (PAA) struggle to connect with
God and many never develop personal habits of connecting with God or learn how to
grow into mature relationships with God.
The Method
I developed twelve devotional habits designed for different personality types. Six
of the habits focused on prayer and six on Scripture. I taught six religion classes for three
weeks, collecting data from 100 junior and senior PAA students. Their ages spanned
from 15 to 19: two students were 15 years old, thirty-eight were 16, thirty-eight were 17,
twenty were 18, and two were 19. They were fairly evenly dispersed with regard to

gender: fifty students identified male, forty-nine female, and one preferred not to indicate
gender. With the exception of some introductory and conclusory lectures, discussions,
and activities, the majority of the class periods were spent with the students practicing the
devotional habits and giving me feedback.
Throughout the experience, I administered several digital questionnaires to the
participants using Google Forms: before we began the experience a Big Five personality
instrument–Soto and John’s BFI-2 (2017), after each devotional habit exercise the
Spiritual Exercise Perceived Efficacy Assessment (SEPEA), on the final day of the threeweek period an experience overview assessment, and four months later, a slightly altered
version of that final assessment. A mixed methods approach, the questionnaires collected
both quantitative and qualitative data, which I analyzed in Excel and SPSS.
Results
On both final assessments (90 participants filled out the first and 95 the second),
over 71% of the participants reported the experience helped them find more meaningful
ways of connecting with God. Over 70 students indicated they repeated or planned to
repeat an entire habit or an activity within a habit in both the first and second final
assessment. The SEPEA received positive face validity feedback and demonstrated high
internal consistency, but criterion validity checks were inconclusive. I found significant
correlations between personality traits and some devotional habits (for example, with N =
97, Pearson’s r = 0.369 for agreeableness and the sixth devotional habit and r = 0.323 and
0.328 for the habits designed for habits designed for those high in Perception and
Intuitiveness on the Myers-Briggs respectively) and activities (for example, with N = 91,
Pearson’s r = 0.319 for extraversion and group sharing activities) suggesting several

personality-score-derived recommendations for spiritual practices. I saw the highest
correlations between the habits themselves. When asked for feedback about the overall
experience, 98 students gave some kind of positive feedback. Both quantitative results
and quantitative feedback provided insights regarding changes that could be made to the
intervention to make it more effective in similar contexts in the future.
Conclusions
This intervention is a viable way to help high school students find meaningful
spiritual practices because it provides open, social, and experiential activities in a safe
spiritual environment and has many spiritually positive results. These results provide
more robust research support for existing literature that claims a relationship between
personality and spiritual practice preferences. It also suggests, if working with a large
group and using these same habits, one should introduce the habits in the order L3, L1,
S6, S3, L2, S1, S2, S7, S5, S4, S8, L4 (See Appendix F for the list of habits). An
additional finding suggests The SEPEA is a viable instrument for measuring perceptions
of spiritual activities, but its implications and usefulness need to be further explored by
use in one-on-one spiritual direction, comparison with other spirituality measures, and
use with larger and varying groups. The intervention’s effect on spiritual maturation
should be researched further, as well as its ability to further connect personality and
spirituality if habits were designed around Big Five rather than MBTI personality factors.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Introduction
In December of 2019, I took 111 junior and senior students (100 of whom became
research participants) at Portland Adventist Academy, a high school in Portland, OR,
through an intervention designed to help them find devotional habits that would be
meaningful to them. In ministry, I had struggled to help students connect with Jesus, so I
developed 12 devotional habits around different personality types and took the students
through them in a three-week period during their Bible classes. The experience was
extremely meaningful and educational for me, but it was also helpful for many of the
students. Approximately 70% of the students, both those identifying as Christian and
those showing less affinity or no affinity for Christian religion, found more meaningful
ways of connecting with God through the process. Also, through correlational analysis, I
found evidence that suggests personality does have some connection to how students
meaningfully connect with God. This professional dissertation documents my planning,
implementing, and evaluating of this intervention as well as the lessons and questions I
garnered throughout. This introduction contains a description of the context, statements
of the problem and task, a brief description of the process, and disclosure of the
limitations inherent in the research.
1

Description of the Ministry Context
From 2010 to 2017, the city of Portland, Oregon had grown 8.3% and had been
awarded the number 10 spot in Forbes list of fastest growing cities in America (World
Population Review 2017). Even with a slower growth rate in 2017, the city grew an
average of 3,800 people each month (Njus 2017). With high growth, education, and
access to craft beer and coffee shops, Niche (2018) ranked Portland the fifteenth most
millennial friendly city in America. The city’s growth sprawls out east, west, south, and
north–across the Columbia river to Vancouver, WA–leaving an extensive network of
municipalities and suburbs known as the Portland Metropolitan area. This geographical
region is home to over 35 Seventh-day Adventist churches, six Adventist elementary
schools, and two Adventist high schools: Columbia Adventist Academy and Portland
Adventist Academy (PAA). Both schools attract students from all over the metro area.
I attended PAA from 2003-2007, worked at the school as a chaplain for the 20082009 school year, engaged with the school as an area youth pastor from 2012-2014, and
from June of 2017 to June of 2020, I served as Senior Pastor at Healing Hope Seventhday Adventist Fellowship during which time PAA was, once again, a locus of my
ministry. From 2014 to 2019, PAA’s student population fluctuated around 230.
Enrollment for 2019-2020, at the time of this project, was 216. The student body had a
high percentage of students from Adventist homes, 86%, but many students were not
engaged meaningfully with local churches. Religiously speaking, students identified as
Seventh-day Adventist (184), Buddhist (1), Catholic (1), Christian (11), NonDenominational (3), other (5), or decline to identify (11). Racially, students identified as
African American (6), Black/African American (8), American Indian/Alaska Native (3),
Asian (46), Caucasian (98), Hawaiian/Pacific Islander (2), Pacific Islander (3), Hispanic
2

(24), Latino (9), unknown (2), or decline to identify (15). PAA has had a strong sports
program, but students have also been heavily involved in music and spiritual life. The
motto of PAA is “Christ Centered, Character Driven.” In recent years, the spiritual
leadership had focused on Jesus’ love for students and the atmosphere at the school was
one of general acceptance and warmth.
One-hundred students participated in my research. Their ages spanned from 15 to
19: 2 students were fifteen years old, 38 were 16, 38 were 17, 20 were 18, and 2 were 19.
They were fairly evenly dispersed with regard to gender: 50 students identified male, 49
female, and 1 preferred not to indicate gender. In their religious upbringing, 85 students
identified with Christianity, 5 with atheism/agnosticism, 5 with Buddhism, 4 with some
other religion, and 1 preferred not to say. The students had a similar breakdown when it
came to their current religious perspective: 79 students identified with Christianity, 7
preferred not to say, 5 with questioning faith in general or Christianity specifically, 3 with
atheism/agnosticism, 3 with Buddhism, and 3 with some other religion.
Statement of the Problem
Many PAA students I interacted with over my years engaged with the school
lacked a sense of intimacy with God despite receiving instruction from spiritually-minded
parents, teachers, and pastors. My pastoral observation led me to conclude this resulted in
students feeling shame for not having the spirituality their leaders advocated, resenting
God for being inaccessible, and lacking zeal for the kingdom of God because it does not
seem to deliver on its promises. Feelings like these catalyze the growing exodus from the
church witnessed in this experience-oriented generation. Thus, I was challenged to help
students identify methods for connecting with God that would be meaningful to them.
3

Statement of the Task
The task of this project was to develop, implement, and evaluate an intervention
that helps high school students find devotional habits that are meaningful to them by
exposing them to biblically sound, personality-tailored spiritual growth practices.
Description of the Project Process
I invested in Scriptural study and theological reflection (Chapter 2, Theological
Reflection), developing a biblically sound approach to the integration of personality and
devotional habits. I explored the following teachings and narratives which established a
foundational premise for individualized spiritual practice and a matrix to assess the
legitimacy of spiritual practices: the sanctuary, the ministries of Jesus and the NT church,
and Jesus’ priority of divine-human love.
I also undertook a literature review (Chapter 3, Literature Review) to determine
current thinking regarding the nature and aim of spiritual growth, the practice of teaching
others spiritual disciplines, and the history, challenges, and opportunities of personality
and spirituality integration.
I planned the project (Chapter 4, Intervention Plan). In chapter 4, I have provided
my preparation for the project’s implementation. It describes the personality instrument I
utilized (the BFI-2), the presentation I would give to begin the experience, the
development of the devotional habits themselves, the development of the Spiritual
Exercise Perceived Efficacy Assessment (SEPEA), the development of the final
assessment, the schedule for the three-week teaching time and follow-up presentations,
and my plan for collecting data from the students and evaluating it.

4

I implemented the project (Chapter 5, Implementation Narrative). Chapter 5 gives
an overview of the way the project actually occurred. This chapter explains the steps I
took to prepare for the various phases of the project and the way these events occurred,
including necessary mid-process adjustments.
I evaluated the efficacy of the project and the methodologies I utilized (Chapter 6,
Analysis and Evaluation). This chapter answers two research questions. One, how well
did this project perform the task of aiding high school students find meaningful spiritual
practices? Two, what part did personality play in the students connecting with various
devotional habits? The chapter also explores the necessary corollaries of the validity of
the SEPEA, my key learning from the project, and my recommendations for future
research.
Limitations
My research subjects were limited to the 111 junior and senior students in
Stephen Lundquist’s religion courses at Portland Adventist Academy in Portland, OR
during the 2019-2020 school year. Of the 111 students, 100 provided the necessary
consent to have the data collected from them included in this research. The relatively
small size of this group combined with the group’s lack of socio-economic, cultural, etc.
diversity greatly limits the generalizability of research findings.
The duration of the primary project implementation was a three-week period,
December 2-20, 2019, a follow-up assessment was administered in April, and I had a
final presentation and question and answer period for each of the classes on April 27 and
28. Though the four-month second assessment provides helpful data, the lack of further

5

longitudinal data collection also weakens finding generalizability and intervention
validity with regard to the primary research question.
This study limits its assessment of spiritual health to self-report mechanisms and,
more specifically, the participant’s perception of personal spiritual experience. Including
additional kinds of assessments, a control group, or a general spiritual health assessment
taken before and after the intervention could have strengthened the results’ validity.
Though factors such as age, worldview background and preference, and ethnicity
were collected from participants in addition to personality data, the study limits itself to
personality scores and so does not seek to explore possible relationships between these
factors and preferences in spiritual activities.
Conclusion
This project was implemented at a Seventh-day Adventist high school in Portland,
OR with 100 diverse students, many of whom, I hypothesized, wanted a better connection
with God. My task was to help them find a way to make that connection, so through a
process of research, study, reflection, and planning I constructed the intervention with its
given limitations. Chapter two provides a reflection on God’s interaction with humanity
through the spirituality of the sanctuary and the early church. Chapter three presents a
review of literature as it relates the nature and aim of spiritual growth, teaching the
spiritual disciplines, and the place of spiritual instruments. Chapter four explains the
intervention and chapter five the implementation narrative. Chapter six catalogues
analysis and evaluation of the project and my learning over the duration of the project.

6

CHAPTER 2
THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION
Individuality and Spirituality in Light
of Scripture and Seventh-day
Adventist Theology
As an adherent to the Protestant Bible and a Seventh-day Adventist minister, it is
incumbent upon me to demonstrate this ministerial project is theologically robust.
Chapter 3 demonstrates challenges to integrating personality and spiritual practices, and,
as I have reflected, I have recognized some challenges distinct to my context. Foremost,
should some form of individualizing spiritual direction—such as catering to
personality—occur or should people all learn how to adopt the same spiritual praxis? To
address this challenge, I engage sanctuary spirituality throughout Scripture–and the SDA
understanding of the sanctuary–to synthesize principles to utilize in balancing spirituality
between too much focus or too little on the individual. Then I explore how Jesus and the
early disciples relate to individuality in the Gospels of John and Luke and in Acts.
Another challenge regards the criteria a practice meet to be considered biblical?
Accordingly, I explore the spiritual direction of Jesus and the early church to further
establish this foundation and a list of biblical devotional habits, develop a matrix for
assessing devotional habits based on Jesus’ explanation of God’s greatest priorities, and
consider the implications of these biblical findings on devotional habit assessment.

7

The Sanctuary as Mediator of
Universalist and Individualist
Spiritual Impulses
One would be hard pressed to find a Christian treatise on personal spiritual
practices that begins its theological approach with the doctrine of the sanctuary. The
Adventist sanctuary doctrine is the only doctrine the denomination shares with no other
faith, so the absence of an emphasis on the sanctuary in discipleship materials from other
denominations is not entirely surprising. But even in Adventism, the sanctuary seems to
have primarily been discussed in its role as a symbol for the atoning work of Christ and
the unfolding judgment of God rather than as a basis for spiritual orthopraxy.
As Glanz points out (2016), however, the sanctuary was to Hebrew life what
grammar is to language; the sanctuary is not always brought to the forefront in the text
but it provides the context for everything else. Christians should recognize the earthly
sanctuary, and its services, as the hub of spirituality for the people of God from the time
of the Exodus to the death and resurrection of Jesus. This means the vast majority of the
divinely-orchestrated spiritual practice of the biblical narrative (everything except much
of Acts, small portions of the gospels, and occasional anecdotes in the epistles) occurs
within the context of the sanctuary system. Accordingly, as I come to Scripture to
identify whether God’s ideal for spirituality is one way for all people (universal) or
distinct to each person (individualistic), the sanctuary is a preeminent place to begin.
Here I explore the basic Adventist understanding of the sanctuary and consider the
lessons it provides for individualist and collectivist approaches to spirituality.

8

The Seventh-day Adventist Doctrine
of the Sanctuary
An expansive amount of literature has developed around the Seventh-day
Adventists doctrine of the sanctuary. Comprehensive attention to the field is beyond the
scope of this work, so I selectively summarize Davidson (2022) in this section with a few
supporting citations from others. Davidson is professor of Old Testament at the Seventhday Adventist Theological Seminary and has written extensively on the sanctuary. Since
his work seeks to be comprehensive, comes from an authority in the field, is written for
the graduate level, and is a current title, using its material as the primary source for
understanding the broad contours of the Adventist teaching is appropriate. To provide a
starting point to reflectively engage the matter of universal versus individualistic
spirituality, this section gives an overview of the Seventh-day Adventist doctrine of the
sanctuary by exploring the history and purpose of the heavenly and earthly sanctuaries,
how people were to interact with the biblical sanctuary, and the symbolic and historical
significance of the sanctuary.
Based on texts throughout Scripture (particularly in Daniel 7-9 and Hebrews), the
Ministerial Association of the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists (GC
Ministerial) (2018, 352) notes, SDAs believe in the existence of a heavenly sanctuary that
predates the construction of the sanctuary in Exodus. This concept of pre-existence, as
Rice (1997, 329) points out, comes especially from the sanctuary in heaven in Heb 8:15.
Davidson (2022, 20) expounds on the nature of the antitypical—original and fully
functioning—heavenly sanctuary as preexistent to the sanctuary constructed under
Moses’ leadership. The earthly, typical sanctuary is said to be made from a pattern given
by God (20). Also, the scene of the angel who first turned from God prior to the creation
9

of humanity mirrors that of the earthly sanctuary, temporally demonstrating the reality of
a heavenly sanctuary in which God could dwell with God’s creation long before Moses1
(21). Prior to Sin’s appearance, the sanctuary was a place for worship and relationship
with God (22). Davidson also contends, on the basis of Jer 17:12, the heavenly sanctuary
comes into being at the very beginning of creation itself (22). For Adventists, prior to
human history the heavenly sanctuary is a real place in which God relates to creation.
Much like the heavenly sanctuary, the primary purpose of the earthly sanctuary is
connection with God. Davidson (2022, 16-19) considers the chiastic climax of Ps 27:8
and Exod 25:8 to identify this eminent purpose. The earthly sanctuaries—Eden, Israel,
Jerusalem, and various other places are referred to with terminology applied to the
sanctuary, but particularly the sanctuaries constructed under the instructions of Moses
and then David, Solomon, and Ezra—primarily have a human-divine relational purpose.
As Davidson (17) exclaims, “The ultimate meaning of the sanctuary is personal
communion with the God of the sanctuary.” Sedlacek and Sedlacek (2018, 7) agree,
building their book on the premise, “The sanctuary is about relationships.” The sanctuary
on earth is God’s solution to enable the divine to dwell with humanity.
The Hebrew believers engaged the sanctuary system passively and actively.
Davidson (2022, 8) observes that passively, the sanctuary was the hub of Hebrew life as
the blasts of the shofar marked the mornings, evenings, and special festivals. Actively,
various sanctuary offerings—accomplished corporately and individually and by priests
alone or in collaboration with the laity—gave individuals opportunity to express different
spiritual sentiments. For example (198), the sacrificial rites resulted in the people being

1

C.f. Exod 25:9; Heb 8:5; Ezek 28; Isa 14
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“forgiven.”2 GC Ministerial (2018, 355) describes this generally, but Davidson goes into
greater depth.
Davidson describes the five offerings made both individually and corporately:
first, the burnt offering (230)—making atonement and consecrating the person/nation
generally, second, the grain offering (234)—giving a gift to the God who provides, third,
the peace offering (239)—giving a gift “to celebrate the state of ‘well-being’” with God,
fourth, the sin offering (242)—giving to obtain purification, and, fifth, the guilt offering
(242)—giving to make reparation for a wrong. In some contexts, common people
partnered with the priests and were significantly involved in the offering process, laying
sin upon and killing the animal physically for example (Lev 1:4-5). In other settings, as in
the Day of Atonement, individuals participated in the process from afar, waiting with a
repentant attitude and holy demeaner and receiving the benefits of the priest’s actions
with the rest of the corporate body of believers (Lev 16). The children of Israel had many
avenues available for spiritual praxis through the sanctuary system.
Adventism teaches the structure and rites of the sanctuary represent more than the
actions of the ancients for restoring relationship with God in their time. GC Ministerial
(2018, 352-53) observes its structure and rites point, as Hebrews 4:2 suggests, to the
promise of future salvation in Jesus. Davidson (2022, 658) adds to this by delineating
three levels of symbolism, or typology, in the sanctuary structure: “’inaugurated,’
connected with the first advent of Christ; 2) ‘appropriated,’ focusing on the time of the
church living in tension between the ‘already’ and the ‘not yet’; and 3) ‘consummated,’
linked to the apocalyptic second coming.” Davidson (181) suggests the sanctuary as a

2

C.f. Lev 4:20, 26, 31, 35; 5:10, 13, 16, 18; 6:7; 19:22
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whole, with the twelve tribes gathered around it in the desert, represents Christ as God
dwelling with men and gathering twelve disciples (e.g. John 1:14; Mark 3:13-15), the
church being God’s temple and spiritual heirs to the promises made to Abraham (e.g. 1
Cor 3:16, 17; Gal 3:29), and God’s dwelling place being fully with all of spiritual Israel
forever (e.g. Rev 21:3; 7:1-8).
The use of linen in the fabrication of the walls (Exodus sanctuary) and curtains
between the compartments of the sanctuary also carry symbolic significance. Davidson
(181) posits meanings in each typological domain. Christologically, these linen curtains
parallel Christ’s flesh which opens the way to the Father (e.g. Heb 10:19, 20).
Ecclesiastically, they represent both the purity of the church and the open way the church
has to the Father (e.g. Heb 10:19; Rev 19:8). Eschatologically, the curtains are drawn
back to view the Most Holy Place as final judgment occurs and the followers of God are
clothed in pure linen (e.g. Rev 11:19; 19:14).
Priestly participants in the sanctuary service also have typological significance.
Again, Davidson (181) shares passages supporting each fulfilment. Jesus is both a
sacrifice and high priest (e.g. Heb 7:27). The church is called to live as a sacrifice and to
serve as a kingdom of priests (e.g. Rom 12:1; 2 Pet 2:9; Rev 1:6). In the concluding
events of the world’s history, people are called to offer a special kind of sacrifice (praise
as in Ps 116:17) and to serve with Jesus as priests (e.g. Rev 19:5; 20:6).
Each piece of furniture in the sanctuary contains rich symbolism for Davidson
(181-82) in the Christological, ecclesiastical, and heavenly/eschatological categories as
well. First, the altar represents the cross of Christ, the crosses borne by the church, and
the altar in heaven that vindicates God in the final events of history (e.g. Heb 13:10-12;
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Rev 6:9-11; 16:7). Second, the laver symbolizes Jesus’ cleansing and empowering work
in the lives of and through believers and its work of culmination when Jesus returns
allowing the redeemed to stand upon the sea of glass3–Davidson draws on a wordplay to
substantiate this claim. Third, the table of the bread of the presence represents Jesus and
Jesus’ teaching as the church’s spiritual sustenance and the feast believers will share with
Jesus upon his return (e.g. John 6:47, 63; Matt 26:29). Fourth, the lampstand depicts
Jesus as the one who brings light to the world—when he walked the earth and then
through the Spirit shining through the church, and God being the source of light into
eternity (e.g. John 8:12; Matt 5:14; Rev 21:23). Fifth, the altar of incense symbolizes
Jesus constantly interceding with the Father, enabling his righteousness to empower
believers’ lives and prayers, and this altar of intercession spurs God’s actions in the
eschaton (e.g. Rom 8:34; Rev 8:3, 5). Finally, the ark represents the whole ministry of
Jesus as the one who balances truth and grace providing a way to connection with God,
the way the law of God is buried in the renewed hearts and minds of God’s people, and
the opening of the Ark in heaven initiates eschatological events.4
Adventists, see additional historic significance in the sanctuary structure that
provides an overview of Jesus’ salvific work. Rice (1997, 329) and GC Ministerial (2018,
358-59) both substantiate this assertion, particularly because of Dan 8:14 and the
prophecy of Dan 9:24-27. GC Ministerial (2018, 361-62) contends the Dan 8:14
sanctuary was “cleansed”/”restored” at the culmination of a 2,300-day time prophecy.
Just as the high priest accomplishes this restoration for the earthly sanctuary in the

3

C.f. Titus 3:5, 6; Eph 5: 25, 26; Rev 15:2, 3.

4

C.f. John 1:14; Rom 3:25; Heb 8:10; Rev 11:19.
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ceremonies of the Day of Atonement, Jesus accomplishes these things for the heavenly
sanctuary in the antitypical day of atonement that began at the end of that time prophecy,
October 22, 1844.
Davidson (2022, 196) and Rice (1997, 329-31) explain that the structure of the
sanctuary follows three periods in history. First, the court represents Christ’s life on earth
and death on Calvary resolving humanity’s penalty for sin (Heb 10:10). Second, the Holy
Place represents Jesus applying the benefits of his righteousness to humanity–which GC
Ministerial (2018, 354-55) observe as well–-and the empowerment of humanity that
began at Pentecost (Acts 2:33). Third, the Most Holy Place mirrors the cleansing of the
heavenly sanctuary begun in 1844 which applies the merits of Jesus’ blood in God’s
defense against the accusations of Satan. Rice also points out how this understanding of
investigative judgment allows SDA Christians to maintain a sense of eager expectancy
for Jesus’ return because we are in the last phase of God’s judgment (1997, 331). Though
differing with Rice in emphasis, GC Ministerial (2018) highlight the reality the
antitypical “Day of Atonement portrayed the three phases of the final judgment” (35859). Thus, the sanctuary becomes a cipher of salvific history that helps humanity
understand the ongoing work of Jesus.
The previous paragraphs delineate the Seventh-day Adventist understanding of
the sanctuary as described by Davidson and others. I summarize these ideas in four
points. First, the earthly sanctuaries in Scripture were established as patterns after the
truest sanctuary in heaven and shared the purpose of fostering/restoring relationship
between God and creation. Second, the earthly sanctuaries provided a system that
resolved individual and collective sin and catalyzed individual and collective worship.
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Third, the structure and articles of the sanctuary point to Jesus, create a call for the
church, and find meaning in the events of the eschaton. Fourth, the sanctuary structure
and services lay out a historical progression of Christ’s ministry that reaches into the 21st
century.
Implications for Navigating the Tension between
Universal and Individualistic Spirituality
Though, as Davidson (2022) invites, Hebrews 4:16 "is an invitation to
communion with God in prayer” (836) and journeying into the heavenly sanctuary in
prayer will very likely lead to many meaningful spiritual insights, understanding the
intricacies of the sanctuary and its meaning requires more exposition and energy from the
participants than time and temperament of the PAA students would allow. Therefore, as I
considered implications for my project, I focused not on how to have experiences with
the sanctuary, but rather the implications of the sanctuary doctrine on whether a project
exploring individualistic approaches like personality tailoring is biblically warranted.
Since the earthly sanctuary system provides the context for the majority of
scriptural spirituality and elucidates the past and present ministry of God in Jesus and
last-day judgment, this comprehensive system provides a fertile environment for
understanding the most basic questions of spiritual life. One of the essential questions
facing my research as I explore personality-integrated spirituality, is whether biblical
faith has room for such an approach. Is there a prescribed way of spiritual practice that all
people need to engage in (universal), or are there distinct ways of practicing spirituality
for each person to engage uniquely (individualistic)? I suggest the teaching of the
sanctuary resists such a dichotomous approach by utilizing both universal goals and
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practices and individualistic practices and communication. This argument stems from the
following considerations based on the summary above.
The spirituality of God followers has a universal goal and universal practices. The
spatial quality of the heavenly sanctuary reveals a fundamental and universal purpose of
God-creation relationship. Creatures that draw near to the divine presence, Scripture
demonstrates, uniformly extol the great holiness of God (Isa 6:3; Rev 4:4-11). Creatures
that distance themselves from the sanctuary, experience fragmentation in the Godcreation relationship (Isa 14:12-15; Ezek 28:12-15; Gen 3:22-24). The pervasive results
of this situation have universal ramifications (Rom 3:23).
The universal goal of the sanctuary is restored relationship, and the major
movements through which that restoration occurs, both divine and human, are delineated
by the earthly sanctuary. For divinity, the process–universally offered to humanity–is that
of providing the means through which justification, sanctification, and glorification
occur. For humanity, the universal process revealed in the sanctuary is the recognition
and onus of the need for atonement, which is followed by sincere repentance and taking
hold of the means provided by God.
The symbolism of the structure and articles of the sanctuary demonstrates one
process that God makes available to all people (John 14:6). Every Israelite was expected
to participate in repentant contrition on the Day of Atonement. Every Israelite was
expected to offer a sacrifice and dedicate children to God. Every Israelite was expected to
offer a sin offering at some time.
As noted above, in the context of Christians relating to the heavenly sanctuary in
the 21st century, Davidson (2022, 836) suggests Christians should engage their faith-
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filled, sanctified imaginations to follow Heb 4:16 in entering God’s sanctuary with
boldness. He recommends praying and reflecting on the articles and rooms of the
sanctuary. Such a practice emphasizes the universally applicable sanctuary process
toward restored relationship.
The prophetic application of the sanctuary also urges all people to recognize the
pervasive malady of separation from God and turn to Jesus, the only one who atones for
sin. Spirituality is not solely individualistic according to the sanctuary; a universal goal
of, and process toward, restored divine-human relationship and universal practices
demonstrate a spirituality that extends beyond one’s preferences, applying to all members
of the human family.
For two primary reasons, the Scriptural account of sanctuary spirituality also
fosters individualistic spiritual expression. First, the sanctuary communicates its
Messianic message through diverse sacrifices, festivals, and structures. If God makes no
account for individual differences, why not have only one, clear message communicated
through one rite at regular intervals? Implicitly, the sanctuary system hints at the idea that
different people need different messages in different ways at different times. Second,
sanctuary spirituality is an open system. If spirituality were wholly universalistic, it
would be confined to explicitly sanctuary-related God encounters.
Though the sanctuary came into being so God could dwell with humanity, God
does not limit interactions with humanity to sanctuary systems. Deborah and Huldah sat
under palm trees and in their dwellings far from the sanctuary when they prophesied on
the promptings of God (Judg 4:5; 5; 2 Kgs 22:14, 15). David writes psalms when he is
acting insane to fool a rival king (1 Sam 21:13). Elijah hears the still small voice of God
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in the mountain crags (1 Kgs 19:11-13). Jeremiah has a vision by the potter’s house (Jer
18). Daniel and Esther continue to efficaciously seek the face of the Lord after the
sanctuary has been completely destroyed (Dan 9:20-23; Esth 4:16). Jesus hears a voice
when coming up from baptism in the Jordan river (Mark 1:11). The sanctuary serves as
the time piece, the heartbeat, the “grammar” of Israelite community, but these
individualized experiences beyond the confines of sanctuary rites or Shofar blasts show
God uniquely engages individual followers.
The model of the sanctuary throughout OT history and the Seventh-day Adventist
doctrine of the sanctuary reveal God’s purpose of relationship with creation–the primary
paradigm for biblical spirituality, a structure and furnishing of deep symbolic richness,
and a description of Jesus’ justifying, sanctifying, and glorifying ministry. As a
preeminent model of spirituality in Scripture, the sanctuary justifies its use as a cipher
mediating the tension between individualistic and universalistic spiritual impulses. Rather
than excluding one or the other, the sanctuary forms a foundation for spirituality that
values a universal need met by both universal and individualistic practices. The sanctuary
is not, however, the sole arbiter of spiritual direction and practice. To further explore the
question of universality versus individuality and the question of which devotional habits
can truly be called biblical, I must delve into the example of Jesus.
Spirituality in the Jesus and Early Church
Narratives
Seventh-day Adventism is a movement whose central focus is the person of Jesus
and deepest call is to the truths revealed by Jesus in Scripture. Accordingly, as I seek to
develop a project revolving around Christian devotional habits, I ground my work in the
narratives of John, Luke, and Acts. The Gospel of John includes lengthy, one-on-one
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exchanges between Jesus and others absent in the synoptic gospels, so I evaluate Jesus’
interactions with Nicodemus (3:1-21), the Samaritan Woman (4:5-26), the Sick Man
(5:3-9, 14), Pilate (18:33-38; 19:9-11), and Mary Magdalene (20:14-17) to decipher
Jesus’ individualizing approach. I turn to the synoptic narrative as portrayed in Luke-Acts
to identify a list of spiritual practices advocated by Jesus and his first generation of
followers. Here I explore the themes of storytelling, prayer, fasting, scripture, and
sacrifice and the instructions given for spiritual growth by Jesus, Peter, and Paul.
Through exploring these early church narratives, I demonstrate Jesus himself
individualized his spiritual direction to the needs of those he interacted with and that the
biblical, Jesus-following community adopted a diverse array of devotional habits to foster
their connection with their heavenly father.
Jesus the Individualizer: A Johannine Perspective
The book of John contributes a unique presentation of how Jesus works with
individuals. Each gospel account contains anecdotes of Jesus responding to one person’s
question or need. John is no exception (e.g. Nathaniel—1:47-51, the official—4:46-54,
the woman caught in adultery—8:9-11, Martha—11:20-27, Peter—13:6-10; 21:15-19,
and Thomas 20:26-29), but in addition to these stories, John provides accounts of
significant, one-on-one interactions between Jesus and Nicodemus, the Samaritan
woman, a sick man, Pilate, and Mary Magdalene where any other observers fade into the
background. These interactions demonstrate that, when given the opportunity, Jesus
adapted the method of his communication to teach the universal truth of the good news.
In this section I summarize these narratives, catalogue characteristics of Jesus’ words and
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actions and the internal and external results in the lives of each of these characters, and
synthesize characteristics of Jesus’ individualizing practice.
Each of these interactions is unique, as a cursory examination illuminates.
Niccodemus (3:1-21) is an influential religious leader who seeks Jesus out under cover of
darkness to have a theological discussion. The Samaritan woman (4:5-26) is a social
outcast who Jesus approaches asking for help. The sick man (5:3-9, 11) is a man with a
thirty-eight-year, crippling infirmity who Jesus approaches enquiring about the man’s
desires as he waits by a pool where people believe miracles happen. Pilate (18:33-38;
19:9-11) is an appointed Roman leader who does not follow God to whom Jesus is taken
for interrogation and sentencing by the Jewish leaders. Mary Magdalene (20:14-17) is a
longtime follower of Jesus who Jesus approaches and engages in conversation at his tomb
after the resurrection. In each of these pericopes, Jesus interacts in similar and dissimilar
ways, and these interactions instigate varying results in the lives of these characters.
Table 1 summarizes these elements.
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Table 1. John’s Account of Jesus’ Private Interactions
Character

Jesus’ Words

Nicodemus Spiritualizing
3:1-21
responses
Focus on: new birth
(5-8), heavenly
things (11-13),
belief in sacrifice
for salvation that
leads to right
action (14-17, 21),
judgment (18-20)
Challenges
credentials (10)
Identifies with the
Son (13-16)
Samaritan Spiritualizing
Woman
responses
4:5-26
Focus on: water and
living water (7, 10,
13, 14), her
marriages (16-18),
the nature of
worship (21-24)
Identifies with the
Messiah (10, 26)
Sick Man
5:3-9, 11

Jesus’ Actions
Responds to
and engages
the curiosity
of the visitor
Replies with
answers and
questions

Initiates
discussion
with a request
(7)
Uses special
insight of her
personal
situation (1618)
Replies with
answers and
statements
Focus on: the man’s Observes his
physical need (6, 8, difficult
14), the man’s
situation (6)
spiritual need (14) Initiates
discussion
with an
enquiry (6)
Heals him (8)
Replies with
statements
and
commands (8,
14)
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Internal
External Results
Results
Increased
Continues
curiosity (4,
talking (4, 9)
9)
Values Jesus Defends Jesus in
and likely
the counsel
believes.
(7:50)
Honors Jesus at
burial (19:39)

Curiosity (9)
Amazement
(19)
Desire (15)
Belief (28,
29)

Desire /
frustration
(7)
Faith (9)

Prompts Jesus
with questions
and statements
(9, 11, 12, 15,
19, 20, 25)
Asks for the
water (15)
Shares about
Jesus with
others (28, 29,
39, 42)
Shares need for
someone to
help (7)
Does what Jesus
says (9)
Does what Jesus
says when
challenged (10,
11)
Identifies Jesus
as his healer
(15)

Table 1. John’s Account of Jesus’ Private Interactions Continued
Character
Pilate
18:33-38
19:9-11

Mary
Magdalene
20:14-17

Jesus’ Words

Jesus’ Actions

Internal
External Results
Results
Spiritualizing
Submits to
DefensiveJustifies his
responses
treatment (33,
ness (35)
question to
Focus on: Jesus
1-6)
Convinced of
Jesus (35)
identity (34, 36,
Replies with a
innocence
Attempts to have
37), the nature of
question,
(38)
Jesus released
authority (11)
statements,
Tentative
(38-5, 12)
Identifies as a king
and silence
admiration Releases Jesus’
from another
(34, 36-38, 9,
and/or fear
body to
kingdom (36)
11)
(8-12)
sympathetic
party (19:38)
Spiritualizing
Appears to her Confusion /
Entreats him to
responses
and initiates
frustration
tell her where
Focus on: Mary’s
discussion
(15)
Jesus’ body is
concern (15, 16),
with enquiries
(15)
ascending to the
(14, 15)
Recognition Attempts to
Father (17), actions Replies with
and joy (16) cling to Jesus
for Mary to
statements
(17)
accomplish (17)
and
Belief (16Shares about
commands
18)
Jesus with the
(16, 17)
disciples (18)

These five interactions demonstrate Jesus has universal goals for those he
interacts with and individualized methods to get that message across. All five of these
events demonstrate Jesus’ goal of helping people go to the spiritual rather than merely the
temporal and immediate and in all of them Jesus highlights some aspect of his identity
and/or authority. However, Jesus talks differently with each of them. With Nicodemus,
and perhaps Pilate, he asks probing questions, a sharp contrast to the Samaritan woman,
the sick man, and Mary where his questions and dialogue are much more direct. Jesus
gives each of them something different: Nicodemus–wisdom, the Samaritan–a revelation
of being known, the Sick man–healing, Pilate–nothing more than he wants, and Mary–
hope in a resurrected friend. All five of these stories, taken together, exemplify Jesus’
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practice of individualizing his message to the person in front of him. Though, as with the
sanctuary doctrine, we do not observe an explicit discussion of personality, Jesus’
example further justifies integrating personality with spirituality to meet people as he did.
Spiritual Practices in Luke and Acts
As one of the later accounts in the synoptic tradition and the only biblical
narrative of life in the early church, the story of Luke-Acts creates a window into the
regular lives of Jesus and his initial followers. When I look through this window, I
observe spiritual seekers performing, and exhorting others to perform, a variety of
devotional habits. These habits are portrayed in themes developed throughout the
narrative and in the instructions given by those Luke establishes as primary authorities in
the community: Jesus, Peter, and Paul.
Lukan Themes
The prologues to Luke and Acts (Luke 1:1-4; Acts 1:1-2) demonstrate story
transmission and internalization are significant elements of fostering spirituality.
Theophilus, a man who has been taught the way of Jesus, is the addressee of Luke and
Acts. Luke notes many have written stories of Jesus (Luke 1:1), but his belief is that he
should also write such an account so Theophilus could have confidence in what he had
been taught (Luke 1:3-4), so he proceeds to record the major events of Jesus’ life (Luke)
and of the early history of the church (Acts). Like John, who expects his story will help
people believe and acquire salvation (John 20:31), Luke believes an “orderly account”
(Luke 1:3) will aid in Theophilus’s faith formation.
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The use of story in spiritual direction is further underscored by Jesus’ own use of
stories. In fact, the word parable is frequently used to describe Jesus’ teaching.5 The
majority of the time, the term parable connects to a story with some sort of plot,6 though
it is also used for proverbs or illustrations. Apparently, both Jesus and Luke believed
stories communicate spiritual themes with great efficacy.
Prayer, the verbalization of one’s thoughts to God, is a second significant point of
focus in Luke’s writings. In fact, the root words for prayer are used 28 times in Luke
compared to 18 times in Matt, 12 times in Mark, and zero times in John.7 (John does
record Jesus talking to the Father, most notably Jesus’ longest prayer recorded in chap.
17, and talking about addressing God.)8 Combined, Luke and Acts mention prayer 60
times. Luke also records direct addresses to the “Father”9 and to “God” (18:11, 13) that
sometimes exclude the word “prayer.”10 In all of these uses of prayer, the exact function
is either unclear or it functions as an entreaty for guidance or action on God’s part.
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Luke, Acts, and Jesus’ ministry begin and end with praying,11 prayer is a regular
part of Jesus’ life (Luke 5:16; 6:12; 11:1), part of Jesus’ instruction for followers (Luke
6:28; 11:1, 2; 18:1), a catalyst for theophany (Luke 3:21; 9:18, 28, 29), the means of
repentance (Luke 18:13, 14; Acts 8:22-24), the ideal marker of the temple experience
(Luke 19:46), the means for avoiding temptation (Luke 21:36; 22:32-46), a staple of the
believing community’s spiritual diet,12 and a conduit of the outpouring of the Holy Spirit
and miracles.13 Prayer, however, is more than entreaty.
Verbal expression of human thoughts to God is often accompanied by acts of
praise and worship such as temple service (Luke 1:8-17) and singing (Acts 16:25).
Praising God is an emphasis of prayer as well as entreaty. As Richard Burridge (2001,
20) points out, the introductory section of Luke is consumed with praise “from the
meeting Mary and Elizabeth (1:39-56) and Zechariah’s outburst… (1:57-80), to the songs
of the angels and the shepherds’ joy at Jesus’ birth (2:8-20), ending with Simeon and
Anna’s prophecies (2:25-38).” The words translated as praise appear 24 times in Luke
and Acts.14 These words are inspired by the interventions of God and are directed toward
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C.f. Luke 1:10, 13; 3:21; 23:34, 46; Acts 1:14, 24; 28:8.
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C.f. Luke 2:37; 5:33; Acts 2:42; 3:1; 6:4, 6; 10:2, 9, 30; 12:12; 13:3; 14:23; 20:36; 21:5; 22:17;
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the Father,15 Jesus (Luke 4:15), and the “word of the Lord” (Acts 13:48). Praise as an
expression of prayer is essential for spirituality in Luke and Acts.
The human relationship with food is a third theme important for Lukan
spirituality. The words for joyous celebration and fasting are common in Luke-Acts, the
former more than the latter.16 Not only does one praise God for God’s amazing deeds in
the world, but one celebrates with others.17 Jesus sets the example of feasting with
everyone.18 At the same time, fasting is an exemplary practice in spirituality for the
community19 and for Jesus himself at the beginning of ministry (Luke 4:2). An intriguing
trajectory in fasting is Jesus teaching that his disciples will not fast like the Pharisees and
disciples of John until after he has left (Luke 5:33-35), which is then demonstrated in the
lack of fasting in Luke and the presence of it in Acts. Both joyous celebration
accompanied by feasting and the disciplined task of fasting appear to be spiritual
practices in Luke-Acts.
A fourth spirituality theme is the centrality of the word of God, which takes on
two forms in Lukan writing: scripture and the messages of Jesus.20 Scripture as the word
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of God is referred to in three ways. First, occasionally Luke refers to Scriptures in his
narration (Luke 2:23; 3:4). Second, Jesus utilizes Scripture for correction and
instruction.21 Third, the apostles reference Scripture generously.22 The word of God also
becomes synonymous with the message of Jesus23 and then these messages shared by the
apostles.24 This concept also seems to expand to include the community of believers
itself.25 Regardless of the exact delivery mechanism, words inscripturated or the gospel of
Jesus, these words of God are used as authoritative guides to define systems of belief,
practice, attitudes, and feelings.
Finally, sacrifice is an essential element of Lukan spirituality. Jesus underscores
generosity (Luke 6:28; 12:33) and it seems to be a mark of those who miss (Luke 18:2224) or experience salvation (Luke 19:8, 9). Alms giving is one of the elements of
Cornelius’s practice that seems to stir the compassion of God (Acts 10:4) and sharing
marks early church life (Acts 2:44; 4:32-37). Jesus also instructs people to celebrate even
in times of hardship (Luke 6:23) and the apostles live out the injunction (Acts 5:41;
16:25; 27:35). Perhaps most poignantly however, Jesus forcefully calls his followers to
carry their crosses (Luke 9:23; 14:25-35) and personally demonstrates the need for this
kind of sacrifice in dying on the cross (Luke 9:22, 44; 23:26-49; 24:6, 7, 25-27) to enable
Acts; Nestle-Aland: Novum Testamentum Graece, 28th Auflage; <Lemma = lbs/el/γραφή> OR <Lemma =
lbs/el/γράφω> OR <Root = lbs/el/βιβλος> OR <Lemma = lbs/el/λόγος>
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C.f. Luke 4:4, 8, 10; 19:46; 20:17, 42 and Luke 4:17-22; 7:27; 10:26; 18:13; 21:22; 22:37;
24:27-32, 44-47.
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C.f. Acts 1:16, 20; 6:2, 4; 7:42; 8:32, 35; 13:29, 33; 15:15; 17:2; 17:11; 18:24, 25, 28; 23:5;
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C.f. Luke 4:22, 32, 36; 5:1; 6:47; 8:11-15; 8:21; 9:26, 44; 10:39; 11:28; 21:33; Acts 10:36.

24:14.
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C.f. Acts 2:40, 41; 4:4, 29, 31; 8:4, 14, 25; 10:44; 11:1, 19; 13:5, 7, 26, 44, 46, 48, 49; 14:3, 25;
15:7, 35, 36; 16:6, 32; 17:13; 18:5, 11; 19:10; 20:32, 35.
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C.f. Acts 6:7; 8:21; 12:24; 19:20.
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a triumphant resurrection and the outpouring of the Spirit (Acts 2:32, 33). Jesus’
sacrifices in life and death, his calls for his followers to sacrifice, and the central place
sacrifice takes in salvation and the outpouring of the Spirit demonstrate sacrifice is an
important part of Lukan spirituality.
Injunctions
Jesus, Peter, and Paul, the primary protagonists of Luke and Acts, give varied
instructions.26 Many of them appear to have no particular spiritual significance, at least
not more than a general call to obedience, but others demonstrate underlying attitudes and
individual and communal practices that people can actively adopt to live in step with
God’s principles. Table 2 lists these attitudes and practices.27

26

Search performed with Logos software generating 306 results in 215 verses in which Jesus,
Peter, or Paul use imperative verbs. Search Settings: Bible; All Bible Text; Luke-Acts; Nestle-Aland:
Novum Testamentum Graece, 28th Auflage; ({Speaker <Person Jesus>} INTERSECTS @V??M) OR
({Speaker <Person Peter>} INTERSECTS @V??M) OR ({Speaker <Person Paul>} INTERSECTS
@V??M)
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Attitudes: Alert, ready for Jesus’ return and watching out for sinfulness and those who would
hurt the followers of Jesus (Luke 11:35; 12:1, 15, 35, 40; 17:3; 20:46; 21:8, 20, 28, 31, 34, 36; Acts 20:28,
31). Anxious for God’s kingdom (Luke 12:31, 33). Attentive to the message of truth (Luke 8:8, 18; 9:44;
14:35; 16:29; 18:6; 21:29; Acts 2:14, 22; 13:16). Deeply internalized believing (Luke 8:50, 52; 10:11; Acts
2:14, 36; 4:10; 13:38; 16:31; 20:10; 28:28). Courageous (Luke 5:10; 8:50; 12:7, 32; Acts 27:24). Humble
(Luke 14:10; 17:10; 22:26). Trusting in God (Luke 9:50; 12:22, 29, 33; 18:22; 21:14). Fearing God (Luke
12:5). Keeping excitement over sensational spirituality in check (Luke 10:20).
Individual Practices: Take steps to be with Jesus (Luke 5:27; 9:23). Rejoice in salvation (Luke
10:20), even in the middle of hardship (6:23). Put effort forth in the spiritual walk (13:24). Practice
simplicity (Luke 9:3). Repent (Acts 2:38, 40; 3:19; 8:22). Be baptized (Acts 2:38; 22:16). Consider nature
(Luke 12:24, 27). Pray (Luke 10:2; 11:2, 9; 22:40, 46; Acts 8:22). Respond to God’s messages with action
(Luke 5:14, 24; 6:8, 10; 7:13, 14, 50; 8:48, 54; 9:13, 41; 10:3, 28, 37; 17:14, 19, 31; 21:21; Acts 3:4, 6; 9:6,
11, 15, 34, 40; 10:26; 14:10; 22:10; 26:16; 28:26). Keep what God has done secret (Luke 5:14).
Communal Practices: Share communion (Luke 22:17, 19). Give generously (Luke 6:30, 35, 38;
12:33; 14:12, 13; 18:22) even of your internal character attributes (Luke 11:41). Heal (Luke 10:9). Forgive
(Luke 6:37; 17:3). Have dependence on others (Luke 9:4; 10:4, 7) and receive with gratitude (Luke 10:8).
Do good to enemies (Luke 6:27, 28, 35). Do not condemn (Luke 6:37), but rebuke to wake people up (Luke
9:5; 10:10; 17:3). Show kindness and mercy to others (Luke 6:31, 36; 10:5, 37), especially the family of
believers (Luke 22:32). Sacrifice (Luke 6:29, 30; 9:23, 59, 60). Take initiative in resolving conflict (Luke
12:58). Share the message of Jesus (Luke 7:22; 8:39; 9:60; 10:9; Acts 12:17; 22:21). Use resources to grow
the kingdom (Luke 16:9; 19:13, 17).
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Table 2. Lukan Spirituality Enjoined by Jesus, Peter, and Paul
Underlying Attitudes
Alert
Anxious for God’s
kingdom
Attentive
Deeply internalized
believing
Courageous
Humble
Trusting in God
Fearing God
Keeping excitement over
sensational spirituality
in check

Individual Practices
Take steps to be with Jesus
Rejoice in salvation
Put effort forth in the
spiritual walk
Practice simplicity
Repent
Be baptized
Consider nature
Pray
Respond to God’s
messages with action
Keep what God has done
secret
Praise*
Fast*
Internalize God’s word*

Communal Practices
Share communion
Give generously
Heal
Forgive
Grateful interdependence
Doing good to enemies
Do not condemn, but
rebuke
Show kindness and mercy
Sacrifice
Take initiative in resolving
conflict
Share the message of Jesus
(tell stories*)
Use resources to grow the
kingdom
Feast*
*Items inducted into this list from the Lukan themes considered above.

This overview of Luke and Acts generates a list of biblical spiritual attitudes and
practices adequate for developing devotional habits for this project. Both the diversity of
the list and the reality that not all of these commands were given to each biblical
character suggest there is room for individualizing spiritual practice. Though the lack of
depth in the Lukan narratives limits their ability to exhaustively undergird an
individualized approach to spirituality, their breadth coupled with John’s accounts of
Jesus’ intimate conversations, substantiates such an approach.
The Spiritual Narrative of Nascent Christianity
Since this project intends to introduce people to Christian devotional habits in a
personality-sensitive context, establishing biblical individualization of spiritual direction
and spiritual practices is essential. In this review of Jesus’ life and the life of the early
29

church found in John, Luke, and Acts, I have sought to meet both challenges. I have
demonstrated that, when possible, Jesus individualized his teaching and that his varying
approaches catalyzed meaningful internal and external results in those with whom he
met. I have also established a list of spiritual practices advocated for in Scripture.
However, given the lack of explicit instructions in Scripture regarding how to perform
these devotional habits, I still lack an effective instrument to assess whether a suggested
method or focus in a given practice is optimal for Christian spiritual practice.
Love to Us then from Us:
A Spiritual Practice Matrix
In the 21st century, faced with the challenge of navigating a world marked by
relativism, pluralism, and syncretism, the multiplicity of options with which to reach
spiritual enlightenment demands grounded principles. Is any practice fine? If not, how
does one identify which habits might be harmful or helpful? What is the ideal to which
practitioners can compare the trajectory of their spiritual growth? I contend seekers
should use Jesus’ highest priority as their standard. Jesus reveals holistic love, manifested
toward God and then toward self and others, is the highest aim of actualization. If these
are God’s highest priority, they are the most trustworthy standard to measure spiritual
experience and safeguard the student against the extremes of isolationist minimalism or
extreme pluralism. At the same time, the Bible teaches any expression of human love—
aka. toward God, self, or others—is merely a reflection of divine love. Therefore, in this
section I discuss a basic understanding of the love of God, explain Jesus’ greatest
commandments, generate a matrix for spirituality assessment, and discuss how the matrix
may be utilized.
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Receiving the Love of God
The biblical definition of divine love indicates its reception is of crucial
importance to its expression. Comprehensive analysis of the nature of God’s love is
beyond the scope of this study, but my view coheres with John Peckham. He asserts
(2015, 66-8) God’s love toward humanity is “volitional”—a true choice on God’s part
and not incumbent in the divine being, “evaluative”—affected by human action,
“emotional”—characterized by positive and negative feelings, “foreconditional”—
beginning without condition but the continued experience of which is conditional, and
“ideally reciprocal”—intended to ignite relationships of intimacy. By definition, the
foreconditional aspect of God’s love indicates reception precedes reciprocity.
My own biblical research indicates love is a subject that acts on humanity first.28
Love, on some level, is synonymous with God and comes from God (1 John 4:7-10, 16),
and this love effectively changes human hearts so they are capable of loving.29 Love is a
substance whose essence humans receive and either compromise (Matt 24:12; Rom 12:9)
or foster (Phil 1:9; 2 Thess 1:3; Jude 2). When people choose the latter, they develop a
lasting (1 Cor 13:8, 13), law-fulfilling (Rom 13:10), relationally edifying30 and sin
conquering (1 Pet 4:8) character capacity that is the object of the Christian’s internal
journey (1 Tim 1:5; 1 John 2:5). If humans are to authentically love God, self, and others,
they must first receive God’s empowering love.

28
Search performed with Logos software generating 79 results in 29 verses in which love is an
explicit subject. Search Settings: Morph; All Morph Text; All Passages; Nestle-Aland: Novum
Testamentum Graece, 28th Auflage; lemma:ἀγάπη@NN WITHIN 5 WORDS @V
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C.f. John 17:26; Rom 5:5; 2 Cor 5:15; Gal 5:22; 1 John 2:15; 3:17; 4:12, 16-18; 5:3; 2 John 6.
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C.f. Rom 13:10; 1 Cor 8:1; 13:4; 2 Thess 1:3; 1 John 4:12.
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Understanding the Greatest Commandments
34 But when the Pharisees heard that he had silenced the Sadducees, they gathered
together. 35 And one of them, a lawyer, asked him a question to test him.
36 “Teacher, which is the great commandment in the Law?” 37 And he said to him,
“You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with
all your mind. 38 This is the great and first commandment. 39 And a second is like it:
You shall love your neighbor as yourself. 40 On these two commandments depend all
the Law and the Prophets.” – Matthew 22:34-40 (ESV)
The greatest commandments occur in four forms and locations in the Protestant
Bible. First in Deut 6 and Lev 19:18 and then in the synoptic Gospels: Matt 22:37, 39,
Mark 12:29, 30, and Luke 10:27. Each writer sets the stage with slight variations. Jesus is
probed (Matt 22:35, 36), questioned (Mark 12:28), or Jesus does the questioning himself
when exploring the prerequisites to eternal life (Luke 10:25-28). Whatever the immediate
context, he consistently identifies the calls to love God and to love neighbor as self as the
quintessential commandments. Table 3 compares the four occurrences in the Greek texts
of the OT and NT so differences can be observed.
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Table 3. Greatest Commandments Comparison
Reference
Emphasis
Text
Deut 6:5a
Love your God
ἀγαπήσεις κύριον τὸν θεόν σου
Matt 22:37a
Love your God
ἀγαπήσεις κύριον τὸν θεόν σου
Mark 12:30a
Love your God
ἀγαπήσεις κύριον τὸν θεόν σου
Luke 10:27a
Love your God
ἀγαπήσεις κύριον τὸν θεόν σου
Deut 6:5b
All heart (gen)
ἐξ ὅλης τῆς καρδίας σου
Matt 22:37b
All heart (dat)
ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ καρδίᾳ σου
Mark 12:30b
All heart (gen)
ἐξ ὅλης τῆς καρδίας σου
Luke 10:27b
All heart (gen)
ἐξ ὅλης [τῆς] καρδίας σου
Deut 6:5c
All soul (gen)
καὶ ἐξ ὅλης τῆς ψυχῆς σου
Matt 22:37c
All soul (dat)
καὶ ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ ψυχῇ σου
Mark 12:30c
All soul (gen)
καὶ ἐξ ὅλης τῆς ψυχῆς σου
Luke 10:27c
All soul (dat)
καὶ ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ ψυχῇ σου
Deut 6:5d
All strength (gen) καὶ ἐξ ὅλης τῆς δυνάμεώς σου
Matt 22:37d
All mind (dat)
καὶ ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ διανοίᾳ σου
Mark 12:30d
All mind (gen)
καὶ ἐξ ὅλης τῆς διανοίας σου
Luke 10:27d
All strength (gen) καὶ ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ ἰσχύϊ σου
Luke 10:27e
All mind (dat)
καὶ ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ διανοίᾳ σου
Lev 19:18
Neighbor as self
ἀγαπήσεις τὸν πλησίον σου ὡς σεαυτόν
Matt 22:39
Neighbor as self
ἀγαπήσεις τὸν πλησίον σου ὡς σεαυτόν
Mark 12:31
Neighbor as self
ἀγαπήσεις τὸν πλησίον σου ὡς σεαυτόν
Luke 10:27f
Neighbor as self
(implied) τὸν πλησίον σου ὡς σεαυτόν
I begin my subsections of each verse at the text’s use of the word ἀγαπήσεις rather than
at the beginning of the verse itself to foster ease of comparison in this table.

Examination of the four accounts produces two initial findings. There is high
consistency among all accounts. The words of the NT seek general congruence with the
OT as demonstrated by the identical introductory and conclusory matter and high
congruence in the body of the greatest commandment.
The second finding is that there is not complete dependence on the OT text, either
Hebrew or Greek. The concept of mind (Matt 22:27; Mark 10:30; Luke 10:27) is not
ְ (strength), or the Greek word, δυνάμεώς
conveyed by either the Hebrew word, (מא ֹ ֶ ֽד
(strength), used in the OT texts. Luke, the only NT reference to include “strength,”
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uses a different word for strength than the LXX. Finally, the NT writers are not
consistent with the LXX in their use of prepositions and cases.
These findings lead me to conclude the terms heart, soul, strength, and mind
are not of primary significance singularly, but rather function together to form a
whole. That is, first and foremost, people ought to love God with everything they are.
However, particularly as some of these terms have considerable semantic range in
21st century English, word studies add richness to each of these four concepts.
First, whole heartedness is especially multifaceted in its meaning.31 To be devoted
with the whole heart is a gift from God, an exercise of one’s deepest decision making
faculty, antithetical to insincerity, the marker of true obedience and service, an emotional
experience, wrapped up in expressions of prayer and worship, and effective in altering
the way God relates to people and their descendants.32 Essentially, whole heartedness, as
with love itself, begins as a gift from God and sprouts into emotional, expressive, and
sincere acts of commitment and service.
Second, OT Hebrew does not utilize a distinct word for mind. When the LXX
uses the word for mind in the synoptic accounts of the greatest commandments, it is
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Search performed with Logos software generating 122 results in 49 verses in which the lemmas
of καρδία and ὅλος are used. Search Settings: Morph; All Morph Text; All Passages; Septuaginta: SESB
Edition; lemma:καρδία AND lemma:ὅλος The same search in the NA28 generated only four results found
in the three passages in which Jesus expounds on the greatest commandments.
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Gift from God–Deut 30:6; Ps 118:10; Jer 24:7, decision making–1 Sam 7:3; 2 Chron 15:12;
34:31; 2 Kgs 10:31; Prov 3:5; 23:17; Ps 118:34, 69, antithetical to insincerity–Jer 3:10, true obedience and
service–1 Sam 12:20; 1 Kgs 2:4; Deut 4:29; 10:12; 11:13; 13:4; 26:16; 30:2, 10; Jer 36:13, emotional
experience–2 Kgs 22:11-23:3, 25; Ps 118:58, 145; Joel 2:12, prayer and worship–1 Sam 12:24; 2 Chron
6:38; Ps 9:2; 84:12; 110:1; 137:1; Zeph 3:14, and altering the way God relates–1 Kgs 8:23, 48; 2 Chron
6:14; 22:9.
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generally a translation of the word for heart or soul.33 In contrast, the NT utilizes words
for mind, διάνοια and its root νοῦς, relatively frequently.34 These words indicate part of
the human person that is fundamentally capable of being misled but also capable of
understanding wonderful truths and making judgment between good and evil. Not only
does it have the capacity for understanding, the mind is capable of sincerity and even
being renewed to match the mind of Christ. The mind can fosters unity between believers
and readiness for action.35 The term underscores thinking in the stream of divine logic.
Third, the idea of strength is wrapped up in action. God’s love spurs God to action
on behalf of humanity (Deut 4:37; Rom 8:39) and human love motivates action in service
(Matt 6:24; Luke 16:13).36 In its more general usage, ἰσχύς is also connected to action.37
Frequently, strength refers to the essence of one’s life or physical strength, one’s ability
to do anything. Strength also entails more specific abilities: expertise in business, loud
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Misled–Rom 1:28; Eph 2:3; 4:17, 18; Col 1:21; 2:18; 2 Thess 2:2; 1 Tim 6:5; 2 Tim 3:8; Titus
1:15, understanding–Luke 24:45; Rom 12:2; 14:5; 1 Cor 14:14, 15; 1 John 5:20; Rev 13:18; 17:9),
sincerity–Rom 7:23, 25; 2 Pet 3:1, mind of Christ (Eph 4:23; Heb 8:10; 10:16; 1 Cor 2:16), unity between
believers (1 Cor 1:10), and readiness for action (1 Pet 1:13).
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use of the voice, military strength, miraculous acts, wisdom in action, leading others and
acquiring wealth and peace, and serving someone faithfully—frequently being faithful to
God. “Strength” is also used to refer to one’s capacity either for feelings or actions.38
From these passages I observe that strength encapsulates not only one’s capacity to lift
heavy objects, but more comprehensively all the things one concretely does.
Fourth, the idea of soul can be synonymous with the other three terms, but also
goes beyond them to an inclusive wholeness.39 “Whole soul” tends to accompany “whole
heart” in the OT. The soul is associated with thinking, strong feelings like bitterness and
delight, desire and longing, and taking action. However, the soul is more than these
things. Most commonly, it is equated with one’s whole life: relating to blood, one’s dead
body, or one’s life generally. The word is used as a synonym for a person as well. The
soul can also be attracted or repulsed to the soul of another, it is relational, and even
related to promise making. It relates to the fundamental element of a person that can be
marred by sin but also redeemed. At the same time, the soul can be mysterious to its

38
Ability to do anything–1 Chron 29:12; 1 Sam 28:20, 22; 30:4; 2 Kgs19:3; Dan 4:13, 23; Deut
33:25; Ezek 7:24; 19:11, 12, 14; Gen 49:3; Isa 30:15; Jer 9:22; Amos 2:5; Micah 7:16; Job 6:11; 16:5; 26:2;
30:2; 39:11; Judg 16:5, 6, 914, 15, 17, 19; Lam 1:6; Lev 26:20; Prov 14:4; 27:24; 30:25; Ps 21:16; 30:11;
37:11; 101:24, expertise in business–Ruth 2:1, loud voice–2 Sam 6:5; Isa 40:9; 58:1, military strength–1
Sam 2:9; 2 Sam 22:18; 24:2, 4; 2 Kgs 4:1; 15:20; 24:14; 1 Chron 12:22, 26, 29, 31; 29:11; 2 Chron 20:6,
12; 25:6; 26:13; 28:6; Amos 6:13; Dan 7:7; 8:7, 24; 11:7, 25; Eccl 4:1; Exod 15:6; Ezek 26:11; 30:6, 18;
31:18; 32:12, 20, 26, 30; 33:28; Hos 6:9; Isa 40:10; 42:13; 49:26; 63:1; Jer 15:10, 13; Job 30:18; Josh 6:2;
8:3; 10:7; 11:1; Judg 6:12, 14; Nah 2:2; Num 24:18; Prov 14:26; 18:10; Ps 32:16; 38:11; 60:4; Zech 4:6,
miraculous acts–1 Pet 4:11; 2 Pet 2:11; 2 Thess 1:9; 1 Kgs 19:8; Dan 4:30; Eph 1:19; 6:10; Isa 10:33;
40:26; Jer 10:12; 28:15, 53; 34:5; 39:17; Job 9:19; 23:6; 26:12; 39:21; Judg 16:30; Micah 5:3; Nah 1:3; Ps
64:7; 146:5; Rev 7:12, wisdom in action–Isa 11:2, acquiring wealth and peace–Deut 8:17; 1 Chron 5:2;
29:12; Dan 4:21, 22; Ezek 27:12; Isa 29:2; 47:5; Jer 23:10; Job 6:22; 12:16, serving faithfully–Ps 17:2;
102:20; 117:14; Isa 49:5; Jer 16:19; Gen 31:6, and capacity for feelings or actions (Job 36:5, 22; 37:23; Isa
47:9; 63:15.
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owner and can be addressed as something almost separate from the owner.40 Apparently,
the concept of the soul corresponds to elements of the other aspects of personhood, but
also supersedes them, stretching into the holistic sphere of personhood.
A treatment of love in the Deuteronomy 6 context requires noting King Josiah. He
holds a singular place in Scripture. “Before him there was no king like him, who turned
to the LORD with all his heart and with all his soul and with all his might, according to
all the Law of Moses, nor did any like him arise after him” (2 Kings 23:25). 2 Kings 2223 illustrates what it means to wholly love the LORD. Josiah is whole-hearted—ripping
his garment (22:11), having a repentant spirit (22:19), and weeping (22:19). Josiah is
whole-souled/minded—devoting himself to understanding the “Book of the Law” (22:11;
23:2). Josiah is whole-bodied—making a covenant to walk in the teachings of God with
the people (23:3), destroying the vessels and places of worship to other gods (23:4-20),
and restoring the Passover celebration (23:21-23). Essentially, this king’s heart and mind
are devoted to God so he follows through with actions as completely as he knows how.

40
“Whole soul” with “whole heart”–Deut 4:29; 6:6; 10:12; 11:13; 13:4, 14; 26:16; 30:2, 10; Josh
22:25; 23:14; 1 Sam 2:35; 1Kgs 2:4; 8:48; 2 Kgs 23:3, 25; 1 Chron 28:9; 2 Chron 6:38; 15:12; 34:31; Jer
39:41; Ps 12:3, thinking–1 Sam 2:35; 1 Chron 12:39; 28:9; 2 Chron 9:1; Deut 6:6; Isa 10:7; 44:19; Jer
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26:43, whole life: relating to blood–Gen 9:4, 5; Lev 17:11; 1 Chron 11:19, one’s dead body–Lev 19:28;
21:11; 22:4; Num 5:2; 6:6, 11; 9:6, 7, 10; 19:11, 13; Hag 2:13, life generally–1 Sam 22:23; 2 Sam 14:7 2;
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16:4, person–1 Sam 22:22; Acts 7:14; Deut 10:22; Exod 12:4, 16; 16:16; Ezek 27:13; Isa 3:9; Jer 2:34; Job
1:5; Lev 21:1; 27:2; Num 15:28; Prov 11:17; 25:25; 27:7, relational–Deut 13:7; Gen 34:3, 8; 44:30; Jer
51:7; Phil 1:27), and even related to promise making (Num 30:3-13, marred by sin but also redeemed–1 Pet
1:9; 2:11, 25; 2 Cor 12:15; Exod 21:30; 30:12, 16; Ezek 16:5; 25:6; Heb 4:12; 6:19; 10:39; 13:17; Isa
10:18; 51:23; Jer 4:10; 6:16; Lam 3:25; Mark 8:37; Matt 16:26; Mic 6:7; Prov 16:24, separate from the
owner–Job 9:21; Luke 12:19; Ps 10:1; 34:3.
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The way these four terms overlap demonstrates wholeness of love as the primary
emphasis of these greatest commandments passages. At the same time, the distinctives of
heart, mind, and strength function as helpful guides to simplify the human experience
into understandable aspects: attitudes/feelings, beliefs/thoughts, and behaviors/actions.
The Love Matrix for Spiritual Practices
The preeminence of love suggests its validity as an assessment for spiritual
practices. If God’s vision for humans is that they will receive divine love and reciprocate
with all their attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors and then express this love to themselves and
to others, then spiritual practices ought to engage one’s feelings, thoughts, and actions so
the entire human can experience this transforming love of God and thus love God, self,
and others with increasing sincerity and depth in each area of personhood. This vision
creates the criteria for assessing spiritual practices as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Love Matrix for Spiritual Practices
Capacities

Does this
practice foster
receiving
God’s love
with one’s…?

Does this
practice foster
loving God
more with
one’s…?

Does this
practice foster
loving oneself
more with
one’s…?

Does this
practice foster
loving others
more with
one’s…?

Feelings
(Heart)
Thoughts
(Mind)
Actions
(Strength)

Practices that help seekers receive God’s love help them internalize God’s
feelings, beliefs, and actions with regard to them. On the output side, practices should
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enable practitioners to express feelings of affection toward God, themselves, and others.
Habits should also introduce people to realities that challenge and alter the way they think
about God, themselves, and others in positive ways. Finally, positive devotional exercises
should catalyze people to act in ways that express devotion to God and kindness to
themselves and others.
Any course of spiritual practices people dedicate themselves to should result in a
check in every box. Additionally, if, when looking back at their spiritual development,
people do not see themselves growing in these areas, they should reassess their spiritual
practices. Receiving God’s wholly penetrating love results in that love being internalized,
reciprocated, and passed on. Beholding the glory of Christ, his magnificent love for
creation, works transformation in the human person (2 Cor 3:18), and those seeking God
have the opportunity to partner with God by intentionally fostering this experience.
Applying the Love Matrix
for Spiritual Practices
This matrix rises out of my study and reflection on the connection between
spirituality, the NT concept of love, and Jesus’ teaching on the greatest commandment.
As I have considered the matrix and its use, I have arrived at some tentative conclusions
regarding its dangers and benefits.
When it comes to dangers, this instrument could foster perfectionism or
extremism. I recommend the matrix be used in planning what and how one will engage
devotional habits and as an aid in annual or bi-annual reflection on one’s spiritual growth
rather than a weekly or daily assessment tool. Throughout Scripture and Christian history,
the temptation to turn religious life into a series of checkboxes has been particularly
appealing, especially for certain personalities. Here the goal is for the planner to consider
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whether the methods, questions, and applications of a devotional diet are likely to foster
the experience of love rather than to correlate one exercise with a given result. Also,
John’s counsel is noteworthy, God’s love inspires human love (1 John 4:19). Rather than
focusing on what one ought to do, the one using the matrix should emphasize the first
column, recognizing that inviting God in will bring transformation in due time. When
using the instrument to consider past growth, the spirit of the matrix is not to create a pass
or fail mentality. This reflection is meant to create an opportunity to recognize room for
growth, and prayerfully consider how God may be inviting the practitioner into a more
holistic experience of relational, transforming love in the present and future.
Though use of the matrix may come with challenges, it has potential to mediate
21st century Christianity’s tension between relativistic spirituality, which lacks objective
grounding, and strict traditionalism, which quenches unique expressions of faith. For
example, one criticism of integrating personality studies with Christian spirituality is that
personality theory consumes the gospel message itself. Christian life can become the
gospel of helping other people be themselves and get along. (See “Explicit Challenges to
Integration” in Chapter 3.) The Love Matrix for Spiritual Practices curbs this inclination
without undermining legitimate differences. It unites people around the goal of holistic
love, while fostering individual spiritual discernment regarding how to arrive at that
universal end. The matrix provides a firm foundation with a flexible frame that allowed
me to conscientiously construct the devotional habits for the intervention.
Project Implications
My theological reflection has explored Adventist doctrine and biblical material to
address inherent questions in this project. Does Scripture encourage individualization in
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spirituality? How can one decide which devotional habits to utilize and which to
abandon? The sanctuary doctrine, a model for divine-human relationship whose sweeping
scope covers the ages of human history, meets the first question as it establishes a
universal spiritual goal, accomplished through Jesus, that allows for and fosters
individual expressions of spirituality. The examples of Jesus individualizing his teaching
to those around him further support and expand the conclusions from the sanctuary study.
The list of specific spiritual practices found in Luke and Acts begins to answer the second
question, substantiating practices with biblical support, and the Love Matrix for Spiritual
Practices establishes a mechanism for testing potential ways of engaging devotional
habits and regimens. Thus, as I approached this project, my reflection resolved several of
the underlying challenges to the project. It also provided specific implications for my
project.
My reflection on the sanctuary carries three specific implications for the project.
First, the sanctuary system underscores the centrality of Jesus in the best spiritual
practices, so I organized my practices so Jesus was their central focus. Second, the
sanctuary is not always blatant in its imagery, so even as Jesus is central to the practices,
I designed some of them in such a way they utilized symbolism. Third, almost all of the
sanctuary rituals help people understand the depth of their need for repentance for
relationship with God, so I included opportunities to experience repentance in my
devotional habits.
I applied four lessons from the NT narrative of spirituality found in Luke-Acts
and John. First, since prayer and the word of God receive so much emphasis, I made
various approaches to these two practices the substance of the devotional habits I
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introduced to students. Second, I encouraged students not only to engage practices, but
also attitudes to foster relationship with God. Third, as Jesus heavily uses questions, I
integrated intentional questions into the devotional practices. Fourth, since Jesus focuses
especially on his identity with those he interacts with, I made Jesus’ identity a central
focus in the activities.
Finally, the Love Matrix for Spiritual Practices also had two clear consequences
for my project. First, as I developed the habits, I ran those habits through the matrix to
ensure they cohered with a robust and holistic biblical approach. Second, as few habits
could fulfil all the criteria and still be effective, I made sure the battery of habits as a
whole reflected all aspects of the matrix in a balanced way.
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW
Aim and Scope
The goal of this literature review was to help me answer two questions. First, how
should I approach teaching spiritual practices? Second, what work has been done
connecting personality and spirituality? I explored the purpose of Christian spiritual
growth and the foundational issues in the field of spiritual disciplines to answer the first
question. I considered various personality instruments and how they have been connected
with spiritual practices in the past to answer the second question. Throughout this review,
I draw liberally from current sources, however since many of the seminal works in the
field come from writers of the 20th century, several of my sources come from the late
1900s. I conclude this review with implications for the project and questions for further
exploration.
The Nature and Aim of Christian
Spiritual Growth
If this project is to help the Seventh-day Adventist church, it must ensure its goal
reflects best practices and a biblically sound approach to spiritual growth. Here I explore
the contributions to the nature and aim of Christian spiritual growth from non-Christian
and Christian literature.
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Spiritual Growth Outside the
Christian Community
Humanistic fields explore the purpose of spiritual growth in the context of healthy
function. Friedman, Krippner, Riebel, and Johson (2010) provide a review of spiritual
development assessment from a psychological perspective. They conclude (90) that
Ferrer’s criteria, “how a path might liberate practitioners from self-centeredness, and…
how a path might lead to a person's fulfillment,” determine the usefulness of spiritual
development (they cite Ferrer (2009). Thus, they agree with Kass (2015, 67) when he
concludes the “well-being of individuals and society” is the goal of psycho-spiritual
direction. Positively relating to self and others is the aim of spiritual growth.
Assessing spiritual growth emphasizes holistic growth. For the sake of brevity, I
limit myself to two examples. Kass (58) suggests this growth is best achieved in “personspecific learning” that focuses on maturation with the various aspects of an individual:
“behavioral, cognitive, social–emotional, contemplative, and an integrative (resilient
worldview-building) function.” Parker (2011, 112) suggests using Fowler’s Model—a
process from infantile, received faith to mature, universal faith affirmation—for assessing
spiritual development because it enables the provider to help a client navigate the
challenges of faith throughout the client’s faith journey, is not bound to a single religion,
and is well-supported by the literature. Both these examples depict holistic systems that
see faith as integrated with other aspects of human life.
This brief summary suggests general agreement about the goal of spiritual growth.
Spiritual growth results in positive relating to self and others. Also, this vision becomes
reality through deepening understanding of complex, integrated systems regarding to self.
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Christian Spiritual Growth
This project reaches beyond general spiritual growth to the vision of Christian
spiritual growth, which, generally speaking, is reflecting the likeness of Jesus. Maddix
(2010, 241) calls it is Spirit-empowered, human “conformity with the Spirit of Christ . . .
Pilgrims . . . being on a journey to become more Christian.” In this section, I summarize
how the aforementioned “likeness of Jesus” comes about and how it is embodied.
The inception point of spiritual growth is divinely initiated desire. Due especially
to the intellectualization of the west, Dybdahl (2015, 8) exclaims, “Increasingly
postmodern people and others hunger for the direct touch of the divine.” Western culture,
built on the analytical pillars of enlightenment thinking, is starving for a deeper
spirituality. This hunger is present inside the church as well. Whitney (2017, 101)
identifies this desire in the members of her focus groups. Calhoun (2015, Kindle Location
357) observes the same in her churches; “Desire and desperation gnaw at their hungry
souls.” The hunger for something more is pervasive.
Not only is this desire universally present, it is encouraged by Jesus. Calhoun
(2015, Kindle Locations 379-380) reasons; “Jesus never attempts to shut down people’s
longings, nor does he ask people to transcend their longings as some religions do.”
Rather, she contends, pointing to John 1:37, Matt 20:21, 32, Mark 10:36, 51, and John
5:6, Jesus probes people for what they want. Calhoun (Kindle Locations 391-392) goes
further; “Misguided, self-destructive, true or addictive desperations and desires opened
doors to relationship.” When possible, Jesus took even broken desires and redirected
them to draw people in (Luke 10:41-42, Mark 5:19, 10:21). Dybdahl (11) suggests this
human longing is the result of God’s longing for humanity. Jesus encourages longing
because it draws people into the very relationship Jesus himself longs for.
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As it begins with desire, spiritual formation is fundamentally internal. Willard
(2010, 46), one of the giants of influence in the field in the beginning of the 21st century,
explains spiritual formation; “It is appropriate to regard this inner dimension of the self as
the ‘spiritual’ side of the human being, and then to think of ‘spiritual formation’ as the
process of reshaping or redeveloping it.” One’s spirit is internal, so spiritual formation
begins and emanates from the inside. Maddix (2010, 254) writing with regard to the
second phase of classical spiritual formation describes that “a paradigm shift takes place
in our motives. Rather than having a self-concern for our relationship with God, our
motivation becomes a heart burning for the love of God.” “Accordingly,” Willard (2010,
47) builds further, one’s real goal is “to become the kind of person who easily and
routinely does obey as a result of devotion to Jesus.” Internal devotion is more important
than any particular behavior. Agreeing with this sentiment in their seminal work on
spirituality and personality, Michael and Norrisey (1984, 21) emphasize, “The more
mature and Christ-like we become, the more balanced we become in the use of all four
attitudes and all four functions.” Desire germinates in the heart and mind and thus
initiates internal transformation.
This internal, fledgling plant cannot remain contained, however. Spiritual growth
must affect the whole. Maddix (2010, 265-66) argues for comprehensive spirituality
explicitly when contending the physical, mental, emotional, social, moral, and spiritual
aspects of human beings are interrelated and that if any are neglected, all will suffer.
Pembroke, Coyle, Gear, Gubi, Kelly, Louw, McMillan, Niven, Thierfelder, and Schmidt
(2018, 107) identify this holistic nature as well, reflecting that “positive psychology,
spiritual practices, spiritual character, and personal/social ethics” are necessities for
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positive spiritual growth. Likewise, when Willard (2010, 54-55) considers spiritual
growth, he pays special attention to the human materials involved; “Discipleship to Jesus
has as its natural outcome transformation of character—the hidden realities of heart,
mind, soul, body—in such a way that conformity to his commands becomes the easy,
routine, standard way the well-developed disciple comports himself or herself.” A person
is not merely intellect, feelings, or biology.
Essentially for Willard and Johnson (2006, 107-8), transformation occurs in
people’s ideas, feelings, characters, bodies, relationships, and souls. The human is a sum
of these parts and spiritual growth engages all of them, resulting in fundamental rather
than superficial change. (For Willard’s understanding of how these facets fit together see
Willard 2002, 32-39. See Kuhalampi (2010, 264) for a similar depiction by Ellen White,
one of the key founders of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.) Included in this holistic
approach is Willard’s emphasis on external manifestations as disciples “comport”
themselves in the world. What begins with God pouring grace into a person’s heart and
mind, Christopher Heuertz (2017, 30) observes, ends with Christians finding “themselves
quietly and undramatically allowing the fruit of their lives to speak for itself.” This allencompassing fruit has a certain, distinct form.
Christian spiritual growth opens one up to a life of comprehensive and beautiful
results. Norton and Southern (2004, xvii) summarize, “Love, then, is the key to
experiencing life fully.” Mulholland (2016, 163) calls it “a life in loving union with God .
. . a life of transforming love.” Heath (2017, 9) asserts, “Whether the mystic is
predominantly apophatic or kataphatic in his or her experience, the result of Christian
mysticism is an ever-increasing capacity to love God. The greatest ‘proof’ of mysticism
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is its fruit: love of God and neighbor.” Thus, this Christian spiritual love is not merely an
ethereal concept or feeling as Bloesch (2007, 31) seems to suggest when he states, “Most
current books on spirituality reflect either Neoplatonic mysticism or the new
innerworldly mysticism.” Though I grant the predominance of the contemplative tradition
in the literature, these authors call for embodied rather than esoteric love.
One example of this embodied love is Attebery (2017, 58), who illustrates this
when he reports, and celebrates how “new converts considered positive speech and
treatment of others as a sign of Christian maturity and spiritual growth . . . [and] looked
forward to spiritual growth which results in increased Bible knowledge and service
opportunities.” Similarly, Johnson (2015, Kindle Locations 1738-1740) concludes a life
that sees theology as discipleship results in “a life of love for God and neighbor that
corresponds to the love we will share with God for eternity.” For the pilgrim on the
journey of Christian spiritual growth, the results of that journey will be ever-deepening,
lavish love for God and others.
Conclusion
Because authors outside the Christian community seek healthy function from
spiritual growth and Christian practitioners desire the same, both non-Christian and
Christian sources can contribute to a system of positive Christian spiritual growth, though
the latter should take precedence. Both groups agree that spiritual growth should affect
self-understanding and have positive outcomes for one’s integration with community.
However, Christian spiritual growth goes beyond humanistic conceptualizations.
Christian spiritual growth takes root in God-motivated longing, begins internally but
eventually affects the whole person, and manifests embodied love for God and neighbor.
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Teaching Spiritual Disciplines
This section provides the essential groundwork for teaching spiritual disciplines.
(“Spiritual disciplines” here are synonymous with “devotional habits.”) The literature
discussing the spiritual disciplines themselves covers the duration of Christian history
and is both disunified and expansive. Foster (2018, vi) comments, “I do not have any
exhaustive list of the Spiritual Disciplines. As far as I know, none exists.” Though partial
lists exist (Howard (2018) in Appendix A, table 14. or Calhoun (2015) provide examples
of such lists), they neither claim exhaustiveness nor do they describe the disciplines in
universally practiced fashions. Given these limitations, rather than emphasizing specific
practices, this section explores the broader issues in teaching devotional habits: the place
of disciplines in Christian life and guiding principles for introducing people to devotional
habits.
The Theological Place of the Disciplines
Spiritual disciplines is a subcategory of spiritual growth. This subcategory faces
an ontological and an ethical question. Should these habits be (ontology) or are they a
way of justification by works, a way to earn salvation? If they should be, when or in what
context should spiritual disciplines be done (ethics)? Since, these questions challenge the
legitimacy of teaching spiritual disciplines, I address them here.
Though, in the literature, the theological place of the disciplines is often
overlooked due to discussion of the explanation of, and exhortations to perform, spiritual
disciplines, the disciplines have a rich theological framework. (This oversight has not
always been the case. Schwanda (2017, 228) observes regarding the “intentional
integration of theology and piety” in devotional material until the 1850s. He notes their
connection with such essential concepts as the trinity for example.) Devotional habits can
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be turned into mechanisms to perpetuate a works approach to salvation, but as Willard
(2010, 55) contends, “grace is not opposed to effort but to earning.” Foster (2018,
vi) agrees, “the opposite of grace is works—but not effort.” They make these claims on
the basis of the myriad of texts that call followers of Jesus to strive for a different kind of
character. For example, Foster (2018, vi) discusses how grace in the exhortation of 2 Pet
3:18 to “grow in grace” cannot merely be “God’s unmerited favor” because one cannot
impact growth in God’s unmerited favor by the very definition of “unmerited.” Foster
(2018, vi) claims:
Now, with the Spiritual Disciplines, the form that God’s grace takes is interactive
relationship. God invites us into a variety of Spiritual Disciplines, and we step into
them as best we can. These actions place us before God as a living sacrifice. God, in
turn, uses our actions to build within us deeply ingrained habit patterns of “righteous
and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit” (Rom. 14:17). Back and forth, back and forth, in
interactive relationship so that, through time and experience, we are learning to “grow
in grace.”
First, God’s grace invites and enables humans to answer the invitation. Second,
empowered by this grace, humans participate in the disciplines opening themselves up to
God. Third, God, pours transforming grace into these open human vessels. At no point is
the human the agent fueling transformation to receive salvation. Since passages like 2 Pet
3:18 require human participation, they facilitate a shift of focus from the ontological
theological place to the ethical theological place of spiritual disciplines.
Theologically, devotional habits hold an ethical place as the path to growth.
Willard (2002; Willard and Johnson 2006, 57-65) creates a model of spiritual growth that
demonstrates this as the Jesus follower first identifies the vision of God’s kingdom,
intends to achieve this vision, and then employs the proper means to achieve the vision
intended. The proper means are devotional practices. Herr (2017a; 2017b) would agree,
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arguing devotional habits should help people in receiving—comprehending the substance
of faith (vision), participating—imagining what faithful life could look like (vision), and
practicing—focusing on application (intention). Herr (2017a, 407) comes to this threepart matrix by way of Brueggeman (1982; 2015), “Receiving: Does the method or
practice primarily give content to learners or reinforce the normative narrative of faith?
Participating: Does this method or practice primarily help envision or imagine alternative
possibilities? Practicing: Does this method primarily focus on how one applies biblical
truth and understands their engagement in the world?”) Both these models suggest
spiritual disciplines are the God-enabled and empowered means to a God-established
ethical end.
Devotional habits have a legitimate, ontological, theological place; they are
established by God in grace. Spiritual disciplines also have an ethical, theological place.
As Maddix (2010, 242) concludes, “Historically, the Church has discovered that certain
disciplines . . . keep us in the presence of Christ where the Holy Spirit has an opportunity
to go on transforming us.” Devotional habits are the activity, established by God in grace,
through which humans can participate in and foster their spiritual growth.
Guiding Principles for Introducing People
to the Disciplines
The literature reveals several best practices for selection of, and introduction to,
devotional habits. First, the disciplines should help people engage Scripture. Second, the
practices should help people take time for listening to, and reflecting on, God’s voice and
leading. Third, the teacher should help learners understand that connecting with God
requires practice and growth. Fourth, the teacher should introduce multiple practices as
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each practice emphasizes different elements of spiritual life. Fifth, the teacher should
foster community. Here I explain the rationale for each of these best practices.
Disciplines should reflectively, relationally, and practically engage Scripture for
two reasons. First, the testimony of history is an important witness. Foster (2018, 29)
underscores that throughout Christian history “meditation upon Scripture, is the central
reference point by which all other forms of meditation are kept in proper perspective.”
Scripture grounds the journeyer, directing the imagination and subjective experience.
Second, the Bible is uniquely accessible. In regard to reading Scripture for growth,
Maddix (2010, 257) exclaims, “A person—regardless of his/her level of biblical
expertise—can read the Bible and encounter God.” Meeting God in Scripture does not
require expertise. Whitney (2017, 103, 136, 139) finds this true across age and
personality. She (106) observes; “Regardless of the varying spiritual stages, or previous
experiences in Scripture,” Scripture helps in establishing faith and building “relationship
with Jesus.” Scripture must be central to the spiritual diet.
One particularly popular way of engaging Scripture is Lectio Divina. Michael and
Norrisey (1984, 31-37) highly recommend it, claiming that because of its various phases,
it can be fruitful for all temperaments. Jensen (2009, 240) catalogues the interest of junior
high and high school students in Lectio Divina and other reflective practices. Both
Whitney’s relational Bible reading and Lectio Divina help people engage Scripture as a
compilation of God’s words to them. When introducing others to Christian devotional
habits, thoughtful time in Scripture must play an integral role.
The second principle for introducing people to spiritual disciplines is the need to
engage people in reflection about God’s presence and leading in their lives. Heuertz
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(2017, 227), coming from a contemplative perspective, recommends centering prayer as
an “accessible contemplative” exercise. Wilhoit (2010, 195), though he is hesitant about
recommending centering prayer to evangelicals due to its lack of evangelical theological
grounding, still calls for deep reflection in prayer and is favorable of contemplative
prayer in the context of Lectio Divina where it can be grounded in Scripture. Adding a
developmental angle to the conversation, Jensen (2009, 239) notes the successfulness of
having high school students practice reflection on their spiritual experiences rather than
merely exposure to the spiritual experience itself. Walshe (2018) adds to the conversation
with the concept of “process,” in which the participant considers their own reflections
and experiences. “Process,” he contends, “must be involved for discipleship to occur.” In
the literature though, reflection also looks forward.
The disciples contemplation should not only look back, but also forward. Herr
(2017a, 408) pays special attention to the need to apply a personal vison of God’s
leading, claiming that in most devotional habit practices there is a lack of visioning;
“Ministry leaders tend to paint a biblically informed vision of vocational stewardship and
encourage their followers to live out that vision without first helping them see themselves
in the picture.” Herr (2017a, 410) suggests the 4D-R method that occurs over a number of
days and require reflection and visioning for the future to counterbalance this lack. (See
table 15. in Appendix A for an outline of this method.) Herr (2017a, 417) concludes;
“Imagining the future could be a vital component of vocational discipleship.”
Conceptualization of a vision of the future launches people into deeper engagement with
life and spirituality. Reflection on what has and what could be in the spiritual life is vital
to spiritual life.
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The third guiding principle that emerges from the literature is the need for
patience and time to practice. Michael and Norrisey (1984, 37) warn; “Of course there
will be days when we are so tired or distracted that our feelings are not aroused; but, if
we have the right intention and make the effort, God will be satisfied; and the time spent
will not be wasted.” Time spent may not always feel meaningful, but one should allow
time to engage. Maddix (2010, 264-65) clarifies, based on the consistent use of natural
growth systems as metaphors for spiritual growth in Scripture, that spiritual growth
evolves as growth in any other area of life, with practice. He (2010, 261) claims that
internalizing and finding meaning in faith only occurs through practice of the disciplines
so they become “second nature.” It is noteworthy that this practice should be tempered
with patience. Johnson (1996, 133) explains, “By all means, pursue God through
enjoying His presence, but do not strain over it… The discipline is never more important
than the desire to know Him.” The task should not become more important than the God
behind it. Before moving to the next point, I explore reasons for the need of time.
Several factors contribute to the requisite of adequate time and practice. Attebery
(2017, 62) notes how new believers struggle to recognize tactics used to help them grow
spiritually in faith communities. It may take time for established faiths to inculcate a
shared culture with neophytes. Additionally, Michael and Norrisey (1984, 17-18) indicate
prayer will be less taxing for people when they, for example, spend a few days each week
praying in ways that align with their temperaments. It may take time to identify such
practices and settle into a rhythm. They (18) suggest people will likely have their most
meaningful and intense interactions with God when they take the extra energy to engage
in methods that are outside their temperament. Such a challenges also requires
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intentionality and time to overcome. Graham (2004, 231) highlights another challenge
particularly for young adults, who “understand the self in relation to the significant others
in their life.” This means their relationship with God, meaning, and morality come from
what Graham (2004, 231) calls the “cumulative” effects along their “developmental
path.” The hindering result of identifying God with human significant others and
experiences will likely require time from any potential disciple unravel before connecting
with God through any devotional habit will be possible.
The fourth best practice is to introduce people to several practices to expose them
to holistic spirituality. Foster (2018) identifies three self-explanatory categories of
spiritual disciplines: inward, outward, and corporate. Both Maddix (2010, 260-62) and
Colborne (1997, 169-267), whose work is particularly pertinent to this project as he
explicitly engages personality with devotional habits, find Foster’s articulation helpful for
aiding people plan spiritual practice. Dybdahl (2015, 123), summarizing Foster (1998b),
lists six theological traditions that affect spiritual experience, providing another
categorization system: contemplative, holiness, charismatic, social justice, evangelical
and incarnation spiritualities. Maddix (2010, 248-249) describes two classical categories
to consider. Kataphatic spirituality, also called the via positiva or way of addition, either
implies an approach to spirituality that suggests people can grasp attributes and ideas of
God or spiritual practices one adopts by committing actions in life. Apophatic spirituality,
also called the via negativa or way of negation, implies the opposite in which God is
shrouded in mystery and beyond knowing or spiritual practices one adopts by omitting
actions from life. Maddix (2010, 249-250) also notes the categories of apostolic
discipleship and contemplative discipleship in which people emphasize social outreach
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and inner transformation or experience respectively. Accordingly, all these authors
advocate the use of several differing devotional habits. People benefit holistically from
the strengths of all these traditions rather than one tradition.
Fifth, the community of believers must not be ignored; disciplines should engage
people in community. Walshe (2018) sets the stage suggesting, to achieve the needed
depth, leaders should create bonding opportunities so people can move from acquaintance
to true community. Cloud and Townsend (2001, 121-133) describe the body as the
conduit for God’s connection, discipline and structure, accountability, grace and
forgiveness, and support and strengthening. Bonhoeffer (1954, 19), a giant of 20th
century discipleship, calls the truly engaged church “a physical sign of the gracious
presence of the triune God. How inexhaustible are the riches that open up for those who,
by God’s will, are privileged to live in the daily fellowship of life with other Christians.”
Life together builds believers up and protects them. Mulholland and Barton (2016, 173)
warn, “Without a holistic corporate spirituality, there is a powerful tendency to become
heterodox or heretical.” People need community for Christian edification.
Conclusion
In the process of Christian spiritual growth, devotional habits fill a key role and
should be taught intentionally. The disciplines fill the theological place of a grace
motivated and empowered instrument for human partnership with God. In addition to
helping students understand the place of the habits, the teacher should introduce
devotional practices in such a way that Scripture is engaged, reflection is catalyzed, the
need for time and patience is absorbed, practices from multiple categories are utilized,
and community is fostered.
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The Place of Personality Instruments
in Navigating Spirituality
This project required a knowledge of how personality instruments have been
integrated with spirituality. Accordingly, in this section I explore the challenges to
personality instrument and spiritual discipline integration to determine whether
integration is a positive concept and I outline personality-spirituality integration and
discuss which personality instrument would be optimal for this project.
The Implicit Challenge to Integration
Two groups detract from personality instrument and spiritual practice integration.
The first group is composed of the authors of the classic works on spirituality (predating
the boom of personality research in the 20th century), Dallas Willard, Richard Foster,
Henri Nouwen, Eugene Peterson, and others. Though they may note the significance of
personal differences and preferences, they neglect the topic in their published materials.
(For example, Foster (2018, vi) observes; “The actual practices of the Disciplines are as
varied and as creative as human personality itself,” and then proceeds to provide
instructions for disciplines that do not explicitly make accommodations for a wide range
of personalities.) This first group detracts with an implicit question; “Why use modern
instruments when we have the ancient ways?” Practitioners answer this question in five
ways.
First, felt needs demand personality-spirituality integration. Riso and Hudson
(1999, 2), who are influential in circles that use the Enneagram, take a strong stance,
“Any effective approach to growth must therefore take into account the fact that there are
different kinds of people-different personality types.” Modern Evangelicalism, Littauer
and Southard (2005, 30) argue, has ignored these differing personalities in spiritual
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practice by setting only certain practices “up on a pedestal.” Moon (2017, 38) agrees;
“Disciplers need to adjust their own preferred discipleship patterns to coincide with
disciples’ preferences.” Making the same challenge due to speculations of unhealthy
cultural pressure, Howell (2004, 55), observes how though most people identify Jesus
with their personality type, introverts tend to see Jesus as an extrovert. Each of these
authors argue the inability of old ways to meet the needs people are feeling requires
personality to be integrated with spiritual growth.
Second, one author undermines the premise that old traditions were entirely
divorced from personality. Schwanda (2017, 227) explains the presence of temperament
sensitivity among evangelical spiritual thinkers as early as the mid-1700s. Even in the
nascent phases of the modern era, a need for something else was recognized. History
gives reason for spirituality-personality integration.
Third, Littauer and Southard (2005, 24-30) give a trial-based argument. First, the
Greeks noticed key differences thousands of years ago. Second, this identification of
characteristics has aided people in other areas of life. So, spirituality will also benefit
from this integration. They then test and document the success of meeting people in the
realm of their temperaments, by collecting data through their seminars and counseling.
Similarly, the work of Michael and Norrisey (1948) has been seminal for advocates of
personality and spirituality. In 1982, Michael and Norrisey (7) took 457 people through a
year of praying with predetermined methods based on their Myers-Briggs Type. Of these
individuals, 98% claimed a type of prayer complimentary to their temperament was
beneficial. The results of integration demonstrate its usefulness.
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Fourth, learning theory suggests individual differences impact internalization.
Jones (2016, 87) states her raison d’être; “If our ultimate goal in ministry is to help
facilitate change in our students, to help them gain the knowledge, disposition, values,
and skills necessary for a life of Christlike commitment, then we will create the types of
learning experiences that are most likely to facilitate that change.” She is arguing good
spiritual learning will function in the same way as other learning and should thus
integrate learning style theory.
Fifth, Scripture and Christian history appears to honor the need for differing
approaches to spirituality. Kim (2010, 115-16) points out, “We see many different
personality types in the Scriptures.” Whether Jesus’ disciples or OT prophets, biblical
God-followers are different. Kim continues, “As we conform ourselves to Christ, it does
not mean we stop being ourselves.” Thomas (2010, 17), based on his pastoral observation
and biblical and historical study, proclaims, “God wants your worship, according to the
way He made you.” Maddix (2010, 244) agrees, in following God, people become more
and more unique. The biblical narrative is replete with colorful characters, not
unidimensional ones. Jones (2016, 86) supports her call for diversity by appealing to the
trinity; “God exists as three in one: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Yet, even in their perfect
unity, each person in the Godhead reflects individuality with unique tasks and ways of
interacting with creation.” Humanity in God’s image indicates the presence and value of
differences. Biblical evidence calls for diverse spirituality.
Despite the influence of significant leaders who neglect personality instruments,
many practitioners continue to support personality-spirituality integration. These
practitioners argue based on the felt needs, the evidence procured from successful
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implementation of integration systems, the desire to operate within best pedagogical
practices, and theological and/or biblical grounds.
Explicit Challenges to Integration
The second group detracting from integration of personality instruments and
Christianity has explicit reasons. Francis (2013, 967) summarizes four complaints
regarding the Myers-Briggs Type sorter regarding personality instrument and spirituality
integration: (1) these mechanisms begin to replace biblical theology, (2) these mechanism
fail to adequately measure situational factors, (3) these mechanisms do not adequately
represent the human person and provide excuses for poor behavior, (4) these mechanisms
create the potential for unethical biases. Although the fourth concern is unaddressed and
the first only minimally, practitioners recognize the potential errors and seek to correct
them.
In response to questions regarding instruments replacing biblical theology, I note
the fifth argument above regarding scriptural arguments for differentiation. Though I
have not seen specific engagement with this concern, those I have read who embrace
personality and spirituality integration hold the Bible in high esteem and avoid
overshadowing Scripture with personality tenets. The field can benefit from more
discussion regarding the interplay of biblical theology and making directives based on
personality.
Speaking to the concern of instruments not adequately addressing situational
factors, Michael and Norrisey (1984, 9) conclude the correlation between personality and
spiritual practice are not “universally applicable,” but that a significant number of people,
about 90%, will benefit from mixing knowledge of their temperament into their spiritual
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life. Dybdahl (2015, 118) agrees, contending, “True biblical spiritual formation has such
a variety of ways to reach out to Him that everyone can find something that fits the way
He made them.” No instrument can account for all the factors, but this reality cannot
entirely mitigate an instrument’s value.
Many practitioners share the third concern of overidentification. Colborne (1997,
268) emphasizes the point; “No system devised to define or explain human behavior can
truly capture the complexity or depth of an individual.” Personality preferences can also
create gaps in one’s spiritual practice. For example, Winter (2005, 58) observes regarding
unhealthy practices of binging and purging, perfectionistic personalities may see the
practices “as a higher form of spirituality that involves self-denial, fasting and prayer.”
Concurring, Michael and Norrisey (1984, 119-20) underscore how any approach to
prayer, when used exclusively, tends to send individuals into one form of extremism:
“too much introspection . . . externalism . . . secular humanism.” Also aware of this
danger, Dybdahl (2015, 118) critiques systems that are too quick to label people, the way
people use background or temperament as excuses for negative behavior, and the idea
that all people will be able to connect in the same way. For these teachers, the possibility
of abuse does not outweigh the potential benefit.
This section demonstrates a gap in the literature regarding the fourth concern, and
room for further conversation. However, the posture in the literature is one of open
caution that recognizes the potential for abuse and seeks to caution potential adherents
against it. For those claims it does address, rather than contending the claims, the
literature commends the concern, but argues awareness mitigates the risk.
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The Challenge of Which Instrument
Even among those who agree about integrating personality instruments and
spiritual practices, there is little agreement about which instruments to use. The scope of
my research does not necessitate an in-depth analysis or history of personality
instruments. (Appendix B contains an expanded treatment of the content in this section.)
So, in this section, I provide a brief overview of instruments that have been integrated
with spirituality and I establish the eminent social sciences personality instrument.
Personality theory in the west traces its beginnings to the four temperaments of
the Greeks: sanguine, phlegmatic, melancholy, and choleric. Using this theory, Littauer
and Southard (2005) relate observations from their work about (40) how personality
affects one’s “view of God” and (80-95) how people can get closer to God. (See table 16.
in Appendix A to view their table comparing various four-temperament models.)
Blitchington and Cruise (1979), seek to nuance the four temperaments by explaining the
secondary markers (e.g. a sanguine-choleric). Their work, however, does not give
substantial attention to spiritual disciplines. Four-temperament models have fallen out of
favor. As Dybdahl (2015, 119) bemoans, four personalities are inadequate for the
complexity that is the human family.
In Christian circles, two personality instruments have received wide use from the
early 1990s up to 2019: Enneagram and Myers-Briggs inventories. The Enneagram is
rooted in the mystic traditions of various religions. This nine-category instrument has
been popularized by spiritual directors who use it as a guide for spiritual awakening
(Calhoun 2019; Heuertz 2017; Rohr and Ebert 2001; Zuercher 1993; 2008).
The Myers-Briggs Type Inventory (MBTI) also has a large following among
Christians (Boa 2020; Colborne 1997; Dybdahl 2015; Goldsmith 1997; Hirsh and Kise
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2006; Howell 2004; Johnson 1995; Ortberg 2014). The MBTI generate 16 personality
types based on permutations of four, dichotomies measuring extraversion (E) or
introversion (I)—being energized by the outer or inner world, intuition (N) or sensing
(S)—perceiving information from abstract reasoning or the senses, thinking (T) or feeling
(F)—how one tends to make decisions, and judging (J) or perceiving (P)—whether one
prefers to function in the realm of their S/N, perceiving, or T/F, judging. Influential
works such as those from Michael and Norrisey (1984), discussing how one’s type affects
prayer, and Oswald and Kroeger (1988)), suggesting how one’s type affects spirituality
and leadership, established the MBTI in the Christian mainstream. In 2019, the MBTI is
the ubiquitous personality instrument, but its academic use is tapering off.
Whether the critiques of the MBTI are valid (Grant 2013; Riggio 2014) or overly
critical (Johnson 2016), the social sciences community as a whole seems to be in
agreement with Thyer and Pignotti (2015, 49-51) when they conclude neither the
Enneagram nor the MBTI are particularly reliable. Rather, researchers favor personality
instruments that use the Big Five Model (BFM)–or Five Factor Model (FFM) (Allen and
Walter 2018; Donnellan and Lucas 2018; Gerlach, Farb, Revelle, and Nunes Amaral
2018; Michael P. Hengartner 2018; Hofmans, Kuppens, and Allik 2008; Rammstedt and
John 2007; South, Jarnecke, and Vize 2018). (See table 17 in Appendix A for a survey of
the Journal of Research in Personality, which I use to establish the current preeminence
of the Big Five.) Instruments organized around the BFM measure people on five sliding
scales: openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. No
BFM instruments have been coupled with spiritual disciplines, though BFM instruments
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have been utilized in conjunction with assessments of spirituality and mystical experience
(Francis and Crea 2017; Francis and Robbins 2015; Francis and Village 2017).
One development in the BFM personality approach, which, since it uses sliding
scales has essentially infinite result permutations, is the recent suggestion of emerging
personality clusters. After processing data from over 1.5 million participants, Gerlach,
Farb, Revelle, and Amaral (2018, 735) suggest the emergence of four “meaningful
personality types:” average, self-centered, reserved, and role model. Gerlach, et al. (2018,
739) note “similarities with some of the ancient four temperaments.” This could increase
the BFM’s popular use since its infinite permutations have created a barrier to its
accessibility.
Since the BFM is widely accepted use in the scientific community, short versions
of the test have been developed. Rammstedt and John (2007, 210) developed a tenquestion instrument for measuring BFM, though they recognize the obvious downsides,
they found that the “BFI-10 possesses acceptable psychometric properties.” Other short
BFM surveys have been constructed, and have acceptable metrics (Chiorri, Bracco,
Piccinno, Modafferi, and Battini 2015; Ehrhart, Holcombe Ehrhart, Roesch, ChungHerrera, Nadler, and Bradshaw 2009; Gosling 2018; Guido, Peluso, Capestro, and
Miglietta 2015; Hahn, Gottschling, and Spinath 2012; Hofmans, Kuppens, and Allik
2008), which indicates high versatility for potential uses, even in less formal settings.
Conclusion
Personality instrument integration with spiritual practice has proponents who have
developed cogent rationale in the face of both implicit and explicit challenges, even
though some of these challenges could be met with greater clarity and intentionality.
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Three instruments have played significant roles in the Christian landscape: the fourtemperament assessment, the Enneagram, and the Myers-Briggs Type Inventory. None of
these instruments are widely used in personality research at this time. Instead, researchers
tend to utilize instruments developed to measure the Big Five Model characteristics.
Project Implications
In this literature review, I sought to establish a foundation from which to develop
a project that would effectively help high school students experience God through
devotional habits that are congruent with their individuality. In my review of the nature
and aim of Christian spiritual growth, I witnessed a vision of spiritual growth that is
holistic and God-centered. Through my discussion of the place and practice of spiritual
disciplines, I saw a philosophy of teaching spiritual disciplines that is theologically and
practically informed with well-established best practices. In the exploration of spirituality
integration with personality instruments, I identified a rationale and history that warrant
further research and discussion in the field. In the final sections of this chapter, I consider
specific implications for my project and questions for further study.
The literature suggests any effort toward Christian spiritual growth should (1)
operate with awareness of the need of the whole person to desire relationship with, and
transformation by, God, and (2) seek to foster the godly love toward God, self, and others
that God’s internal work in the human person develops. Given the duration and scope of
my project, I focused on fostering the desire for God.
The literature suggests some people become confused about the place of spiritual
disciplines and that it is important to be intentional how one teaches devotional habits.
First, I included in my presentations content to help people understand and internalize the
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place of these practices. Second, I exposed students to diverse habits, ensured they
understood that time is key, and provided opportunities to engage Scripture deeply, listen
and reflect on God’s leading, and process in community.
The literature also reveals some holes in the rationale of those who are
practitioners of personality instruments. A large amount of data collected with old
instruments so the field has become out of date. This creates an opportunity to engage a
more robust, scientifically verified but versatile instrument, the BFM. First, I sought to
meaningfully answer the concerns of those who are critical of integration in my
theological reflection and project. Second, I sought to reinvigorate the field of personality
and spirituality integration by adopting the Big Five Model as my testing instrument.
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CHAPTER 4
INTERVENTION PLAN
Introduction
Building on the previous chapters, I planned my personality-informed
intervention to help PAA students find meaningful spiritual practices. Here I describe this
plan in three sections. First, I describe the theory and process I utilized in developing the
major elements of the intervention. Second, I explain the intervention itself by outlining
my planned timeline and schedule. Third, I clarify how I planned to collect and analyze
data. Together, these sections demonstrate the planning element of the doctoral project.
Intervention Development
My project had five, primary, sub-interventions. Each had substantial theory and
reflection behind its development. Here I present the developmental process for the
personality assessment, introductory lecture, devotional habits, Spiritual Exercise
Perceived Efficacy Assessment, and the final assessment and presentation.
Identifying a Personality Assessment
I chose to use the Big Five personality traits in personality measurement. Most
research correlating spirituality or devotional habits with a personality instrument has
been connected with either the MBTI (Boa 2020; Chaim 2017; Colborne 1997; Dybdahl
2015; Fearn and Wilcox 2001; Francis 2009; Goldsmith 1997; Hall 2012; Hill 2013; Holt
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2001; Johnson 1995; Kay, Francis, and Craig 2008; Keating 1987; Martínez 2012;
Michael and Norrisey 1948; Mulholland and Barton 2016; Pearson 1992; Ross 2011;
Ross and Francis 2010; Ross and Francis 2015) or the Enneagram (Calhoun 2019;
Fryling 2017; Heuertz 2017; Hill 2013; Rohr 1995; Rohr and Ebert 1990; Rohr and Ebert
2001; Zuercher 1992; Zuercher 1993; Zuercher 2008). However, I went elsewhere for
two reasons. First, neither of these instruments were highly utilized in the current social
science literature and I wanted to create a bridge to the social sciences. Second, I would
still be able to utilize learnings from one of the frequently used instruments. The MBTI
framework has been demonstrated to generally correlate to scales in the Big Five
schematic (Costa and McCrae 1992; Furnham, Dissou, Sloan, and Chamorro-Premuzic
2007; Furnham, Moutafi, and Crump 2003; Gough 1996; Tobacyk, Livingston, and
Robbins 2008) which suggests insights from MBTI spirituality practitioners could
correlate with Big Five personality markers. Specifically, Furnham, Moutafi, and Crump
(2003, 582) observe correlation between the MBTI Introvert-Extravert with the Big Five
Extraversion scale (and to a lesser degree the Neuroticism scale), Sensing-Intuitive with
Openness, Thinking-Feeling with Agreeableness, and Perceiving-Judging with
Conscientiousness.
Developing a Big Five personality assessment is beyond the range of my
expertise, so I settled on a short, fairly recent, popular (237 references in a Google
Scholar search on August 1, 2019) instrument, the BFI-2. Soto and John (2017, 133)
created the instrument to be concise and simple enough for younger participants
(compared, for example, the NEO-PI-R or the BFF), and it utilizes facets to identify
further nuances in personality which I thought could be helpful. I made no alterations to
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the form Soto and John (2017, 142) provide with the exception of converting the
instrument to Google Form format for ease and consistency of testing in this project
context. A PDF version of the Google Form is provided in Appendix D.
Developing the Introductory Lecture
The introductory lecture was derived from my conclusions in the theological
reflection and literature review. In it, I would cover why I was doing the project/teaching,
several barriers to engaging with God including personality factors, bracketing and
attitudinal spiritual practices, informed consent and the benefits and risks of participating,
how we would spend our time in class, and use of the SEPEA. An expanded outline of
the introductory lecture and the images used in its accompanying presentation are
provided in Appendix E.
Developing the Devotional Habits
To decide the number of devotional habits, I worked with the religion teacher at
the academy to establish the length of time for the project, three weeks. This would be
enough time to expose the students to 12 distinct habits. I gave the habits shorthand
monikers, S1-S8 and L1-L4, in addition to longhand names for ease of reference. Eight
habits were designed to be short, 20 minutes (S1-S8). Four habits were designed to be
longer, 30 minutes (L1-L4). Then I developed the habits with a three-step process. First, I
decided the basic habits and oriented each habit around a MBTI-derived temperament
and type. Second, I embedded best practices gathered through my theological reflection
and literature review in the habits. Third, I adjusted the habits in light of the Love Matrix
for Spiritual Practices. A complete list of the devotional habits is provided in Appendix F.
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MBTI Theory
To ensure my use of MBTI theory was as robust as possible, I built on the work of
Colborne (1997), Boa (2020), and Hirsh and Kise (2006) as I constructed each devotional
habit. As Colborne and Boa’s NF, NT, SP, and SJ four-temperament model is supported
by Michael and Norrisey (1984) and Keirsey (1998), I chose to utilize this model rather
than Hirsh and Kise’s dominant function four-temperament model (sensing, intuition,
thinking, and feeling). In this section I describe how these temperaments, broadly
speaking, engage Christian spirituality according to Colborne and Boa. These
descriptions provided the foundations for the habits aimed at the corresponding types.
According to Colborne (1997, 161-62), NFs constantly seek significance; hunger
deeply for spiritual growth; want to contribute to the lives of others; likely gravitate to
“the concept of personal relationship with God;” connect with prayer, meditation, human
interaction, journaling, “new and differing ways of self-expression,” writing stories or
poetry as avenues to God; and focus on “personal growth and creativity.” Boa (2020,
506-7) does not disagree with Colborne and adds that they emphasize the goodness of
God, are future oriented and motivated by relationships, and gravitate to relational,
devotional, and exchanged life spirituality. For this temperament, I planned S1, S5, and
L1 (alpha numeric stands for devotional habits listed in Appendix F) devotional habits
targeting the ENFJ, ENFP, and INFP types respectively.
Colborne (1997, 165-66) states that NTs focus on mastery in intellectual
spirituality, tend to require a great deal from spiritual growth, set goals, avoid practices
that could “lead him where he has not planned to go,” see God as transcendent and
absolute goodness and seek to understand this God, look for new insights in the text,
integrate spirituality with life easily, and connect well with meditation, reading, study,
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and analysis of Scripture. Boa (2020, 506-7) suggests NTs deeply identify with God
being true, focus on discourse and directed change, are motivated by being right, orient
around what is possible, and connect with paradigm, process, and nurturing spirituality.
For this temperament, I planned S2, S6, and L2 devotional habits (Appendix F) targeting
the INTP, INTJ, and ENTJ types respectively.
SPs, Colborne (1997, 166-68) asserts, are spontaneous, love concrete experiences,
need a “variety of settings,” connect with worshipping outdoors, favor less formality and
enjoy surprises in worship, deeply value acts of service, see relationship with Jesus as
intertwined with relationship with others, and long for freedom in spiritual praxis. Boa
(2020, 506-7) adds they have a tendency toward brevity, emphasize experience in the
present moment, and gravitate toward corporate, Spirit-filled, and warfare spiritualities.
For this temperament, I planned S3, S7, and L3 devotional habits (Appendix F) targeting
the ESFP, ESTP, and ISFP types respectively.
Colborne (1997, 163-64) suggests SJs approach spirituality practically, appreciate
tradition and routine, see spirituality as “a journey towards a selected goal,” see God as
sovereign, and are action and result oriented. Boa (2020, 506-7) adds SJs utilize “sensible
imagination,” orient toward the past, tend to be conservative, and favor disciplined,
motivated, and holistic spiritualities. For this temperament, I planned S4, S8, and L4
devotional habits (Appendix F) targeting the ISFJ, ISTJ, and ESFJ types respectively.
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Table 5. Devotional Habit MBTI Temperament and Type Designation
NF Temperament
NT Temperament
SP Temperament
SJ Temperament
S1 – ENFJ
S2 - INTP
S3 – ESFP
S4 - ISFJ
S5 – ENFP
S6 - INTJ
S7 – ESTP
S8 - ISTJ
L1 – INFP
L2 - ENTJ
L3 – ISFP
L4 - ESFJ
Though INFJ, ENTP, ISTP, and ESTJ types were absent, I concluded this was acceptable
because of the similarity between types within a temperament and the fairly equal
distribution of trait factors. The only exception in equal trait distribution was feelingthinking in which feeling was present seven times while thinking was present five times.
This was due to the Myers & Briggs Foundation’s report ("How Frequent is My Type?"
2019) of the relatively low presence of thinking types in the US population and my desire
for as many students as possible to connect with a habit.
Each alpha numeric, S1-S8 and L1-L4, stands for a devotional habit. See Appendix F for
the legend.

Devotional Habits and Best Practices
My literature review and theological reflection drew out several best practices for
devotional habits. First, encounters with Jesus seem to function as faith building
experiences when people focus on the divine-human Jesus and feel his work in their
lives. Second, some practices should express their Christocentric nature symbolically and
others more literally. Third, repentance is a crucial part of the spiritual journey. Fourth,
time for experience, reflection, and visualizing possible application is critical for
discipleship. Fifth, both individual and social time is necessary for spiritual growth.
Sixth, spirituality will be stunted if it only occurs in one practice/tradition. Seventh, the
two-part core of Christian spirituality is interacting with God through Scripture and
prayer. Accordingly, each devotional habit implemented a few of these insights.
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Table 6. Devotional Habit Best Practice Utilization
Scripture Prayer Social Repentance Symbolic Visualizing See
Feel
Jesus Jesus
S1
X
X
X
X
X
S2
X
X
S3
X
X
X
S4
X
X
X
X
S5
X
X
X
S6
X
X
X
X
S7
X
X
X
X
S8
X
X
X
L1
X
X
X
X
L2
X
X
X
X
L3
X
X
X
L4
X
X
X
Each alpha numeric, S1-S8 and L1-L4, stands for a devotional habit. See Appendix F for
the legend.

The Habits and the Love Matrix
Based on my reflections on love, I designed the devotional habits to help
participants focus on receiving God’s love through feeling messages, truths about their
reality, and/or internalizing actions God has taken on their behalf. Also, each devotional
habit would foster engaging the participant’s feelings, intellect, and/or behavior for the
good of God and self and/or others. Finally, within each temperament family, the three
devotional habits would foster loving God emotionally, intellectually, and behaviorally
and loving self and others with at least one of these aspects.
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Table 7. Devotional Habits and the Love Matrix
Habit
R-Heart
R-Head
R-Hand
G-Heart
G-Head
G-Hand
S1
X
X
S2
X
X
X
X
S3
X
X
S4
X
X
X
S5
X
X
X
X
S6
X
X
S7
X
X
X
X
S8
X
X
X
L1
X
X
L2
X
X
L3
X
X
X
L4
X
X
X
X
Habit
S-Heart
S-Head
S-Hand
O-Heart
O-Head
O-Hand
S1
X
S2
X
X
S3
X
X
X
X
S4
X
X
S5
X
S6
X
X
S7
X
X
S8
X
X
X
X
L1
X
X
L2
X
X
X
L3
X
X
X
X
L4
X
X
X
R = Reception of love in this area from God. G = Using a capacity to love God. S =
Using a capacity to love self. O = Using a capacity to love others.
Each alpha numeric, S1-S8 and L1-L4, stands for a devotional habit. See Appendix F for
the legend.

Developing the Spiritual Exercise
Perceived Efficacy Assessment
Due to the paucity of spiritual practice satisfaction assessments, I developed the
Spiritual Exercise Perceived Efficacy Assessment (SEPEA) to assess how an individual
relates to a spiritual practice. Following the lead of Seidlitz, Abernethy, Duberstein,
Evinger, Chang, and Lewis (2002, 451) and Underwood and Teresi (2002, 25) whose
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instruments, the Spiritual Transcendence Index (TPI) and the Daily Spiritual Experience
Scale (DSES) respectively, most closely approximate the assessment of a spiritual
practice, I used Likert-style questions (ranging from 1, strongly disagree, to 6, strongly
agree). Though there is ongoing debate among professionals regarding the number of
possible answers in a forced-choice questionnaire of this kind, in addition to this
precedent, Simms, Zelazny, Williams, and Bernstein (2019, 8-9) demonstrate there is
substantial support for the six-item scale and recommend it because it helps to eliminate
ambiguity. The total score would be an average of the scores from the five numerical
questions. Individual question validity would be assessed through this project by
correlating answers to each other and to results in the final assessment. I also included
two qualitative questions to explore which aspects of the experience an individual found
helpful or distracting and one open-ended question to provide the participant opportunity
for other feedback or to reach out to the facilitator. After developing the assessment, I
submitted it for feedback to 11 youth ministry professionals (one seminary professor,
three youth pastors, one high school chaplain, two curriculum developers, two high
school Bible teachers, and two youth ministry coordinators) to assess validity and
reliability. Given their high degree of confidence that the instrument would be both
understandable and reliable, I made minor changes and produced the SEPEA in its final
form (see Appendix G). I provide brief rationale for each of the first five, Likert-scale
statements below. I also note why I did not import questions directly from the STI or
DSES. Then I provide my rationale for the final three, qualitative questions on the
instrument.
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One, “This activity was meaningful to me.” This is a general statement that hits at
the core of what I wanted to know and is meant to give the participant opportunity to
reflect on their experience broadly. It is derived from the TSI item from Seidlitz, et al.
(2002, 451), “My spirituality gives me a feeling of fulfillment,” and the DSES items from
Underwood and Teresi (2002, 26), “I find comfort in my religion or spirituality” and “I
feel deep inner peace or harmony.” I chose to avoid the exact wording of the TSI because
I concluded “feeling of fulfillment” could be too ambiguous a phrase. I chose to avoid the
exact wording of the DSES because I did not want to limit the positive feelings to
“comfort,” “peace,” or “harmony,” which fundamentally assume participants began in
place of discomfort or conflict.
Two, “This activity challenged me to grow in a positive way.” This is a general
statement that speaks to the reality reflected in my literature review that Christlikeness is
the ultimate aim of spiritual growth. Christlikeness, as fundamentally other than broken
humanity, requires growth. To be widely applicable, I avoided identifying a specific area
of growth. I found inspiration for this question in the TSI item from Seidlitz, et al. (2002,
451), “My spirituality helps me to understand my life’s purpose,” as it is directionally
oriented.
Three, “This activity helped me feel connected to God.” This is an affective
statement speaking to the need for spirituality to be holistic and thus include the feelings
of individuals as recognized in my literature review and theological reflection. It is also
supported by the TSI items from Seidlitz, et al. (2002, 451), “I maintain an inner
awareness of God’s presence in my life” and “I try to strengthen my relationship with
God,” and the DSES items from Underwood and Teresi (2002, 26), “I feel God’s love for
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me directly” and “I desire to be closer to God or in union with Him,” which highlight
feelings of connection to the divine. These items were either too limiting or aspirational
for my purposes.
Four, “This activity helped me understand an important idea.” This is an
intellectual statement that recognizes the cognitive element of the holistic person
recognized in both my literature review and theological reflection. I do not recognize in
the TSI or DSES items that adequately speak to the cognitive aspect of spiritual growth.
Despite the absence in these mechanisms, the importance of cognition for the human
person identified in Scripture convinced me to include this question.
Five, “This activity is one I would like to repeat in my personal time.” This is an
action-oriented statement that recognizes the need for people to create space in their lives
for connecting with God, a need identified in both my literature review and theological
reflection. The statement is also derived from the TSI item from Seidlitz, et al. (2002,
451), “Maintaining my spirituality is a priority for me,” and the DSES item from
Underwood and Teresi (2002, 26), “I desire to be closer to God or in union with Him.” I
have followed their lead in avoiding calling the participant to a concrete decision (e.g. “I
will repeat this activity…”) which could compromise the answers of those who wish to
qualify their future commitments due to uncertainty about their future activities.
In summary, I used all five of these questions because I thought some participants
might interpret a single scaling question asking about enjoyment, meaning, etc.
negatively even if they actually experienced something spiritually significant.
Questions six and seven were designed to provide qualitative data regarding the
participant’s personality and experience. Essentially, if there were a correlation between
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personality and spiritually meaningful activities, without these two questions, the SEPEA
would likely not provide adequately nuanced data. Questions six and seven would
demonstrate concrete examples of abstract personality concepts. Answers to these
questions would also provide clues as to the participant’s perception and process in
responding to statements one to five. (e.g. What does a score of one or six mean to this
individual?)
Six, “List at least one part of this activity that made it easier for you to have a
meaningful spiritual experience?” This is fundamentally a question about connection and
satisfaction. Often, even when an experience is flawed, people can find something they to
connect with positively. Thus, the question would help people identify concrete elements
that are consistently helpful to them.
Seven, “List at least one part of this activity that made it harder for you to have a
meaningful spiritual experience?” This is fundamentally a question about disconnection
and disappointment. People tend to become animated when their needs have not been
met. This question would direct that energy in a direction that would be beneficial for
participants by helping them identify root causes of frustration in their spiritual lives.
Eight, “(Optional) What is on your mind after doing this activity that you would
like to share?” This final question gives opportunity for the participants to engage more
deeply with the facilitator about their experiences or life situation, which could be helpful
for keeping participants safe and developing ongoing mentorship.
Developing the Final Assessment and Presentation
I developed a six-question final assessment because I reasoned that after
completing and debriefing all the devotional habits, participants would likely look back
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with deeper insight and more clearly identify which practices, or elements of a practice,
they most closely identified with. My goals with the final assessment were to begin to
determine the long-term validity and predictive power of the SEPEA and to observe
correlation between personality and spiritual practice preference over time. The final
assessment can be found in Appendix H.
Each of the five questions contribute to meeting these research goals. The first
question on the final assessment is, “Which of these devotional habits have you repeated
in your personal spiritual life or have elements you have repeated in your personal
spiritual life since you did them in class?” This question assumes repetition of an activity
when it is no longer required indicating value placed on that action by the participant.
Second, “Which of these devotional habits do you want to do in your personal spiritual
life or have elements you would like to use in your personal spiritual life?” Question two
assumes subjective desire may correlate with personality factors. Third, “Which three
devotional habits did you enjoy the most?” Fourth, “Which three devotional habits did
you enjoy the least?” Because questions three and four force preference regardless of
actual behavior or actionable desire, they enable correlation between personality and
practices even for those who do not connect particularly well with any of the habits or for
those who connected with all of them. Also, they provide an additional approach for
scoring if an individual’s SEPEA scores are extremely close. The fifth and sixth
questions build upon the qualitative, sixth and seventh questions in the SEPEA. “What
are three specific elements from the habits you experienced you would be most likely to
use in your own spiritual life?” “What are three specific elements from the habits you
experienced you would be least likely to use in your own spiritual life?” These questions
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seek to determine specific spiritual practices that are consistently attractive or
unattractive to various personalities. Finally, the seventh question asks, “How has this
process affected you and/or what feedback do you have for the facilitator?” This question
provides an opportunity for participants to check in and give feedback in a confidential
context regarding the entirety of the process they have undergone.
I planned for the final presentation to be completely dependent on the findings
from the project. I would make a suggestion regarding the question of whether
personality has correlation to which spiritual practices students find meaningful. I would
also distill other discoveries from the research with the classes, answer questions, and
dialogue with them about next steps in the spiritual journey.
Intervention Description
I planned for the bulk of the intervention to occur from December 2 to December
20, 2019. Prior to implementation, I would obtain informed consent. Following the
implementation, I would distribute incentives, evaluate the data for initial findings, and
prepare a final presentation to share with students. At the time of the final presentation, in
May of 2020, I would collect my final data through the Follow Up Assessment. Table 8
was my intervention timeline.
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Table 8. Timeline for Subject Involvement
Event
Send Home
Recruitment
Letter and
Obtain Informed
Consent
Demographic
and Personality
Collection
Introductory
Lecture and
SEPEA
Familiarity
Devotional
Habits, SEPEA,
and Debriefing
Doughnuts
Wrap up, Final
Assessment, and
Debrief
Final
Assessment
Retake and Final
Presentation
Gift Card
Drawing

Description
Recruitment letter is sent home in hardcopy
and emailed to parents and guardians. Consent
forms will be sent home with students, one for
guardians and one for the student, and then
will be collected.
In the first day of class, students will complete
a Google Form that generates their personality
data.
I will introduce people to the concept and place
of spiritual practices and basic roadblocks that
inhibit Christian spirituality. I will also do a
practice exercise with the SEPEA to
familiarize students with the assessment and
answer any questions they have.
I will introduce one or two devotional habits
(depending on class length), have the students
complete the SEPEA for each habit, and
debrief with the class regarding their
experiences.
I will give doughnuts to those who adequately
participated during lunch.
In this class, I will catch up if a habit has been
missed, give the final assessment, and conduct
a class-wide debrief and Q&A session.
I will return to the classes, administer the final
assessment once more and give a presentation
based on what I have learned.

Dates
Nov 18-19, 2019

I will conduct the drawing for the two gift
cards, have them announced at lunch, and
deliver them to the two students.

May 12, 2020

Dec 2-3, 2019
Dec 2-3, 2019

Dec 2-18, 2019

Dec 18, 2020
Dec 19-20, 2019
Apr 20-21, 2020

Because I was attempting to isolate personality influence on experience with
spiritual practices, I planned not to have each class go through the practices in the same
order. As table 9 shows, each class would be on a different schedule. By arranging the
classes in this way, I hoped to balance for the spiritual and intellectual growth that could
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occur over the duration of the process as well as any fatigue students could experience in
the three-week process.

Table 9. Class Devotional Habit Schedule
Class D1
2nd
S1

D2
L1

D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
S3
L3
L2
S4
S5
S8
S2
S6
L4
S7
3rd
S2
L2
S3
L4
L3
S5
S6
S1
S4
S7
L1
S8
4th
S4
L3
S5
L1
L4
S7
S8
S3
S6
S1
L2
S2
5th
S6
L4
S7
L2
L1
S1
S2
S5
S8
S3
L3
S4
6th
S7
L3
S8
L2
L1
S2
S3
S6
S1
S4
L4
S5
7th
S8
L4
S5
L1
L2
S6
S7
S4
S3
S1
L3
S2
D = Day. PAA utilized a block schedule at that time so D1, D3, D4, D6, D7, and D9 are
80-90 minutes in length, roughly twice as long as D2, D5, and D8 periods.
Each alpha numeric, S1-S8 and L1-L4, stands for a devotional habit. See Appendix F for
the legend.

Data Collection and Processing
Because I would be working with over 100 students who regularly used
Chromebooks in classes, I decided to use Google Form questionnaires to collect and do
basic processing of the project data (BFI-2, SEPEA, and the Final/Follow Up
Assessments). To protect participant confidentiality, one, submissions would be made to
a Google Form whose backend access was restricted to me, two, for the purpose of
grading I would only send the teacher a list of the students who participated for full
credit, and three, after I collected their data, I would replace their names with randomized
numerical identifiers.
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I knew the scale and nature of both the qualitative and quantitative data to be
collected would require additional analysis, so I planned to code qualitative answers and
comments using NVivo. Once coded, this information could become additional positively
or negatively charged quantitative data to compare with personality data.
I figured the quantitative data would then fit into two groups: personality data and
experience assessment data. These data would then be compared and correlated.
Personality data would include general worldview, answers to personality assessment
individual questions, scores on the 15 facets of the BFI-2, scores on the Big Five
personality spectrums, and the type (of the four identified by Gerlach, et al. (2018): 1,
Average; 2, Self-centered; 3, Reserved; 4, Role model) with which their five traits most
closely cohere. Experience assessment data would include answers to questions 1-5 on
the SEPEA, a SEPEA average score, experience preference data from the final
assessment, and the coded, qualitative data. I would analyze this data with the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software.
Conclusion
Helping students find meaningful spiritual practices, and identifying whether
personality impacts the process, would require a well-planned, robust intervention that
would produce adequate data to suggest the successfulness of the project. This chapter
describes how I planned my intervention, in light of my research and study, to both build
on the work that has preceded me and add to the field. I explained how I developed each
sub-intervention, my timeline and schedule for implementing the intervention, and the
kind of data I planned to collect and the tools I would use to analyze that data.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION NARRATIVE
Introduction
After months of reflection, research, writing, and acquiring approval from my
advisers and the institutional review board, I took the concrete steps necessary to
implement my project. This chapter delineates these concrete steps chronologically,
covering the preparation, instruction, and observations of my work with the students in
December and then April and the way I followed up with the promised incentives. Even
though I was forced to make some alterations along the way, implementation of this
project is best characterized as smooth and successful in that the major activities of the
project were completed and the data was collected as planned.
December Preparation
In addition to the intellectual preparation recorded in Chapter 4, logistical
preparation had to be made for the project. This section delineates the mental preparation
I undertook, the supplies I purchased, and the specific way I set up the classroom to
prepare for the activities of the December phase of the project.
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As my project drew near, I became aware of my need not only to do research, but
also to provide opportunities for connection and spiritual nurture with the students.
Throughout the biblical narrative, and especially in Jesus’ example in John, I saw a deep
investment by spiritual leaders in the lives of others, and came to the conclusion I should
offer this to the students while avoiding directly influencing their responses to survey
questions. Since my time was short, I chose to memorize the students’ name in advance
of the class so I would be able to interact with greater familiarity with the students
quickly. I procured the student list from the regular teacher, put the student names and
pictures into a flashcard iPhone application, and drilled myself until I had a high level of
mastery for each class period. This preparation did accomplish its purpose, as I was able
to feel quite comfortable relating with the students by the end of the three week period.
I also collected the necessary supplies for implementation and set up the room for
the project. Pictures of the classroom setup and supplies are in Appendix I. I procured
enough of the following items for all the students (or enough for the largest class period
when the students would all need the items but not have to keep them): spiral-bound
journals (red, blue, green, dark purple, and light purple), packets of colored pencils,
nature objects (3 per student mostly made up of rocks, shells, and plant matter),
instruction sheets for each activity, and large sheets of paper for the drawing devotional
habit. I also purchased an air horn to alert students to transition during “Prayer Walking
in a Pair,” 12 small bins to hold the instructions for each of the devotional habits, small
binder clips to hold stacks of paper together for each class, one large bin to hold the
nature objects, and a bell to use to indicate to students the times to transition from one
sub-activity to the next.
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Stephen Lundquist and I set up the classroom with seating for the largest class
period (25 students), but had students fill in from the front in smaller periods. To create
randomized seating after the first day, I planned to shuffle the students’ journals and then
lay them out on the tabletops for the utilized seats in the classroom. In addition to
numbering the journals on the cover so each student would have a unique number, I split
out the journals so each class period had roughly equivalent ratios of the five different
colors. This would allow for students to more easily find their journal when entering the
class by first looking for the color of their journal, and then finding their number.
I set up my station at the front of the classroom so I could easily address the
students and connect my computer to the projecter when using presentation software.
There at the front of the classroom, I placed a table that held the kits for the devotional
habits, colored pencil packs, large sheets of paper, and the larger bin of nature objects. I
would place them in order for the classes of the day so I could go from one to the other
easily. At the rear of the classroom by the door to enter or exit, I used two crates to
collect the students’ journals on their way out of class. Since I would be using the
journals for seating, I needed to ensure I had all the journals each day so it was prudent
not to have the students take the journals home and risk losing or forgetting them for
future classes. One crate was marked, “Not to be Read.” This would be where students
would put their journals if they did not want to share their reflections with me. The other
crate was marked, “To be Read.” I would read journals placed in this crate and respond to
the students’ reflections if they put them here. This system would allow the students total
privacy if they wished it, but also give them an easy way to engage with me if they
wanted some kind of personal spiritual support.
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December Classroom Instruction
The bulk of this project focused on the three weeks of classes in December when I
worked with students in the classroom. This is the context where the students experienced
the activities themselves and when they recorded the vast majority of the data I would use
for evaluation. This section describes what students experienced during this time.
Introductory Experience
The introductory experience on day one advanced essentially as I had planned.
The unforeseen factors of extended settling in time for students as they returned to class
after Thanksgiving break as well as my not being particularly succinct in my introductory
presentation (See Appendix E), resulted in the classes having a shortened amount of time
to complete their first devotional habit. I chose to proceed with shortened devotional
habits on this first day for three reasons. First, given our full schedule and the possibility
of inclement weather canceling school, I wanted to maintain margin for the future.
Second, the students had all answered the SEPEA questions with a non-spiritual activity
and I thought doing the SEPEA for real when the introduction was still fresh in their
minds would cement the learning in their minds. Third, though time segments are an
important part of the habits, since the other factors remained intact and since the
devotional habits were spread out for when they were occurring, I did not think any
scoring effects would be substantial enough to skew the data. Times were shortened for
the following class periods and amounts. Third period had 10 minutes for S2 instead of
20. Fifth period had 12 minutes for S6 instead of 20. Seventh period had 13 minutes for
S8 instead of 20. Second period had 11 minutes for S1 instead of 20. Sixth period had 14
minutes for S7 instead of 20. In hindsight, I would plan my presentation more
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strategically to avoid this, but I believe I adapted well and the fundamental integrity of
the experiences was maintained.
Standard Class Period Overview
After the first class period, our class routine became extremely consistent.
Stephen Lundquist and I would be present as students entered class. We would greet
them and make small talk until the school’s bell rung and class officially started. Then
there would be a few minutes of hearing what was going on in their lives, making any
necessary class or school announcements, and then I would ask for prayer requests and
we would pray for each other and our time in class. Next, we would spend the rest of the
period as had been planned. I passed out instruction sheets for the devotional habit, read
the sheet aloud, asked if there were any questions, and ran the time for the activity–
notifying students by ringing the bell and giving verbal prompts reading the next step in
the activity. During the activity, I would generally sit at the front of the class, available if
a student beckoned me over to clarify an element of the activity, and I would utilize the
time to respond to the feedback from students in either their journals or the SEPEA.
After the activity, I would write its reference on the whiteboard so students could
select the appropriate activity in the SEPEA, the students took a few minutes to fill out
the SEPEA using either their laptops (all PAA students are supplied with Chromebooks
for class purposes by the school), phones, or tablets. Initially, I had students put away
their devices to indicate they were done, but I realized I could watch the online form
submission sheet and count out when all the students had submitted their forms so I
would know exactly when students finished and we could be as efficient with our time as
possible. As I would write short notes for students replying to their messages directed at
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me (SEPEA question eight), I would pass these out to the students once these individuals
had finished the SEPEA. Once everyone was finished with the SEPEA, we would have a
brief (duration decided by the level of student engagement and the amount of time left in
class) discussion discussing aspects of the activity and having the students share what
they found helpful or distracting in the activity. Students would raise their hands to
volunteer their feedback in this context. Then we would transition into the next
devotional habit or the class would end. At the end of class, students gathered their
supplies, deposited their journals in the “To Be Read” box–if they wanted me to read
their day’s reflection or the “Not To Be Read” box–if they did not desire me to read their
day’s reflection, and left. I would collect any forgotten journals and deposit them in the
“Not To Be Read” box, lay out journals for the next class, and wait for students to arrive.
Devotional Habit Activities
Generally, I facilitated devotional habits as their instructions were written, but
there were two exceptions. First, for L3, rather than having students choose their nature
objects (see Appendix I Figure 6), the regular teacher and I would pass objects out to the
students. I did this to save time and to avoid competition or disappointment on the part of
the students. Second, for L4 I read the passage to the students slowly myself and I
repeated every word twice (generally repeating a whole phrase or sentence). Other than
these two, anyone would be able to facilitate the activities essentially as I did with the
instructions alone.
The devotional habits followed the schedule shown in table 9 with one exception.
I switched S6 and L3 for seventh period on D6 because L3 was already set up at the end
of the previous period so it saved time.
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One additional change I made to the devotional habit experience was adding a
visual timer on screen upon suggestion of the primary teacher. Because the students knew
the activities were timed but did not have a clear sense of when a sub-activity of the habit
would be finished, we observed students rushing through the activities in order to
complete everything. This would then be followed by periods of boredom. Though I did
not observe this, it is also possible some students went slower than they would otherwise
if they knew where they were with regard to time. Using a countdown timer on my
computer and projecting it at the front of the classroom gave the students a reference
point. I used the timer for each sub-activity, at the conclusion of which I would ring the
bell, read the prompt for the next activity, and start the timer for that next activity.
Once the devotional habit activity was completed and students finished the
SEPEA, we would have a discussion surrounding questions six and seven from the
SEPEA. This provided an opportunity for students to comment on the aspects, also
referred to as elements or parts of the habit, they struggled with. I believed this would be
helpful both for increasing their imaginative horizon for what they could connect with or
be distracted by in a devotional experience and help them identify and internalize that
what connected with them or was frustrating to them could have the opposite result for
their peers. I generally began the time by asking what students connected with and then
what they found distracting. Students would then raise their hands and share.
Occasionally, I would ask for clarification from students or extrapolate and explore their
point further myself, but when I did comment, I kept the atmosphere light by avoiding
defensive reactions to negative feedback and encouraging and thanking students as they
shared. The amount of time taken in these discussions varied based on the amount of time
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left in class and the engagement among the students. When no students spoke up, I would
prompt discussion by pointing out a unique element in the habit we had just completed
and asking which students found this helpful and which found it distracting. In most
classes, students would fall into both camps. I frequently encouraged them to try to learn
about themselves and their own spirituality not only from what they gravitated toward but
also from what repelled them. Students were generally engaged in the sharing of their
peers, but especially as the weeks drew toward the close with Christmas break quickly
approaching, weighty tests and projects, and other life stresses loomed large, some
students seemed to lose interest in the process.
Using the SEPEA
A key element of this project is the SEPEA, an eight-question instrument
designed to quantitatively measure participant’s positive experience with a devotional
habit or experience. This instrument was administered digitally through a Google Form.
Students followed the same link, provided to them at the beginning of class in a shared
document on Google Drive, to take the assessment. They would give their name and
indicate which devotional habit they were completing and then answer the eight
questions. Submitting the SEPEA was how we identified participation in the course, so a
SEPEA submission with a student’s name attached, regardless of any specific answers
they gave, secured full credit for the student for that day’s class. Though encouraged to
use their school Chromebook, some students used phones or tablets to fill out the SEPEA.
For the majority of students, five minutes was more than enough time to complete
the instrument. Some students, particularly some of the students for whom English is a
second language, would struggle to complete the instrument at the same speed as their
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peers. At first, I set a time limit and asked students to put away their test taking device
(Chromebook or telephone generally) away once they were finished. Some
Occasionally, students would incorrectly label the devotional habit they were
responding to, but this error was easily corrected as the responses were time-stamped and
thus surrounded by the rest of the student’s classmates. If the time stamp was not clear,
the feedback to questions six and seven would clarify the activity. I observed a similar
clerical/classroom management issue when following my initial plan to put the
devotional habit activity title on the board at the beginning of each activity. Some
students who did not really want to participate would open the SEPEA early, before
doing the activity, and fill it out. I ceased giving short name in advance, instead putting it
on the board at the end of the activity and this discouraged at least some students from
premature filling out of the SEPEA. Of course, this did not guarantee student active
engagement, but my sense was that it helped keep students focused.
Occasionally, students would ask questions or share their thoughts with me
responding to question eight on the SEPEA. I chose to reply to these with brief notes on
three-by-five note cards. I would write responses before class or when the students were
engrossed in solo activities, and then return the notecards to the students during class,
folded with their name on the outside. Generally, the students seemed to appreciate this,
but one student mentioned they were concerned by me giving them a card with their
name on it, so I pointed out the response inside. If I were to do this again, I would repeat
this with the students, though I would more clearly explain what I was doing from the
start to avoid confusion among the students. Not only did it give me an opportunity to
engage with students to demonstrate that I not only spoke at them but also listened to
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them, it allowed me to do so in a manageable format. The physical size of the card kept
me from writing copious amounts, which helped me focus my responses and enabled me
to respond to not only a few students but to all those who engaged with me. Additionally,
I could not have scheduled one-on-one meetings with all these students, the format gave
students time to reflect on the response on their own terms, and they took up physical
space, meaning they could become a keepsake or bookmark and come back around to
encourage a student in the future. One aspect of the notes that I fine-tuned over the
duration of the experience was when I returned them to the students. At first, I was not
the most intentional, and I would return them at any time during class, but I observed if I
passed out a note during a devotional habit, it would frequently distract the student from
the task at hand. So I shifted to only returning notes either at the start of class as students
were coming in, or after a student had finished filling out the SEPEA and were waiting
for classmates to complete it to go on to the next activity.
Conclusory Experience
The conclusory experience included all activities that went beyond the regular
devotional habit activities explained above. By good fortune and persistence, I managed
to stay on schedule with the devotional habits over the whole three week experience,
which meant that I finished the last devotional habit activity on Wednesday, December
18, the eighth day of the experiment for all class periods.. I brought doughnuts to the
school that Wednesday, and though I had promised them only to those students who
completed eight devotional habits (see Chapter 4), I purchased enough for all the
students. I gave the doughnuts to the students at the end of each class period to avoid
them becoming a distraction during class. They were a small token of my immense
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gratitude to the students. I was continually impressed by the thoughtfulness and depth of
the students I had the privilege of doing this research with.
On the ninth day of classes, I had 60 minutes (Thursday) or 80 minutes (Friday) to
wrap up the experience. This had four elements: a presentation explaining a handful of
the aspect spectrums I manipulated as I developed the devotional habits, an activity to
help the students internalize these concepts, the task of filling out the final assessment,
and a short final speech from me.
I began with the presentation and activity on devotional habit elements
intentionally. Over the course of project implementation, I had observed that students
tended to identify the same kinds of things as helpful or distracting to them in the various
habits. Of course, this is perfectly acceptable, but I hoped that by talking about the
various elements and spectrums explicitly and comprehensively at one time I could
further broaden the imaginative horizons of the students by giving them language to
name influences in their experiences that may otherwise have been elusive to them. I
recognized there could be a cost to this approach, namely I could put words in the
students mouths that they would use without really understanding or identifying with
them. This could skew my data. However, I thought that risk was worth the benefit both
to the research as students who really resonated with something could then give it voice
and to the students as it would give them tools to alter their own future spiritual practices.
My presentation was followed the handout in Appendix J. First, I would have a
student read aloud the definition for a devotional habit (or if no one was willing, I would
read it). Then I would ask the class if they were comfortable with that definition and
explain any terms they might have questions with. Second, I would have a student read
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aloud the definition for spirituality (or if no one was willing, I would read it). I had the
student pause after the first sentence, so we could discuss the definition one piece at a
time. Then I would ask the class if they were comfortable with that definition and explain
any terms they might have questions with. Third, I would move to a discussion about
how the differences in the devotional habits we experienced together could be accounted
for by adjusting the amount of one element or another within larger categories. I had
horizontal lines with heading for different categories drawn on the whiteboard with
extremes or subcategories marked on the line. A straightforward example is that using the
category of time. Every activity is completed within a certain amount of time, some very
short, such as a sentence prayer spoken as one gets out of bed in the morning, and some
quite long, like fasting for a number of days. Having several of these categories up on the
board while the students could look at their sheet in the “Pastor Jonny Info Sheet” on
Google Drive, I would then go through a devotional habit and point out where it landed
in each of these different spectrums. I was sure to point out there were more categories
than these, and to suggest students would connect with some elements of various
categories more than others given their individual journeys and preferences.
Next I transitioned to the activity. Because I knew this was right before Christmas
break and the students would be antsy, I designed the activity to involve movement. I had
twelve numbered stations set up around the classroom. Each station had a stack of paper
half sheets, half purple and half yellow to distinguish sheets that had different content.
The students were to pair up, or get into a group of three if necessary, and go from one
station to another and then another. Each person would pick up a sheet, study it for a
minute or two, teach reflect on it following the prompts provided (see Appendix J), and
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then share with their partner. Both partners would share at each station. The goal was to
see how many they could do well before they ran out of time. I gave them about 20
minutes for the experience, though the time would vary based on the time left in class.
The third element of the conclusory experience was the final assessment. Just as
with the SEPEA, the final assessment link had been embedded in the “Pastor Jonny Info
Sheet.” Students logged on with their devices and completed the assessment (see
Appendix H). I gave students approximately 10 minutes to finish, but some took a little
longer. I did not rush the students, and, also like the SEPEA, completing the final
assessment was the task they had to complete to receive participation points for the day.
Once all the students had finished the assessment, I would close the class
affirming the students for how amazing they had been over the course of our time
together, and I shared my heart with them about how I recognized each of their unique
spirituality, that I hoped this experience helped them find some more meaningful ways of
connecting spiritually, and that if they had not yet found something, they could use the
tools they learned by experimenting with adjusting the elements on the spectrums we
explored to find practices. I then would close the class with a prayer, blessing them.
December Experience Observations
I left the December facilitation experience with several observations and insights.
First, some students appeared not to understand the structure and purpose of the study.
Throughout the process, students gave me suggestions as to what I should change about
one activity or another to make it better for their peers or themselves during the study.
This suggested to me students may have a narrow view of what people connect with–
projecting their experience or that of a few of their peers onto everyone, a lack of
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understanding about the nature of the research–given that it was expected and expressed
from the outset that some students would likely struggle with given elements of the
activities, or an investment in my emotional well-being that led them to try to spare me
from future ridicule by their peers. When these kinds of suggestions came up, I would
thank the students for their thoughts and encourage them to reflect on what it was about
these elements that was difficult for them or their peers to connect with. One participant
suggested to let people know the habit is about the process not accomplishing the tasks,
for example. I was glad he came to this realization himself as I believe if people can
grasp this in their spirituality it can be tremendously freeing. His enthusiastic tone and
body language hinted this idea meant a great deal to him. He wanted this epiphany that
helped him to be shared with others so it could help them as well. I chose not to share this
with future activity participants because having already done the activity with several
groups it would break the continuity of the experience for those in the future and because
the insight seemed like it could be growing out of his own personality, one that may be
less-structured or production oriented than some others.
Another student perception element that drew my attention is how several of the
students defined spiritual practices/devotional habits. The operative definition for many
of the students seemed to be very relational. For example, S8 utilizes numbered scales to
have participants rate themselves in various areas and reflect on their character growth.
Several students expressed this just felt like homework or that because they were not
talking to God it did not seem spiritual to them. Though some students valued this
activity immensely, the theme of not seeing an activity as particularly relational and so it
was not “spiritual” repeatedly emerged. I find this interesting, encouraging, and
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challenging. It is interesting because it seemed to be widely shared, and thus, this time
would suggest, may be a generationally shared definition. It is encouraging because it
means either the talk of a relationship with Jesus has really been taken to heart or it was
in their hearts already. However, it is also somewhat troubling to me. I happen to be at
home with a relational spirituality, and I do believe every true spiritual practice will have
relational components, but I am concerned this preoccupation may encourage those who
are not “relational” to consider themselves “unspiritual.”
One element of the program I naively did not expect was the lack of participation
by certain students. I had assumed that because contributing to research is fundamentally
interesting, the coursework was so different from their regular content and did not require
homework, each of the activities used different techniques that may be novel to them, and
I was facilitating in a way that honored their individual preferences and experiences all
the students would be engaged in the process. I thought they would all follow the
instructions and really attempt to be present during class. I should note, however, perhaps
because of these very things, most of the students seemed consistently engaged with the
activities we did in class, but it was my oversight of this eventually that surprised me
given the amount of work I have done with high school students. At first, I concluded this
meant I should have made the experience totally optional, than I would have gotten only
those students who really wanted to engage. Though I do believe this first impulse could
be an excellent option for utilizing this process in the future, I believe the avenue I took
was better than I initially feared. Some students who did not engage at first, did engage
later, and, as the initial evaluation showed, the vast majority of students found the
experience helpful for their spirituality where it is unlikely that same number would have
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signed up for an optional experience. True, the unengaged students did dampen the
experience of some others, but their presence was not so negative that it entirely
compromised the experiences of their peers (this was part of the reason for having
randomized partners and groups over the various activities), and those who would seek
out more spiritual guidance can find it in many optional church and school offerings.
Similarly, the presentation and activity in the conclusory experience (see
Appendix J) seemed difficult for the students, even for the students who generally
seemed the most motivated, especially the Friday periods. I believe the majority share in
responsibility for this lack of engagement was stress over other projects coupled with
Christmas break’s rapid approach. Many teachers either have parties on this day of class
or finals of some kind, either enabling the students to do what they want or utilizing the
desire for grades as leverage to salvage these last minutes for learning. The latter option
did not seem open to me. I believe creating a final of some kind and requiring students to
study and master concepts would have turned experiences that were meant to ideally be
integrated in their lives into homework and thus acquire negative associations. I was not
willing to do this as I believe positive association and attitude are important for
spirituality, especially at the beginning. If not a final, I was left me with two options: I
could have canceled the teaching and activity entirely or I could have scheduled them for
an earlier day in the experience. The former option is not acceptable to me. I believe the
content in this presentation and activity were important. I would not have been content to
leave students, many of whom I thought may not have connected with the activities we
did, feeling as though if they did not connect here, they must not have a chance at finding
more meaningful spiritual practices. Given the context of this research procedure, I do
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not believe I could have done this teaching earlier either. Had I done it at the beginning, I
believe the content would have been too abstract for many of the students, having the
concrete examples of the devotional habit variations we could point to helped in the
learning. Had I sandwiched it in the middle, which would in many ways be ideal, because
of the varied order of the devotional habits across the classes, it could have further
complicated my ability to assess personality correlation with the habits. Also, if I had put
it in the middle, I would have taken buffer time that I may have needed to use later in
case of school cancelation (a real possibility in early December). Therefore, I believe I
made the right call here. Though the likelihood of the exact concepts being mastered was
low, the students were at least exposed to them, all the students were standing on roughly
equal ground as they went into their final assessments, and I ensured everyone had the
highest likelihood of being able to experience the devotional habits in the classroom
setting.
On two occasions, I unintentionally interfered in the consistency of participant
experience. Each time was because students asked me questions during an activity. One
pair asked me a hermeneutical question. They wanted to know the meaning of a Greek
word in a certain passage. In the second instance, I engaged with a different pair mid
activity on a philosophical question they had that arose from the activity. Under normal
circumstances, these are the kinds of conversations I love to have with students, but I
realized that when I engaged with some students, rather than remaining removed, it gave
them access to a resource that could significantly alter their experiences from those of
their peers, so I refrained from engaging such questions after these two instances.
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A few elements did not seem to work well. First, many of the time periods
seemed long for the majority of students. Though some students felt certain activities or
segments within activities were too short, in discussion the students frequently needed
either shorter time or more questions and that the same could be said of their journaling
time. Also, using a bell alone to indicate the time to transition within the activity seemed
ineffectual for two reasons. First, some students seemed to get confused with the
instructions given so when I rang the bell, they did not appear to know what to do. This
led me to not only ring the bell, but also read out the prompt for the next step. Second,
frequently the bell would ring during classroom discussion and students would ignore it
and refrain from transitioning to the next activity until I said something. A better system
would be for me to continue to use the bell as an audible reminder, but ring it when there
are 30 seconds left and then given vocal cues once the timer reaches zero.
One exceptional time of learning occurred when a student reached out to me for
spiritual coaching. This experience affected the way I would run the April experience.
This individual wanted help identifying good spiritual practices. I showed this participant
the results from the SEPEAs the student had turned in and we talked together about what
trends this revealed and how these could be applied going forward. I enjoyed this process
immensely, and the student expressed deep appreciation and value in it as well. I think
the personal insight this process of trying different devotional habit activities and using
the SEPEA along the way can bear significant personal insight.
April Preparation
In March, Covid-19 shutdown in-person classes for schools throughout Oregon.
This substantially affected my plans for the follow-up and report portion of the project.
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Rather than meeting in person, classes were held via the web video chat platform Zoom.
Rather than having block periods of 70-80 minutes, all periods were 50 minutes in length.
Another development that affected my plan was my realization that some students did not
engage the process actively. I imagined some chose not to do the activities or they may
have given inaccurate data on the SEPEA itself–simply marking all the Likert scale
questions the same number for example–nullifying the validity of their feedback.
In addition to postponing my instruction from April 20 and 21 to April 27 and 28,
I took the following steps to adjust for these circumstances. First, to keep myself from
making arbitrary judgment calls about which students engaged and which did not, which
could be based on my own personal bias, I added the following question to the final
assessment: “Would you say that for most or all of the devotional habits you completed
in class, you both tried to do the activity described and gave feedback that was really
accurate to your experience when you took the SEPEA?” Though some students may not
answer the question honestly, even if a few did and their data was removed from the pool,
it would increase the reliability of the results overall. I had this addition approved, along
with a few other more minor changes, by both my adviser and the IRB.
Second, because of the shorter time period, I sent out the second version of the
final assessment out to the students in advance and sought to have the results in several
days before my class presentations. Though this meant I would not have the benefit of
feedback on the entire experience, it still provided me with some semblance of
longitudinal data on the primary experience of doing the devotional habits and it allowed
us to utilize the entirety of the limited time period for elements that would give higher
learning value to the students: my presentation and going over their personal results.
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Third, to foster ongoing personal learning, I developed a PDF personal report
handout for each student giving the results of their personality assessment, their SEPEA
reactions to all of the devotional habits they experienced, and questions for further
reflection and learning. This handout is included in Appendix L for the fictitious student,
Jonny Imaginary. I then had these PDFs sent to each of the students individually by their
teacher before the class period when I would present to their class.
Fourth, to meet the requirements of the shortened duration and Zoom format, I
developed a series of points (see my notes in Appendix L) I would address with each
class summarizing the experience we had (starting with identifying barriers to connecting
with God and which one I attempted to address, personal style), reporting about the
general efficacy of the experience given the feedback of students (generally effective
with 85 of 100 participants answering the experience helped them find a spiritual practice
that was more meaningful for them than what they had before on either the first or second
final assessment or both–while 21 said it did not), noting some inherent challenges in the
experience as it was planned that students identified (classroom setting, time allotments,
structure of the habits, content focus and reflection questions, and the randomization of
the people to journey with), sharing the lack of a clear correlation between personality
and devotional habit preference at this time, and instructing them in how to read their
personal report handout with regard to personality and devotional responses and graphs
(see Appendix L for a sample of the individualized handout). This presentation would be
followed by discussion in breakout groups and then a time for questions and answers. I
was prepared to explain more about the trends of the class in the various personality
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characteristics, which devotional habits students seemed to connect with most, and the
theoretical framework of the experiment as students showed interest.
It took me several hours to generate all the student reports. I generated them in
Microsoft Excel. Recording a the macro function so I would not have to repeat too much
mindless work, I tabulated all the data so all the data submitted by a student (personality,
SEPEA, and final assessments) would be contained in one row, then I used cell reference
formulas to populate a template that I would then export as a PDF. I did this for all the
students in the six classes. I then sent these PDFs to Stephen Lundquist organized by
class, asking him to email each student individually to keep their data confidential and
then delete the emails after he sent all the reports out. He would send these to the students
the day of or the day before the period in which I would give the final presentation.
Though my data analysis at this point was not as robust as the full evaluation I
catalogue in chapter 6, I did complete some cursory analysis in order to prepare for my
April presentation. I used Excel to calculate some basic averaging of scores, assessing
frequency of outcomes, and developing histograms for the student personality dispersion.
Through this analysis, I came to the following conclusions. First, two study participants
answered “No” when asked, “Would you say that for most or all of the devotional habits
you completed in class, you both tried to do the activity described and gave feedback that
was really accurate to your experience when you took the SEPEA?” This left me with 98
participants whose SEPEA scores I would use with confidence. Second, in the two final
assessments, students were asked “Has this process helped you find a spiritual growth
practice or devotional habit that is more meaningful to you than what you were aware of
before?” and on either both assessments or on one or the other, of the 100 students, 21
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answered “No” at least once and 85 answered “Yes” at least once. This question was my
primary barometer of success for the project and I was pleased with this result.
Essentially, eight out of ten students have a more meaningful way of pursuing their
spirituality than they did before. That is something for me to celebrate. Third, no habit
was universally loved or despised. S3, Prayer Walking in a Pair, was notably ahead of the
other habits according to composite scores from the final assessments. The least popular
was L4, Senses and Story, by the same measures.
I also took some time to familiarize myself with the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS) software and ran some initial queries. I was pleased to observe
significant correlation between the first five questions on the SEPEA. This result, coupled
with the approval of my test group of youth professionals, suggests basic validity for the
instrument. With the SEPEA as validated as it could be, I concluded an average of the
answers to these five questions was an adequately trustworthy gauge of a student’s
perception of a devotional habit to use the metric in a correlational setting. I was,
however, disappointed when I observed no significant correlation between personality
factors and SEPEA averages. Strong correlation did not exist between personality scores
and SEPEA scores, but did exist between the SEPEA scores of devotional habits and the
scores of other habits. Essentially, the higher students rated any one devotional habit, the
more likely they were to rate another habit with a high score.
April Classroom Instruction
As with the introductory and conclusory experiences in December, the single
period of classroom instruction was approximately the same across the six class periods
and generally followed the plan I had made in my preparation. Stephen Lundquist and I
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would be in the Zoom meeting room prior to the students arrival and he would let me
know any special circumstances I needed to be aware of. The students would join the
class and we would have a short time of prayer focused on what was prominent in the
students’ minds. Then I would go through my presentation, taking questions when I
finished key sections: what we had done and the introduction to the student report, the
personality section of the report, and the devotional habit feedback section of the report
(see Appendix L). Then we would take breakout time or solo reflection time, and then we
would close with time to ask questions or share answers to questions in the student
handout. I expanded on the material provided in the personal report and I altered the
transition from breakout to solo reflection time.
I expanded on the material provided in the student handout in one significant way.
I had concluded the concept of the Bell curve, in which a near-zero score does not mean
you have no characteristics of a given personality trait, might be difficult for some
students to understand. Since all the personality material results are based on this model, I
used an example from our participant pool personality results for extraversion (see figure
1). I pointed out how the numbers under each bar demonstrate the low to high range for
scores contributing to that bar, the majority of students were close to the middle, and that
the scores at the lower or higher ends of the graph are more effectively read as
demonstrating that one is less (low score) or more (high score) extraverted than the
majority of the population than that one is entirely introverted (low score) or entirely
extroverted (high score). Other than this element which required extra explanation, my
presentation followed the contours planned and the in explanations included in the
student handout (see above and Appendix L).
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Figure 1. Participant extraversion Excel-generated histogram

When Stephen and I met before the first class, he counseled me not to do breakout
rooms due to the logistical difficulty of managing the rooms and the extra time it would
take. Because I had planned for breakout groups after my presentation, I initially decided
to go ahead as planned and Stephen adeptly operated the backend breakout group set up
and logistics. We utilized this feature for the first two classes. Once, I did not join a group
and once I did join a group. The first two periods were periods with fewer students, and
at least the breakout I was a part of, seemed to go adequately well, but even with students
who were fairly motivated, I found that I had to actively facilitate the discussion for it to
be positive. For this reason, the limited familiarity of students with breakout rooms at that
time, and the possibility of lack of clarity in my instructions, we switched to individual
reflection time for the final four classes. Rather than thinking about an answer to one of
the reflection questions in the student handout, sharing it with their small group, and then
having a chance to dig deeper in the larger group, students would be asked to consider a
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reflection question in their handout and then share with the larger class. Even though it
meant some students would not be able to share, I reasoned students would at least
consider a possible response should they be called on to share.
April Experience Observations
Reflection on, and discussion with Stephen of, the April experience helped me
form two notable observations about this time in class. First, students seemed, based on
their body language and comments, interested in the results from their personality tests,
the large-group personality trends, and, though to a lesser degree, their SEPEA results. If
students are interested in their own personalities and the way they compare with their
peers, this intrinsic interest has potential to be coupled with other fields, like spirituality,
and leveraged for learning. Also, the reality the students seemed intrigued by their overall
SEPEA results suggests to me it is worthwhile to occasionally push people to do
something beyond what they would volunteer for to help them find something of value.
Especially after the first several times, I think students began to feel some monotony in
the SEPEA evaluation process, but in the end, that monotony resulted in a product they
could get excited about and learn from in an unexpected way.
Second, both Stephen and I thought, given the limited time in class, there would
be value for the students in continuing the conversation about application to their lives
individually in a classroom setting, but even more in a one-on-one setting as I had
serendipitously experienced during December. Students shared significant insights about
their spirituality in our sharing time, but shyness and time limited further developments.
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Gift Card Distribution
I neglected to follow up promptly with the promise of the forty dollar visa gift
cards as the final incentive. Covid-19 causing the school to shut down regular classes and
my own professional transitions pushed this from my mind so rather than delivering the
gift cards on May 12, I sent an email to Stephen Lundquist during the summer informing
him of the two students who were randomly selected. He inquired with them if they had
an address I could mail them to, and I sent out the gift cards in this fashion.
Considering the series of events, this worked adequately. However, given the
absence of in-person classes, I still could have mailed the cards to the students using the
system described above during the school year, and had the teacher send out an email to
all students informing them of the winners and thanking them one final time for
journeying with me through this experience.
Conclusion
The implementation of this project afforded me ample learning opportunities and
tested my organizational ability. I was able to complete all the planned activities and
collect thousands of pieces of data for analysis, and even when world events significantly
altered what was possible, I was able to adapt. Because of a great partner in Stephen,
phenomenal students, and grace, implementation was a success.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
Overview
When I began research for this project, I was touched by Whitney (2017, 13)
reflecting on the absence of relational knowledge of God in a group of Adventist young
people. She makes a painful observation when she asks, “How could these young people
have been in church all their lives and sat through more than one set of baptismal lessons
and evangelistic meetings, yet never be taught the incredible difference God makes in a
life, how to encounter God, or have a meaningful relationship with Him?” My hope for
this project was that the same observation would never be made of the students who
attended the classes I facilitated. Though not all the students who participated in this
study indicated the intervention helped them find more meaningful spiritual practices, a
large percentage of them did, and many expressed additional benefits to their spiritual
growth. In this chapter, I divulge the results of the intervention, correlational analyses,
lessons from the project, and questions for further study.
Intervention Task Assessment
With regard to the primary task of this intervention–to help high school students
find devotional habits that are meaningful to them–this project was a success. On the
December Final Assessment, of the 90 students who participated, 73 said “Yes” and 7
said “No” to the question, “Has this process helped you find a spiritual growth practice or
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devotional habit that is more meaningful to you than what you were aware of before?”
On the April Final Assessment, of the 95 students who participated, 68 said “Yes” and 19
said “No” to the same question. On both assessments, over 70% of participants found the
intervention helpful. However, it is noteworthy that with time, the helpfulness of the
intervention appears to decrease with 81.11% saying “Yes” initially and 71.58% saying
“Yes” four months later. Also, 5 participants switched to a “Yes” from a more negative
answer on the second assessment while 15 switched away from “Yes” to a more negative
response.
Out of the 99 study participants who took one or both of the assessments 85 said
“Yes” on one or both assessments, 21 gave a positive alternative still short of “Yes,” 8
gave unclear or unsure responses, 4 shared negative responses that demonstrated some
benefit from the experience, and 21 “No.” This data is difficult to interpret because
evaluation has to be made about which assessment has the greatest legitimacy and there
are too many individual factors at play, but I think it suggests approximately 20% of
participants are likely not to find the intervention especially helpful if repeated. Of the 79
participants who identified as Christian and took one or both of the final assessments,
89% said “Yes” on one or both assessments and 20% said “No” on one or both
assessments.
Additional Significant Outcomes
Results from the Final Assessments revealed several other noteworthy findings.
On the December Final Assessment, 70 people indicated they had already repeated 178 of
the activities in their personal time and 82 hoped to repeat 270 of the activities. On the
April Final Assessment, 74 people indicated they had already repeated 202 activities and
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84 hoped to repeat 258 activities. This indicates participants actually applied what they
experienced to their personal lives outside of the bounds of the classroom, and ongoing
increasing repetition and desire to repeat activities (or elements within them) after four
months suggests the possibility of long-term impact on devotional behaviors.
The Final Assessments also rendered fairly clear results about which devotional
habits were preferred by the students. To generate this list, I added the sums of four
questions from the Final Assessments. Table 10 reports these results.

Table 10. Devotional Habit Final Assessment Sums
Question

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

L1

L2

L3

L4

Repeated

31

26

65

33

18

20

30

17

36

31

56

17

Desire to
Repeat
Most
Enjoyed
Least
Enjoyed
Total

48

37

89

35

34

40

34

29

50

38

77

27

34

40

123

28

19

39

30

22

74

29

91

26

Rank

-52 -45 -21

-66 -43 -29 -63 -43 -43

-36 -46

-68

61

58

256

30

28

70

31

25

117

62

178

2

6

7

1

10

9

4

8

11

3

5

2

12

Each alpha numeric, S1-S8 and L1-L4, stands for a devotional habit. See Appendix F for
the legend.

Devotional habits S3, L3, and L1 were the most popular habits while L4, S8, and
S4 were the least popular. It is significant however, even as these have very high/low
scores relative to the others, no habit was most or least enjoyed universally nor was any
habit devoid of being repeated or desired to be repeated.
The strongest correlation between all the various categories was demonstrated
between the scores on the devotional habits themselves. See table 11 below. The twelve
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devotional habits create sixty-six different relationships. Where N = 97, in the Significant
Agreement Number score category, 40 pairs demonstrate significant correlation (29 over
0.3, 10 over 0.4, and 1 over 0.5), and, in the General Disagreement Number score
category, 27 pairs demonstrate significant correlation (18 over 0.3, 7 over 0.4, 2 over
0.5).

Table 11. Devotional Inter-Habit Correlations
S1
S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

L1

L2

L3

L4

D/E

E/C

C/C

C/B

C/D

C/C

D/C

C/C

D/C

D/C

D/D

D/C

B/B

B/D

B/C

B/B

C/D

C/D

D/D

E/D

D/D

D/C

D/C

D/C

E/D

D/E

E/C

D/C

D/C

D/C

A/B

A/C

B/A

C/D

C/C

D/B

D/C

D/C

C/D

C/B

C/E

D/D

E/C

E/D

D/C

C/C

D/D

B/B

E/D

F/D

E/E

C/B

C/C

B/C

C/D

D/B

E/E

C/C

D/E

D/D

E/C

E/D

D/C

D/B

C/C

S2

D/E

S3

E/C

D/C

S4

C/C

B/B

D/C

S5

C/B

B/D

D/C

A/B

S6

C/D

B/C

D/C

A/C

C/D

S7

C/C

B/B

E/D

B/A

C/B

C/C

S8

D/C

C/D

D/E

C/D

C/E

D/D

C/B

L1

C/C

C/D

E/C

C/C

D/D

B/B

C/C

E/E

L2

D/C

D/D

D/C

D/B

E/C

E/D

B/C

C/C

E/C

L3

D/C

E/D

D/C

D/C

E/D

F/D

C/D

D/E

E/D

D/B

L4

D/D

D/D

D/C

D/C

D/C

E/E

D/B

D/D

D/C

C/C

D/E
D/E

The first letter represents the correlation of the habits Significant Agreement values. The
second letter represents the correlation of the habits General Disagreement values.
A=Correlation at the 0.5 level (darkest shading). B=Correlation at the 0.4 level (second
darkest shading). C=Correlation at the 0.3 level (third darkest shading). D=Correlation at
the 0.2 level. E=Correlation at the 0.1 level. F=Correlation at the 0.0 level. Any
correlation 0.3 and above is considered significant.

Some additional positive outcomes surfaced in the responses to the Final
Assessments, 98 students shared 307 positive pieces of feedback about the experience: 5
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participants gave positive advice on how to improve the experience, 40 participants gave
affirmation about the experience in general, 14 participants indicated increased
appreciation for differences in others or spiritual practices, 45 participants reported
having more clarity for their own future devotional practices, 4 participants demonstrated
meaningful prior self-understanding prompted by the experience, 39 participants shared
some other valuable learning about themselves, God, or the world, 43 participants shared
how they enjoyed the experience as a whole–many with particular contrast to standard
religious education, 13 participants indicated it evoked a deeper desire for personal
spirituality in them, and 35 participants reported they had experienced deeper connection
with God through the intervention.
Not all the feedback was glowingly positive. Sixteen participants gave 20
recommendations for significant changes to the intervention. Twenty-one participants
gave 23 comments demonstrating a sense of disconnect between the experience and
themselves. Seven participants gave 7 pieces of feedback that were unclear and
undecipherable.
These fifteen quotations from participants (appearing as entered by the
participant) demonstrate the variety of responses to the intervention:
It’s the right idea, just for me stayed pretty surface because we are an Adventist
school. The stories we’ve heard a lot so it’s not as impactful for us even if you repeat
it or ask new questions. For me, Christian music and nature connects me most to God.
Also personal questions and thinking about Him and how He helps us through our
struggles is good for me :) (Participant 24)
This process was very helpful in finding out how I can effectively grow closer to God
and what elements help me to have a more meaningful spiritual experience.
(Participant 7)
I learned how I can effectively connect with God during devotion. (Participant 62)
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I enjoyed it. I think it gave me set times to work on my relationship with God. It also
gave me examples of new ways to interact with God. Sometimes we were given too
much time for certain activities. Also a few times I felt like it was harder to connect
the activities to talking with God. (Participant 95)
I think a lot of these were designed from a single persons perspective on devotional,
but it could just be the way i feel. This could be remedied by having many other
people create devotional habit activities for this study making it a more objective
process (Participant 12)
It has been a very fun experience. Each activity was unique and gave me an insight on
what is best for me when it comes to studying the word of God. (Participant 99)
I think it has made me think more about my spirituality and where I stand. It has also
made me reflect on my relationship with God more and how I want a stronger
connection. Although I still struggle with making time to spend with God and so I
have a lot to work on but this made it easier for me to see what works best for me to
connect with God. (Participant 25)
It makes me know more about Bible. (Participant 88)
It has been great! It has exposed certain flaws I might have in my spiritual
relationship with Others and God and help me to find things that work in my study of
the word and connection with God and others. You're doing great :) (Participant 93)
It was a really good experience some activities I liked more than others but overall it
was pretty good (Participant 72)
Yes, it has strengthened my relationship with God and helped me apply new ideas to
my life (Participant 59)
This process has changed how I view God, and it has shown me the importance of
daily devotionals. (Participant 64)
Thank you so much Pastor Jonny for coming to PAA and putting this on for our Bible
class. After Covid-19 I started getting serious with my relationship with God and I
feel much more connected with him. I have tools I can use and I know how to
effectively connect and pursue a relationship with him. (Participant 91)
I like going outside on my hammock when it's sunny to read some scripture. I've
never done it before and really enjoy it now. (Participant 96)
I doubt this has long-term impacted me. It was cool, though. (Participant 63)
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The intervention was not universally loved, but it did make a significant impact in the
lives of several students.
The Spiritual Exercise Perceived
Efficacy Assessment Analysis
My research suggests the SEPEA is a reasonably reliable instrument. Recognizing
my analysis of personality’s impact on participant’s attachment to a devotional habit had
to be based on some quantitative measure, I designed the SEPEA to produce a
quantitative result. In Chapter 4, I explained its face validity–how I and several other
youth ministry workers determined this would measure the desired elements–and content
validity–how I chose the five questions regarding (1) sense of general meaningfulness,
(2) sense of positive life development invitation, (3) sense of connection with God, (4)
sense of greater understanding, and (5) desire to repeat the activity based on a multidimensional definition of significance spring from second and third chapter and two prior
assessments of spirituality–Seidlitz, et al. (2002) and Underwood and Teresi (2002)–with
the most pertinence to my topic. Having collected 1,056 responses to the SEPEA and two
final assessments that could be assessed on test-retest validity, I positioned myself to
additionally assess the SEPEA on internal consistency and criterion validity.
Internal consistency is the correlation of answers to various questions on an
assessment that are meant to measure the same thing. Since all the questions on the
SEPEA were designed to assess satisfaction/significance/attachment of a participant to a
given spiritual practice, there should be high internal consistence. Here N = 1,056, the
number of completed SEPEA assessments in which the five questions could be correlated
to each other. Where correlation is significant at the .01 level, all correlations were
positive, the lowest correlation was desire to repeat the activity to sense of greater
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understanding at .617 (of the 178 people who strongly agreed to wanting to repeat an
activity, when it came to their sense of greater understanding, 70.2% strongly agreed,
20.8% agreed, 6.7% slightly agreed, 1.7% slightly disagreed, 0.6% disagreed, and 0%
strongly disagreed), the highest correlation was sense of general meaningfulness to sense
of connection with God at .750 (of the 203 people who strongly agreed to finding an
activity meaningful, when it came to developing a stronger sense of connection with God,
65.5% strongly agreed, 21.2% agreed, 12.3% slightly agreed, 0.5% slightly disagreed,
0% disagreed, and 0.5% strongly disagreed), and the average correlation of all items
correlated to each other was .673. This demonstrates high internal consistency, meaning a
participant’s answers have high likelihood of being similar across all five questions and
suggesting proper scoring of the assessment should be valid.
Criterion validity is the correlation between a construct and other externally
measured variables. In this study for example, one would expect those who found the
devotional habits more significant to be more likely to find the overall experience helpful
for their spiritual practice. First, the highest positive correlation to the overall problem of
the project, the difficulty high school students have finding a meaningful spiritual
practice, came from a category I termed “significant agreement,” the total number of
times a student agreed or strongly agreed with one of the five SEPEA statements over the
course of the project. In April, the second time students took the final assessment, 90.9%
(10/11) of students who had given over 45 significant agreement responses indicated
“Yes” the process had helped them find a more meaningful spiritual growth habit than
they had before while 1 student replied “No”, 71.4% (15/21) who had scored 31-45 said
“Yes” while 3 said “No” and 3 were in the middle, 90.9% (30/33) who had scored 16-30
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said “Yes” while 1 said “No” and 2 were in the middle, but only 40.7% (11/27) who had
scored 1-15 said “Yes” while 13 said “No” and 3 were in the middle. With N = 92, this
accounts for a Pearson’s r correlation of .324, which though not especially high, does
suggest the SEPEA has some predictive potential.
Second, there was no consistent significant predictive indicator connecting the
SEPEA to the Final Assessments whether considering the five quantitative questions
individually or combining them together. Broadly speaking, the sum of the number of
times a participant agreed or strongly agreed and that of the times a participant slightly
disagreed, disagreed, or strongly disagreed would slightly correlate or inverse correlate to
whether participants had repeated, wanted to repeat, preferred, or disliked a given habit. I
reflect on implications of these findings in “Lessons from the Project” below.
Personality and Spirituality
Integration Assessment
Identifying statistically significant relationships varies on sample size, so I based
my analysis on the correlation strength recommendations of Bujang and Baharum (2016,
39). Following their guidelines, table 12, documents the correlation between one of the
big five personality traits or one of the sub-traits in the “Trait” column (an item inside
parentheses indicates the personality trait for to which the sub-trait belongs), with a given
devotional habit, group of habits, or specific kind of activity. The “Item” column has
some activities such as group sharing. The number of times within one instrument a
student said they found some activity negative was subtracted from the number of times
they found that same activity positive, and correlations were assessed on these numbers.
In the action column I make practical recommendations based on the finding that would
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be more user friendly if one were to assign participants devotional habits or activities
based on BFI-2 scores.

Table 12. Significant Personality Correlations
#
1

Trait
Agreeableness

Item
+S6

Score
N
Action
0.369 97 Scorers over 12, S6
recommended
2
Agreeableness
+P Habits
0.323 97 Scorers over 4, P Habits
recommended
3
Agreeableness
+N Habits
0.328 97 Scorers over 10, N Habits
recommended
4
Conscientiousness +S8
0.310 97 Scorers over 9, S8
(-S8)*
recommended
5
Conscientiousness +T Habits
0.317 97 Scorers over 7, T Habits
recommended
6
Trust
-S3
-0.321 97 Scorers over 1, S3
(Agreeableness)
(+S3)*
recommended
7
Trust
+S6
0.416 97 Scorers over 3, S6
(Agreeableness)
recommended
8
Trust
-L1
-0.325 97 Scorers under 2, L1 not
(Agreeableness)
(+L1)*
recommended
9
Trust
+N Habits
0.345 97 Scorers over -1, N Habits
(Agreeableness)
recommended
10 Trust
+P Habits
0.317 97 Scorers over -1, P Habits
(Agreeableness)
recommended
11 Extraversion
Group
0.319 91 Scores over -6, include group
Sharing
sharing.
12 Extraversion
Nature
0.499 33 Scores over -3, include
Objects
objects/nature objects.
13 Sociability
Nature
0.517 33 Scores over -3, include
(Extraversion)
Objects
objects/nature objects.
14 Negative
High
-0.627 22 Scores below 2, include high
Emotionality
Structure
structure in activities.
15 Anxiety (Negative High
-0.660 22 Scores over 3, avoid high
Emotionality)
Structure
structure in activities.
16 Compassion
Listening
-0.948
7 Scores below 4, include
(Agreeableness)
for God
listening for God activities.
*These scores did not quite reach the criteria for significance, but support a significant
finding. A “+” next to a habit or section of habits in the “Item” column indicates the
correlation is between the Significant Agreement value and the personality trait score. A
“-” next to a habit or section of habits in the “Item” column indicates the correlation is
between the General Disagreement value and the personality trait score. A “-” in the
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“Score” column indicates an inverse correlation, meaning as the personality trait score
goes up, the correlated item score goes down. A positive score means as one goes up, the
other tends to go up as well.
The number of significant correlations suggests a correlation between personality
and devotional habits, but I find the lack of consistency combined with the relatively
small sample size inadequate to make a generalizable claims. Following is further
explanation of the correlations in the table:
1. A few parts of agreeableness that may explain this correlation are that those
who are more agreeable generally tend to emphasize good things about others so doing so
with God may come naturally and tend to be more trusting and modest, all these traits
may explain why focusing on positive attributes of God and learning from them was seen
as beneficial. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 66.6% of the 24
participants who scored above 12 on Agreeableness had 3 or more marks of Agree or
Strongly Agree on S6, and 5.9% of the 17 participants who scored below 0 on
Agreeableness had 3 or more marks of Agree or Strongly Agree on S6.
2. The P Habits–S2, S3, S5, S7, L1, and L3–mostly emphasize the affect (heart)
of the person (with the exception of L1) and tend to be less structured to provide for more
self-direction from the participant, so a positive correlation to the more emotionally wired
and affable agreeableness domain makes sense. To demonstrate the substance of the
correlation, 25% of the 32 participants who scored above 10 on Agreeableness had an
average Significant Agreement score on all the P Habits of 3 or more (71.9% had an
average above 2). 0% of the of the 17 participants who scored below 0 on Agreeableness
had an average Significant Agreement score on all the P Habits of 3 or more.
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3. The N Habits–S1, S2, S5, S6, L1, and L2–mostly emphasize focusing on Jesus
and Jesus’ character and demand more abstract rather than concrete reasoning from
participants which may explain a correlation with Agreeableness which focuses on
relationship and is amenable to various kinds of experiences. To demonstrate the
substance of the correlation, 21.9% of the 32 participants who scored above 10 on
Agreeableness had an average Significant Agreement score on all the N Habits of 3 or
more (65.7% had an average above 2). 0% of the of the 17 participants who scored below
0 on Agreeableness had an average Significant Agreement score on all the N Habits of 3
or more.
4. The devotional habit S8 focused on personal progress and self-assessment as
participants compare their personal life with norms in Scripture. As conscientiousness
goes up, people tend to relate better to goals and following norms and rules so this
correlation makes sense. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 66.7% of the 15
participants who scored above 9 on Conscientiousness had 3 or more marks of Agree or
Strongly Agree on S8 (40% had 5 marks), and 30% of the 10 participants who scored
between -7 and -18 on Conscientiousness had 3 or more marks of Agree or Strongly
Agree on S8 (0% had 5 marks).
5. The T Habits–S2, S6, S7, S8, L2–generally focused on seeing a clear picture of
Jesus and required analysis to come to clear practical implications. Since
conscientiousness emphasizes rules and goals to achieve outcomes, this correlation is
reasonable. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 39.1% of the 23 participants
who scored above 7 on Conscientiousness had an average Significant Agreement score
on all the T Habits of 3 or more (52.1% had an average above 2), and 0% of the of the 10
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participants who scored between -7 and -18 on Conscientiousness had an average
Significant Agreement score on all the T Habits of 3 or more.
6. The devotional habit S3 invites participants to share stories about their lives
with partners who they are assigned to at random. Thus, it makes sense that those who are
more trusting would find the experience more positive. To demonstrate the substance of
the correlation, 41.9% of the 43 participants who scored below 2 on Trust had some
General Disagreement on S3, and 20.4% of the 54 participants who scored above 1 on
Trust had some General Disagreement on S3.
7. The devotional habit S6 is built on the presupposition that God is good and
worthy of praise, and this presupposition would be easier to accept for those who are
more trusting. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 60% of the 25 participants
who scored above 3 on Trust had 4 or more marks of Agree or Strongly Agree on S6
(52% had 5 marks), and 6.7% of the 15 participants who scored below between -2 and -7
on Trust had 3 or more marks of Agree or Strongly Agree on S6 (0% had 5 marks).
8. The devotional habit L1 calls on participants to relate relationally to Jesus,
writing a letter to God “as to a friend,” so a logical inference would be that the more
difficulty someone has in trusting others, the more difficulty they have in trusting the
God they cannot see. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 58.1% of the 43
participants who scored below 2 on Trust had some General Disagreement on L1, and
16.7% of the 54 participants who scored above 1 on Trust had some General
Disagreement on L1.
9. The N Habits–S1, S2, S5, S6, L1, and L2–mostly emphasize focusing on Jesus
and Jesus’ character, thus having an intellectual-relational component likely easier for
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trusting individuals to embrace. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 60.2%
of the 73 participants who scored above -1 on Trust had an average Significant
Agreement score on all the N Habits of 2 or more (24.6% had an average above 3), and
20.8% of the of the 24 participants who scored below 0 on Trust had an average
Significant Agreement score on the N Habits of 2 or more (0% had an average above 3).
10. The P Habits–S2, S3, S5, S7, L1, and L3–mostly emphasize the affect (heart)
of the person (with the exception of L1), so a positive correlation to trust is a foreseeable
outcome. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 65.7% of the 73 participants
who scored above -1 on Trust had an average Significant Agreement score on all the P
Habits of 2 or more (31.5% had an average above 3), and 16.7% of the of the 24
participants who scored below 0 on Trust had an average Significant Agreement score on
all the P Habits of 2 or more (0% had an average above 3).
11. Extraversion’s most well-known characteristic is the tendency to connect
easily with others, so the positive connection with enjoying spiritual discussion in groups
is an expected outcome. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 90% of the 40
participants who scored above 6 on Extraversion had a net positive score on activities
involving group sharing, and 41.7% of the 12 participants who scored below -7 on
Extraversion had a net positive score on involving group sharing while 33.3% had a net
neutral score and 25% had a net negative score.
12. In addition to positive relationality, extraversion connotates an energetic
approach to the material world, so the way those with moderate to high extraversion
enjoyed using tactile objects in their spiritual practice is not surprising. To demonstrate
the substance of the correlation, 100% of the 21 participants who scored above -3 on
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Extraversion had a net positive score on involving nature objects, and 16.7% of the 12
participants who scored below -2 on Extraversion had a net negative score on involving
nature objects.
13. Sociability, a subcategory of extraversion (12 above) mirrors extraversion in
this correlation. That this correlation was with sociability and not energy level could be
unexpected. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 100% of the 25 participants
who scored above -3 on Sociability had a net positive score on involving nature objects,
and 25% of the 8 participants who scored below -2 on Sociability had a net negative
score on involving nature objects.
14. Negative emotionality is characterized by such feelings as anxiousness and
nervousness, so an inverse correlation with activities that feel particularly restrictive or
rigid is predictable. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 11.1% of the 9
participants who scored above 1 on Negative Emotionality had a net positive score on
activities that were high in structure, and 69.2% of the 25 participants who scored below
2 on Negative Emotionality had a net positive score on activities that were high in
structure.
15. Feelings of anxiety frequently come because of a sense of loss of control over
oneself, so an inverse correlation with activities that feel particularly restrictive or rigid is
predictable. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 75% of the 8 participants
who scored above 3 on Anxiety had a net negative score on activities that were high in
structure, and 71.5% of the 7 participants who scored below -2 on Anxiety had a net
positive score on activities that were high in structure.
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16. Compassion, a subdomain of agreeableness, being inverse correlated with
listening to God is unexpected. The small sample group here could account for an
anomaly here. To demonstrate the substance of the correlation, 100% of the 5 participants
who scored below 4 on Compassion had a net positive score on listening to God
activities, and 100% of the 2 participants who scored above 3 on Compassion had a net
negative score on listening to God activities.
In addition to the significant correlations, several items demonstrated some
correlation that approached but did not cross the threshold of significance. Table 13
shares this set of correlations.
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Table 13. Possible Personality Correlations
Trait
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Aesthetic Sensitivity (OpenMindedness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Organization
(Conscientiousness)
Productiveness
(Conscientiousness)
Productiveness
(Conscientiousness)
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Agreeableness
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Emotional Volatility
(Negative Emotionality)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Aesthetic Sensitivity (OpenMindedness)
Assertiveness (Extraversion)
Energy Level (Extraversion)
Trait
Sociability (Extraversion)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Depression (Negative
Emotionality)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)

Item
-L3

Score

N
-0.252

97

-S1

-0.272

97

+I Habits
-I Habits
+L1
+S3

0.271
-0.259
0.268
0.261

97
97
97
97

+S3
+S5
+S6

0.263
0.287
0.270

97
97
97

+S6

0.298

97

+S8
-S8
+S8

0.262
-0.290
0.264

97
97
97

Abstraction

0.441

32

Abstraction

0.451

32

Brainstorming
Brainstorming

0.557
0.587

21
21

Brainstorming
E Habits
Environmental Temperature

0.532
0.271
-0.528

21
97
26

F Habits
Focus on written story

0.293
-0.311

97
59

Group Sharing
Group Sharing
Item
Group Sharing
Group Sharing
High Structure

0.260
0.268
Score
0.299
-0.318
-0.560

91
91
N
91
60
22

0.275

97

I Habits
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Table 13. Possible Personality Correlations Continued
Trait
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Compassion (Agreeableness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Conscientiousness
Assertiveness (Extraversion)
Agreeableness
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Compassion (Agreeableness)
Energy Level (Extraversion)
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Agreeableness
Compassion (Agreeableness)
Intellectual Curiosity (OpenMindedness)
Productiveness
(Conscientiousness)
Energy Level (Extraversion)
Sociability (Extraversion)
Productiveness
(Conscientiousness)
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)

Item
I Habits

Score
0.268

N
97

Indoors
Indoors

0.624
0.604

14
14

0.418
-0.700
-0.759
0.269

43
11
7
97

N Habits

0.259

97

Nature Objects
Nature Objects
NF Habits

0.622
0.450
0.277

18
33
97

NF Habits
P Habits

0.286
0.265

97
97

-0.637

15

Reflecting on Art
Reflecting on Art
Reflection

0.646
0.679
0.407

17
17
28

Rigidity

0.535

22

-0.422
0.620
0.263

31
18
97

T Habits

0.292

97

Too Long

0.401

34

Journaling
Journaling and Drawing
Listening for God
N Habits

Questions to Guide

Segment Length
Senses
T Habits
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As these correlations do not meet the criteria for significance but approach it,
implying principles widely from them is inadvisable. However, I would note they
generally hint at predictable results and tend not to contradict the significant correlations.
Implications from the Research for
Teaching Personal Spirituality
All of the findings in the previous sections suggest changes to the intervention or
similar interventions for future work. Here I share possible implications from the data in
the Intervention Task Assessment, Additional Significant Outcomes, The Spiritual
Exercise Perceived Efficacy Assessment Analysis, and the Personality and Spirituality
Integration Assessment sections above.
First, in the “Additional Significant Outcomes” section, I share the high
correlations between the distinct habits. I think this suggests one of, or a combination of,
two causes. Either there is a generally consistent factor that has more impact on outcomes
than personality or the activities where not adequately tailored to cohere with the
personality traits tested for. Though I believe a combination is likely I find the concept of
an unaddressed factor compelling. From my observations of the body language and
comments of the participants in class, I hypothesize I could have guessed with a high
degree of accuracy who would find the experience helpful based on their indicators of
engagement like eye contact and focus on the tasks. Of course, there were exceptions on
both sides, but generally speaking, it seems people who approached the experience with
greater eagerness and openness to encounter God tended to find the experience helpful
while those who seemed more skeptical did not. If this is the case, it suggests the primary
responsibility of the personal spirituality coach/presenter is not merely to present the
audience with devotional habits, but also to stimulate the interest and eagerness of the
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audience. If the audience members are excited and optimistic about the habits they are
about to try, they are much more likely to find meaning in any given devotional habit.
Taking a few class periods to introduce students to personality traits and differences, the
way different habits are made up of different elements that fit under various categories
and can be manipulated, and the reality that each person has a spirituality of their own
that they kind find through a process of exploration without judgment would help
stimulate positive expectation in the students.
Second, my Intervention Task Assessment suggests the fundamental intervention–
taking a class through a diverse handful of experiences and having them reflect on those
experiences–should be repeated with other groups. In light of the call of the former
paragraph, the personality correlations and the popularity ranking suggest two approaches
for greater efficacy. On the one hand, the facilitator could give the participants the BFI-2
and then separate the students into groups based on their personality scores and give them
devotional habits or similar activities based on the recommendations in table 12. On the
other, the facilitator could simply follow the sharing of the habits based on the ranking
from best to worst. If this option were to be pursued, I would recommend moving S3 to
the third or fourth activity as it both requires advanced planning depending on weather
and introduces significant variation when compared to most of the other activities. Also if
this option were to be pursued, I would not recommend eliminating the less popular
habits because even the less popular habits were meaningful to some and because being
exposed to things they do not find meaningful can expand their thinking and help them
clarify their own spiritual needs and preferences. Also, the facts that I received no
feedback indicating the activity was spiritually destructive and some of those participants
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who found it helpful for connecting with God came from non-Christian or questioning
worldviews demonstrate this intervention has high potential spiritual benefits with few
costs. Thus, however it might be done, it recommends itself.
Third, the decrease in perceived helpfulness of the experience coupled with the
lack of correlation between the participants answers to the questions about preferred
habits on the two final assessments suggests a loose grasp on the experience by
participants. Two possible adjustments to the intervention could ameliorate this situation:
ongoing coaching in implementing lessons by peers/facilitators or further repetition of the
habits while focusing on other content.
Fourth, several adjustments could improve the experience for students. One,
generally speaking, I think the helpfulness for the students with the primary task was
somewhat compromised by my research goals. Having to maintain uniformity of
experience kept me from making adjustments to meet the needs of different students or
groups. The habits were excessively structured when it came to activity segment lengths,
what the facilitator would say, the indoor environment, and what content the students
could focus on. Providing handouts with questions and instructions is positive, but if
these handouts were given as resource guidelines to be utilized by the students as they
chose, I believe it would have had a positive impact. In L3 for example, allowing students
to go outside and find their own objects, or at least choose their own nature objects from
a wide selection, would have improved the experience for many. Two, many students
expressed frustration with their partners or groups. Some students had animosity toward
each other. Some students struggled to communicate with others. I think the following
steps could help mitigate this frustration: a set rotation rather than randomization to avoid
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repeat negative experiences, grouping students together in advance based on group
dynamics/personality characteristics, and/or providing an interactive training for
interpersonal spiritual relating (listening, asking questions, confidentiality, etc.) and
having the participating students agree to operate in that way. Three, though some
students found time periods too short, a much more common experience expressed was
that the activities within the devotional habit were much too long. Especially given that
many high school students will likely be coming into these sorts of activities without
much experience, shortening the length of silent time, limiting slow reading or repetition,
and providing extra questions for those who write quickly would improve the experience.
Four, the students frequently gave feedback about the content being too familiar. They
wanted new stories and concepts to grapple with. A list of content options starting with
more common stories/passages/concepts and extending to less familiar ones for each
devotional habit would likely have helped tremendously in this regard. Five, I appreciated
participant 12’s reflection that perhaps the habits were stilted by one individual’s
perspective. Having people with the personality types being targeted assess the habits
might help them gain more variation and become truer to the type. Six, it seems some
students struggled to see how the intervention could apply to their lives. I believe some
kind of one-on-one or small group coaching to help the students reflect on the trends
revealed by their SEPEA responses and what next steps they could take–both during and
after the experience–would alleviate this frustration for the students and help them take
personal ownership.
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Further Research
I conclude this intervention with more researchable questions than when I began
my research. These questions fall into four categories: SEPEA utilization, possible
adjustments to the intervention, theological considerations, and engagement with other
research.
With regard to the SEPEA, I was surprised by the absence of some kind of
spiritual experience satisfaction instrument. The SEPEA could be utilized in research in a
myriad of ways: as an assessment for lectures/sermons or breakout sessions, as an
assessment of initial response to devotional habits (as here), as a marker to see how
people’s attitudes toward a habit changed over regular practice (perhaps after the first
experience, the first week, the second week, etc.), or it could be utilized and assessed as a
springboard for coaching around spiritual practice (as I recommend above). I also
hypothesize the inherent vagueness around what spirituality and discipleship practices are
effective contribute to toxic spiritual contexts. On a larger scale, the SEPEA could be
used with many people doing certain devotional habits to help discover which habits are
most encouraging across the board and which tend to bear fewer results.
The intervention itself suggests three areas I would like to see explored further. I
am curious about the overall spiritual impact of the intervention and I am not satisfied
with the results of my personality-spiritual practice research. First, I did not assess for
tertiary goals in this project. Specifically, some of the categories participant data fell into
at with their final feedback are categories I would love to assess for. How did participants
develop spiritually? How did participants clarify their spiritual practice preferences? How
would participants support someone who approached seeking advice on spiritual
practices? How did participants’ hunger for God and openness to spiritual experiences
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shift over the intervention? Many assessments exist to measure spiritual maturity and one
could have been used to measure spiritual development. The other questions could all
have been answered with a beginning and ending repeated qualitative questionnaire that
gives such open-ended prompts as “What are the best ways for you to build your spiritual
life?” and “What would you do if someone asked you to give them spiritual advice?”
Second, because personality is one of many factors affecting one’s interaction with any
stimulus, as many steps as possible should be taken to isolate variable. Rather than
building future habits around personality types from a different personality system, future
research could build the habits around the same system as the personality assessment in
use. Though MBTI has been demonstrated at times to correlate with Big Five domains,
the extra step Big Five-MBTI-devotional habit, creates static. Following a similar model,
future research could develop the ten habits where one was designed around extraversion
being high and the other four being average, one with extraversion being low and the
other four being average, one with conscientiousness being high and the other four being
average, etc. Third, I would be very curious about the results of an intervention that was
used more as a bridge builder between non-Christians and Christians. The 3 students who
identified as Buddhist all found it helpful for finding meaningful ways of connecting with
God, so did 2 students who identified with agnosticism/atheism, 3 who were questioning,
and 6 who preferred not to share their religious perspective. There were 21 students in
these three groups and 9 of them said “Yes” twice, 3 said “Yes” just once, and 3 said both
“Yes” and “No,” so that means 71% of those who were not strongly identifying with
Christianity found it helpful at least at one time. If this were repeated in settings in which
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those professing Christianity were absent or were a small minority, how would the results
differ?
Two sections from my theological reflection in chapter two warrant further
exploration. First, the sanctuary’s significance for biblical spiritual suggests it may have
more concealed lessons modern spiritual practice. Does the reality of Christ’s antitypical
fulfilment negate the communicative power of ritual and sensation? If not, how should
one balance the tension between the benefits of ritual and the costs of ritualism? How can
people engage the symbolism of the sanctuary more actively in spiritual practices? What
is the degree to which a biblical practice is prescriptive or contextual? Particularly, is the
Bible’s use of symbolic ritual meant to be part of spirituality or is this symbolic style
grounded in context? Second, the Love Matrix for Spiritual Practices should be tested and
refined. Can the matrix be used with adequate ease to make its use practical? If not,
where can it be simplified? How many boxes should a spiritual planner aim to check with
any given habit to avoid overwhelming participants or muddying the experiential waters?
Will using the matrix in devotional habit development positively or negatively affect the
outcomes for practitioners who adopt these habits? Each of these areas provide excellent
paths for further research and study.
Finally, my literature review also provided content for further research. First, how
should those who use personality instruments respond to those who are critical of them?
Specifically, how do personality differences that differentiate individuals–somewhat
relativistic systems–meet biblical authority claims for all humanity? Second, what studies
using recognized scientific instruments could be paired well with devotional practices? Is
there research that might coincide with this field whose connections with this field are not
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readily apparent? Should an instrument be developed specifically for personality and
spiritual practice integration? Third, how should one balance reflection, action, and
discussion when working with a group of students? Each of these pieces is important
when engaging spiritual disciplines, but how best can one work with a large group, or an
individual for that matter, to balance active and reflective time. Fourth, how can ancient
practices be implemented in a way that is incarnational, meeting people where they are,
and challenging, inviting them into a deeper walk with God? To what extent should one
alter ancient practices given the attention span, personality, or inclinations of a modern
student?
Personal Growth and Learning
Over the course of this project, I learned and relearned several lessons that apply
not only to my project, but also to my life. I learned I can persevere in a way I never
would have imagined, I can make it over hurdles with people around me, advanced
planning has tremendous benefits for me, learning names is extremely powerful, the
mechanics of spiritual practices are not as important as the state of my heart, and my ego
continues to be a powerful source in my life. Here I explore each of these concepts.
It sounded admirable to me to collect as much data as possible, but I did not
realize how monotonous and frustrating coding thousands of pieces of qualitative data
would be. Not only was the process time consuming, because I became so focused on one
section and it took so long to complete, I would forget I had more to do. (Tangentially, I
also learned the value of going to professionals for help. I used Excel to code all this
information and later learned I could have done this much more effectively with other
software.) I adopted the analogy of a mountain. I have to take it one step at a time. In
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much of my life, there have been shortcuts. I had excuses or I could take the hit, but here
I just had to push through or wouldn’t be able to get the data I wanted, and I did. I
experientially learned I can do incredibly difficult things when I put my mind to it.
Similar to the previous point, I learned how having certain kinds of support from
others increases my efficacy. My colleague in ministry and the program, Ryan
Whitehead, was an incredible support. We would study with each other, call each other
weekly, pray with each other, and just listen to and encourage each other. Having a
supportive colleague helped my morale and my productivity. He would help me make
goals and stay accountable. To a lesser degree, Eddie Ciobanu, who was a formal coach
for me during the project provided the same kind of support. I also had a group of
individuals (it changed slightly as I went through the program due to my changing
ministry contexts) composed of friends and mentors who prayed for me and gave me
feedback. Finally, over the course of this project I discovered how motivated I am by
responsibility to others. Knowing Stephen Lundquist was depending on me for class
content or that I would be presenting content in a sermon series or in a presentation to
pastoral colleagues energized me to get work done during the long stretches between
program deadlines.
I surmised planning would be incredibly helpful for a project of this magnitude. I
was responsible to Stephen Lundquist to not waste his class time and of course to all the
students in six different periods. I knew passing periods would go quickly and that every
minute would be valuable if I was to actually finish the intervention. So I planned in great
detail. As I noted in Chapter 5, some of these plans had to shift, but having the clear
structure carried the project to full completion. Every class did all the devotional habits
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and had time to take the personality assessment and final assessments. At times, I have
leaned on my inherent linguistic and academic abilities to improvise my way through
tasks before me. This project taught me that when I want to do something at a certain
level of rigor, in depth planning is absolutely key for success.
Prior to this project, I had engaged with PAA in many ways: a four-year student,
an assistant chaplain full time during a year off from college, a youth pastor who
frequently visited students and faculty at the school, and a constituent church pastor and
vice chair of the school board. Throughout my time, I had tried to regain the amount of
connection I had as a student, but there was always distance between me and students.
This experienced changed that, and the reason was that I knew the names of half the
student body. It has convicted me that knowing someone’s name is the foundation of
meaningful relationship, the dollar bill of relational currency. For so much of my
ministry, I had been present, but because I did not know their names or want to hurt their
feelings by continually asking their names, so I only invested in the handful of students
who presented themselves. Through the process of deciding to care about learning names,
learning the names, and then using the names, I experienced something so beautiful I am
trying to take the practice with me into every context I inhabit.
The distinct impression I received from my observation of the students and who
benefited from the experience most was that the mechanics of spiritual practices are not
as important as the attitude of the participant. Those who were there open to finding God
seemed to enjoy the experience more and find it more meaningful. I have found this to be
the case in my own spirituality as well. When I show up with an open posture, I can
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connect with almost any activity. Whereas, when I am committed to God doing a certain
thing or accomplishing some particular task, I am more frustrated with the habit.
Finally, I was fascinated by self-protection I observed in myself when I received
critical feedback from students. I had told the participants they could give me any
feedback, and I chose not to give them too much specific instruction on the kind of
feedback I wanted because I hoped to avoid influencing the outcome. Yet, when
participants made recommendations about changing pieces of the devotional habits,
feelings of personal defensiveness arose in me. I had literally designed the habits to be
good for some people and bad for others, but when people told me they were bad for
them my ego received it as a personal challenge. I believe I handled this negative
feedback well with the participants, but the experience has taught me I need to
compartmentalize feedback and take the time I need to process it because my first
response will likely not be the response I would be proudest of.
Project Conclusion
“I love Jesus, and I love you, but how can I help you fall in love with Jesus too?”
This is one of the greatest questions of Christian history, of Seventh-day Adventist
history, and in the 21st century, as retention in younger generations seems to decline
across North America, I feel a unique urgency in finding meaningful answers. This
project is a humbly submitted attempt to contribute to the solution in the context of high
school students at Portland Adventist Academy. I planned, implemented, and evaluated
an intervention to help students find meaningful spiritual practices. Through my
Theological Reflection and Literature Review I discovered a God who uses unique ways
to reach unique individuals with universal concepts, principles to govern spiritual
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teaching, and the tool of personality-spirituality integration for helping spiritual coaches
help those they shepherd. In my Intervention Plan, I systematically constructed habits,
assessments, schedules, and materials to share with students that reflected what I had
learned in my research. The Implementation Narrative records the ups and downs of a
rigorous, but fairly smooth intervention, and concludes with cursory findings. This final
chapter, Analysis and Evaluation, delineates the lessons and recommendations I have
coming out of the project. Though facing real limitations, approximately 70% of
participants found the intervention helpful in finding meaningful spiritual practices, and,
my data suggested that personality does correlate–and thus possibly affect–to satisfaction
with devotional habits. Those born of the Spirit are like the wind, Jesus says in John 3, so
I trust no single answer will accomplish all God’s purpose, but my prayer is that this
project proves a useful tool in the hand of God and his body on earth as we follow the
wind where it goes.
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APPENDIX A
PROJECT TABLES
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Table 1. John’s Account of Jesus’ Private Interactions
Character

Jesus’ Words

Nicodemus Spiritualizing
3:1-21
responses
Focus on: new birth
(5-8), heavenly
things (11-13),
belief in sacrifice
for salvation that
leads to right
action (14-17, 21),
judgment (18-20)
Challenges
credentials (10)
Identifies with the
Son (13-16)
Samaritan Spiritualizing
Woman
responses
4:5-26
Focus on: water and
living water (7, 10,
13, 14), her
marriages (16-18),
the nature of
worship (21-24)
Identifies with the
Messiah (10, 26)
Sick Man
5:3-9, 11

Jesus’ Actions
Responds to
and engages
the curiosity
of the visitor
Replies with
answers and
questions

Initiates
discussion
with a request
(7)
Uses special
insight of her
personal
situation (1618)
Replies with
answers and
statements
Focus on: the man’s Observes his
physical need (6, 8, difficult
14), the man’s
situation (6)
spiritual need (14) Initiates
discussion
with an
enquiry (6)
Heals him (8)
Replies with
statements
and
commands (8,
14)
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Internal
External Results
Results
Increased
Continues
curiosity (4, talking (4, 9)
9)
Values Jesus Defends Jesus in
and likely
the counsel
believes.
(7:50)
Honors Jesus at
burial (19:39)

Curiosity (9)
Amazement
(19)
Desire (15)
Belief (28,
29)

Desire /
frustration
(7)
Faith (9)

Prompts Jesus
with questions
and statements
(9, 11, 12, 15,
19, 20, 25)
Asks for the
water (15)
Shares about
Jesus with
others (28, 29,
39, 42)
Shares need for
someone to
help (7)
Does what Jesus
says (9)
Does what Jesus
says when
challenged (10,
11)
Identifies Jesus
as his healer
(15)

Table 1. John’s Account of Jesus’ Private Interactions Continued
Character
Pilate
18:33-38
19:9-11

Mary
Magdalene
20:14-17

Jesus’ Words

Jesus’ Actions

Internal
External Results
Results
Spiritualizing
Submits to
DefensiveJustifies his
responses
treatment (33,
ness (35)
question to
Focus on: Jesus
1-6)
Convinced of
Jesus (35)
identity (34, 36,
Replies with a
innocence
Attempts to have
37), the nature of
question,
(38)
Jesus released
authority (11)
statements,
Tentative
(38-5, 12)
Identifies as a king
and silence
admiration Releases Jesus’
from another
(34, 36-38, 9,
or fear (8body to
kingdom (36)
11)
12)
sympathetic
party (19:38)
Spiritualizing
Appears to her Confusion /
Entreats him to
responses
and initiates
frustration
tell her where
Focus on: Mary’s
discussion
(15)
Jesus’ body is
concern (15, 16),
with enquiries
(15)
ascending to the
(14, 15)
Recognition Attempts to
Father (17), actions Replies with
and joy (16) cling to Jesus
for Mary to
statements
(17)
accomplish (17)
and
Belief (16Shares about
commands
18)
Jesus with the
(16, 17)
disciples (18)
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Table 2. Lukan Spirituality Enjoined by Jesus, Peter, and Paul.
Underlying Attitudes
Alert
Anxious for God’s
kingdom
Attentive
Deeply internalized
believing
Courageous
Humble
Trusting in God
Fearing God
Keeping excitement over
sensational spirituality
in check

Individual Practices
Take steps to be with Jesus
Rejoice in salvation
Put effort forth in the
spiritual walk
Practice simplicity
Repent
Be baptized
Consider nature
Pray
Respond to God’s
messages with action
Keep what God has done
secret
Praise*
Fast*
Internalize God’s word*

*Items inducted from the Lukan themes considered above.
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Communal Practices
Share communion
Give generously
Heal
Forgive
Grateful interdependence
Doing good to enemies
Do not condemn, but
rebuke
Show kindness and mercy
Sacrifice
Take initiative in resolving
conflict
Share the message of Jesus
(tell stories*)
Use resources to grow the
kingdom
Feast*

Table 3. Greatest Commandments Comparison
Reference
Emphasis
Text
Deut 6:5a
Love your God
ἀγαπήσεις κύριον τὸν θεόν σου
Matt 22:37a
Love your God
ἀγαπήσεις κύριον τὸν θεόν σου
Mark 12:30a
Love your God
ἀγαπήσεις κύριον τὸν θεόν σου
Luke 10:27a
Love your God
ἀγαπήσεις κύριον τὸν θεόν σου
Deut 6:5b
All heart (gen)
ἐξ ὅλης τῆς καρδίας σου
Matt 22:37b
All heart (dat)
ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ καρδίᾳ σου
Mark 12:30b
All heart (gen)
ἐξ ὅλης τῆς καρδίας σου
Luke 10:27b
All heart (gen)
ἐξ ὅλης [τῆς] καρδίας σου
Deut 6:5c
All soul (gen)
καὶ ἐξ ὅλης τῆς ψυχῆς σου
Matt 22:37c
All soul (dat)
καὶ ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ ψυχῇ σου
Mark 12:30c
All soul (gen)
καὶ ἐξ ὅλης τῆς ψυχῆς σου
Luke 10:27c
All soul (dat)
καὶ ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ ψυχῇ σου
Deut 6:5d
All strength (gen) καὶ ἐξ ὅλης τῆς δυνάμεώς σου
Matt 22:37d
All mind (dat)
καὶ ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ διανοίᾳ σου
Mark 12:30d
All mind (gen)
καὶ ἐξ ὅλης τῆς διανοίας σου
Luke 10:27d
All strength (gen) καὶ ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ ἰσχύϊ σου
Luke 10:27e
All mind (dat)
καὶ ἐν ὅλῃ τῇ διανοίᾳ σου
Lev 19:18
Neighbor as self
ἀγαπήσεις τὸν πλησίον σου ὡς σεαυτόν
Matt 22:39
Neighbor as self
ἀγαπήσεις τὸν πλησίον σου ὡς σεαυτόν
Mark 12:31
Neighbor as self
ἀγαπήσεις τὸν πλησίον σου ὡς σεαυτόν
Luke 10:27f
Neighbor as self
(implied) τὸν πλησίον σου ὡς σεαυτόν
I begin my lettered subsections of each verse at the text’s use of the word ἀγαπήσεις
rather than at the beginning of the verse itself to foster ease of comparison in this
table.

Table 4. Love Matrix for Spiritual Practices.
Capacities

Does this
practice foster
receiving
God’s love
with one’s…?

Does this
practice foster
loving God
more with
one’s…?

Feelings
(Heart)
Thoughts
(Mind)
Actions
(Strength)
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Does this
practice foster
loving oneself
more with
one’s…?

Does this
practice foster
loving others
more with
one’s…?

Table 5. Devotional Habit MBTI Temperament and Type Designation
NF Temperament
NT Temperament
SP Temperament
SJ Temperament
S1 - ENFJ
S2 – INTP
S3 - ESFP
S4 - ISFJ
S5 - ENFP
S6 – INTJ
S7 - ESTP
S8 - ISTJ
L1 - INFP
L2 – ENTJ
L3 - ISFP
L4 - ESFJ
Though INFJ, ENTP, ISTP, and ESTJ types were absent, I concluded this was acceptable
because of the similarity between types within a temperament and the fairly equal
distribution of trait factors. The only exception in equal trait distribution was feelingthinking in which feeling was present seven times while thinking was present five times.
This was due to the Myers & Briggs Foundation’s report ("How Frequent is My Type?"
2019) of the relatively low presence of thinking types in the US population and my desire
for as many students as possible to connect with a habit.

Table 6. Devotional Habit Best Practice Utilization

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
L1
L2
L3
L4

Scripture Prayer Social Repentance Symbolic Visualizing See
Jesus
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Feel
Jesus
X
X
X

X
X
X

Table 7. Devotional Habits and the Love Matrix
Habit
R-Heart
R-Head
R-Hand
G-Heart
G-Head
G-Hand
S1
X
X
S2
X
X
X
X
S3
X
X
S4
X
X
X
S5
X
X
X
X
S6
X
X
S7
X
X
X
X
S8
X
X
X
L1
X
X
L2
X
X
L3
X
X
X
L4
X
X
X
X
Habit
S-Heart
S-Head
S-Hand
O-Heart
O-Head
O-Hand
S1
X
S2
X
X
S3
X
X
X
X
S4
X
X
S5
X
S6
X
X
S7
X
X
S8
X
X
X
X
L1
X
X
L2
X
X
X
L3
X
X
X
X
L4
X
X
X
R = Reception of love in this area from God. G = Using a capacity to love God. S =
Using a capacity to love self. O = Using a capacity to love others.
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Table 8. Timeline for Subject Involvement
Event
Send Home
Recruitment
Letter and
Obtain Informed
Consent
Demographic
and Personality
Collection
Introductory
Lecture and
SEPEA
Familiarity
Devotional
Habits, SEPEA,
and Debriefing
Doughnuts
Wrap up, Final
Assessment, and
Debrief
Final
Assessment
Retake and Final
Presentation
Gift Card
Drawing

Description
Recruitment letter is sent home in hardcopy
and emailed to parents and guardians. Consent
forms will be sent home with students, one for
guardians and one for the student, and then
will be collected.
In the first day of class, students will complete
a Google Form that generates their personality
data.
I will introduce people to the concept and place
of spiritual practices and basic roadblocks that
inhibit Christian spirituality. I will also do a
practice exercise with the SEPEA to
familiarize students with the assessment and
answer any questions they have.
I will introduce one or two devotional habits
(depending on class length), have the students
complete the SEPEA for each habit, and
debrief with the class regarding their
experiences.
I will give doughnuts to those who adequately
participated during lunch.
In this class, I will catch up if a habit has been
missed, give the final assessment, and conduct
a class-wide debrief and Q&A session.
I will return to the classes, administer the final
assessment once more and give a presentation
based on what I have learned.

Dates
Nov 18-19, 2019

I will conduct the drawing for the two gift
cards, have them announced at lunch, and
deliver them to the two students.

May 12, 2020
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Dec 2-3, 2019
Dec 2-3, 2019

Dec 2-18, 2019

Dec 18, 2020
Dec 19-20, 2019
Apr 20-21, 2020

Table 9. Class Devotional Habit Schedule
Class D*1
2nd
S1

D2
L1

D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
S3
L3
L2
S4
S5
S8
S2
S6
L4
S7
3rd
S2
L2
S3
L4
L3
S5
S6
S1
S4
S7
L1
S8
4th
S4
L3
S5
L1
L4
S7
S8
S3
S6
S1
L2
S2
5th
S6
L4
S7
L2
L1
S1
S2
S5
S8
S3
L3
S4
6th
S7
L3
S8
L2
L1
S2
S3
S6
S1
S4
L4
S5
7th
S8
L4
S5
L1
L2
S6
S7
S4
S3
S1
L3
S2
*D = Day. PAA utilized a block schedule at that time so D1, D3, D4, D6, D7, and D9 are
80-90 minutes in length, roughly twice as long as D2, D5, and D8 periods.

Table 10. Devotional Habit Final Assessment Sums
Question

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

L1

L2

L3

L4

Repeated

31

26

65

33

18

20

30

17

36

31

56

17

Desire to
Repeat
Most
Enjoyed
Least
Enjoyed
Total

48

37

89

35

34

40

34

29

50

38

77

27

34

40

123

28

19

39

30

22

74

29

91

26

Rank

-52 -45 -21

-66 -43 -29 -63 -43 -43

-36 -46

-68

61

58

256

30

28

70

31

25

117

62

178

2

6

7

1

10

9

4

8

11

3

5

2

12
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Table 11. Devotional Inter-Habit Correlations
S1
S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

L1

L2

L3

L4

D/E

E/C

C/C

C/B

C/D

C/C

D/C

C/C

D/C

D/C

D/D

D/C

B/B

B/D

B/C

B/B

C/D

C/D

D/D

E/D

D/D

D/C

D/C

D/C

E/D

D/E

E/C

D/C

D/C

D/C

A/B

A/C

B/A

C/D

C/C

D/B

D/C

D/C

C/D

C/B

C/E

D/D

E/C

E/D

D/C

C/C

D/D

B/B

E/D

F/D

E/E

C/B

C/C

B/C

C/D

D/B

E/E

C/C

D/E

D/D

E/C

E/D

D/C

D/B

C/C

S2

D/E

S3

E/C

D/C

S4

C/C

B/B

D/C

S5

C/B

B/D

D/C

A/B

S6

C/D

B/C

D/C

A/C

C/D

S7

C/C

B/B

E/D

B/A

C/B

C/C

S8

D/C

C/D

D/E

C/D

C/E

D/D

C/B

L1

C/C

C/D

E/C

C/C

D/D

B/B

C/C

E/E

L2

D/C

D/D

D/C

D/B

E/C

E/D

B/C

C/C

E/C

L3

D/C

E/D

D/C

D/C

E/D

F/D

C/D

D/E

E/D

D/B

L4

D/D

D/D

D/C

D/C

D/C

E/E

D/B

D/D

D/C

C/C

D/E
D/E

The first letter represents the correlation of the habits Significant Agreement values. The
second letter represents the correlation of the habits General Disagreement values.
A=Correlation at the 0.5 level (darkest shading). B=Correlation at the 0.4 level (second
darkest shading). C=Correlation at the 0.3 level (third darkest shading). D=Correlation at
the 0.2 level. E=Correlation at the 0.1 level. F=Correlation at the 0.0 level. Any
correlation 0.3 and above is considered significant.
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Table 12. Significant Personality Correlations
#
1

Trait
Agreeableness

Item
+S6

Score
N
Action
0.369 97 Scorers over 12, S6
recommended
2
Agreeableness
+P Habits
0.323 97 Scorers over 4, P Habits
recommended
3
Agreeableness
+N Habits
0.328 97 Scorers over 10, N Habits
recommended
4
Conscientiousness +S8
0.310 97 Scorers over 9, S8
(-S8)*
recommended
5
Conscientiousness +T Habits
0.317 97 Scorers over 7, T Habits
recommended
6
Trust
-S3
-0.321 97 Scorers over 1, S3
(Agreeableness)
(+S3)*
recommended
7
Trust
+S6
0.416 97 Scorers over 3, S6
(Agreeableness)
recommended
8
Trust
-L1
-0.325 97 Scorers under 2, L1 not
(Agreeableness)
(+L1)*
recommended
9
Trust
+N Habits
0.345 97 Scorers over -1, N Habits
(Agreeableness)
recommended
10 Trust
+P Habits
0.317 97 Scorers over -1, P Habits
(Agreeableness)
recommended
11 Extraversion
Group
0.319 91 Scores over -6, include group
Sharing
sharing.
12 Extraversion
Nature
0.499 33 Scores over -3, include
Objects
objects/nature objects.
13 Sociability
Nature
0.517 33 Scores over -3, include
(Extraversion)
Objects
objects/nature objects.
14 Negative
High
-0.627 22 Scores below 2, include high
Emotionality
Structure
structure in activities.
15 Anxiety (Negative High
-0.660 22 Scores over 3, avoid high
Emotionality)
Structure
structure in activities.
16 Compassion
Listening
-0.948
7 Scores below 4, include
(Agreeableness)
for God
listening for God activities.
*These scores did not quite reach the criteria for significance, but support a significant
finding. A “+” next to a habit or section of habits in the “Item” column indicates the
correlation is between the Significant Agreement value and the personality trait score. A
“-” next to a habit or section of habits in the “Item” column indicates the correlation is
between the General Disagreement value and the personality trait score. A “-” in the
“Score” column indicates an inverse correlation, meaning as the personality trait score
goes up, the correlated item score goes down. A positive score means as one goes up, the
other tends to go up as well.
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Table 13. Possible Personality Correlations
Trait
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Aesthetic Sensitivity (OpenMindedness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Organization
(Conscientiousness)
Productiveness
(Conscientiousness)
Productiveness
(Conscientiousness)
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Agreeableness
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Emotional Volatility
(Negative Emotionality)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Aesthetic Sensitivity (OpenMindedness)
Assertiveness (Extraversion)
Energy Level (Extraversion)
Sociability (Extraversion)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Depression (Negative
Emotionality)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)

Item
-L3

Score

N
-0.252

97

-S1

-0.272

97

+I Habits
-I Habits
+L1
+S3

0.271
-0.259
0.268
0.261

97
97
97
97

+S3
+S5
+S6

0.263
0.287
0.270

97
97
97

+S6

0.298

97

+S8
-S8
+S8

0.262
-0.290
0.264

97
97
97

Abstraction

0.441

32

Abstraction

0.451

32

Brainstorming
Brainstorming

0.557
0.587

21
21

Brainstorming
E Habits
Environmental Temperature

0.532
0.271
-0.528

21
97
26

F Habits
Focus on written story

0.293
-0.311

97
59

Group Sharing
Group Sharing
Group Sharing
Group Sharing
High Structure

0.260
0.268
0.299
-0.318
-0.560

91
91
91
60
22

0.275

97

I Habits
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Table 13. Possible Personality Correlations Continued
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Trait
Compassion (Agreeableness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Conscientiousness
Assertiveness (Extraversion)
Agreeableness
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Compassion (Agreeableness)
Energy Level (Extraversion)
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Trust (Agreeableness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)
Agreeableness
Compassion (Agreeableness)
Intellectual Curiosity (OpenMindedness)
Productiveness
(Conscientiousness)
Energy Level (Extraversion)
Sociability (Extraversion)
Productiveness
(Conscientiousness)
Responsibility
(Conscientiousness)
Respectfulness
(Agreeableness)

I Habits

0.268

Item
Indoors
Indoors

Score

97
N

0.624
0.604

14
14

0.418
-0.700
-0.759
0.269

43
11
7
97

N Habits

0.259

97

Nature Objects
Nature Objects
NF Habits

0.622
0.450
0.277

18
33
97

NF Habits
P Habits

0.286
0.265

97
97

-0.637

15

Reflecting on Art
Reflecting on Art
Reflection

0.646
0.679
0.407

17
17
28

Rigidity

0.535

22

-0.422
0.620
0.263

31
18
97

T Habits

0.292

97

Too Long

0.401

34

Journaling
Journaling and Drawing
Listening for God
N Habits

Questions to Guide

Segment Length
Senses
T Habits
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Table 14. Howards Outlines of Spiritual Disciplines in Selected Christian Literature
Celebration of
Discipline
Inward
Disciplines
meditation
prayer
fasting
study
Outward
Disciplines
simplicity
solitude
submission
service
Corporate
Disciplines
confession
worship
guidance
celebration

Spirit of the
Disciplines
Abstinence
solitude
silence
fasting
frugality
chastity
secrecy sacrifice

Soul Feast

Spiritual Theology

spiritual
reading
Prayer
common
worship
Fasting
selfexamination
confession
awareness
spiritual
direction
hospitality rule

Fundamental
Means
sacraments
meritorious good
works
petitionary prayer
Aids To Growth
presence of god
examination of
conscience
desire for perfection

Evangelical
Practices
Scripture read

Path to Salvation

Rules For Preserving The Zeal For
God
study
begin within
meditation
vision of another world
Sermons
remaining in feelings that lead to
preach
resolve
hear
Exercises For Confirming The
read
Believer In Goodness
Engagement
Family
mind—read, study, ask, talk
study
Worship
will—submission to church, civil
worship
Song
order, god, conscience . . .
celebration
Intercession
heart—church, prayer, icons, holy
service
conformity to god’s
Small Group
customs
prayer
will
Revival
body—guarding senses, tongue,
fellowship
fidelity to grace plan
Meeting
abstinence and fasting, moderate
confession
of life
Testimony
sleep . . .
submission
spiritual reading holy Sabbath
outward ordering of life—abandon
friendships
Journal
evil customs, purge relationships
spiritual direction
Writing
and such, determine new order,
rearrange duties to fit new life,
establish order in family
govenie
completing ascetical labors
receiving the sacraments
Rule For War Without The Passions
freely choosing and loving good
reviewing our enemies
rules of spiritual warfare
Source: Howard (2018, 109) who cites the works he develops his table from (Aumann 1980; Driskill 1999; Foster 1998a; Howard 2012;
Recluse 1998; Thompson 1995; Willard 1988).
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Table 15. Herr’s 4D-R Method
Day 4D-R Phase
1
Discover

Participants are asked to...
Explore their context and use of gifts and skills within that
context
2
Dream
Imagine their future
3
Describe
Describe their present reality
4
Differentiate Contrast their imagined future with their present reality
5
Respond
Reflect and respond
Source: Herr (2017a, 410). Herr (2017b) provides greater depth in describing the theory
and methodology for 4D-R.

Table 16. Littauer and Southard’s Four-Temperament Comparison Chart
The
Personalities
Gary Smalley
and John Trent
DISC

Popular
Sanguine
Otter

Powerful
Choleric
Lion

Perfect
Melancholy
Beaver

Influencing /
Interacting
Orange
Socializer

Dominance

Compliance /
Cautious
Green
Thinker

True Colors
Gold
Alessandra and
Director
Cathcart
Larry Crabb
Emotional
Volitional
Merril-Reid
Expressive
Driving
Social Styles
Source: Littauer and Southard (2005, 161)
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Rational
Analytical

Peaceful
Phlegmatic
Golden
Retriever
Steadiness
Blue
Relater
Personal
Amiable

Table 17. Personality Instruments Used in the Journal of Research in Personality
from January to June 2018
Author (Date)
South, Jarnecke, and
Vize (2018)
Mønsted, Mollgaard,
and Mathiesen (2018)
Weidmann,
Ledermann, Robins,
Gomez, and Grob
(2018)
Michael P Hengartner
(2018)
Barford, Fayn, Silvia,
and Smillie (2018)
Stephan, Sutin,
Luchetti, Bosselut, and
Terracciano (2018)
Elleman, Condon,
Russin, and Revelle
(2018)
Allen, Vella, Swann,
and Laborde (2018)
Magee, Buchtel,
Human, Murray, and
Biesanz (2018)
Allen and Walter
(2018)
Chopik (2018)
Zhang and Ziegler
(2018)

Instrument
Big Five Model

Notes

Big Five Model
Big Five Model

Big Five Model
Big Five Model
Big Five Model
Big Five Model
Big Five Model
Big Five Model
School Aged Temperament
Inventory (SATI)
Midlife Development Inventory
(MIDI)
Big Five Narrow Trait (B5NT)

This instrument measured children in
three of the Big Five Model traits
This is a Big Five Model instrument
with fewer questions
This instrument seeks to describe
how the Big Five influence
scholastic performance
This instrument adds HonestHumility to the Big Five Model

Hodson, Book, Visser, HEXACO
Volk, Ashton, and Lee
(2018)
Weston and Jackson
SPI-5
Focusing on some of the same traits
(2018)
in the Big Five Model
Kashdan, Stiksma,
Five-Dimensional Curiosity
Unrelated to the Big Five Model
Disabato, McKnight,
Scale
Bekier, Kaji, and
Lazarus (2018)
From January to June of 2018, 15 articles used instruments to measure personality. Out of these 15
articles, 14 emphasized Big Five Model personality attributes and 11 used instruments designed
around the Big Five Model.
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APPENDIX B
PERSONALITY INSTRUMENTS, SPIRITUALITY, AND THE BIG FIVE
In the third section of Chapter 3, “The Place of Personality Instruments in
Navigating Spirituality,” I provide a brief overview of the developments in the
integration of personality instruments with Christian spirituality and the issues current
praxis faces in establishing credibility in the larger social sciences field. This appendix
provides an expanded description of these instruments regarding various personality
instruments.
The Enneagram Model
One personality instrument frequently coupled with Christian spirituality is the
Enneagram. Hill (2013, 101) notes, “The Enneagram has become increasingly popular as
a tool for understanding personality types” perhaps because it aims to help people grow
rather than “pigeonhole” them. The myriad of works published from the late 1900s up to
2019 demonstrate the truth of this claim (Calhoun 2019; Fryling 2017; Heuertz 2017;
Rohr 1995; Rohr and Ebert 1990; 2001; Zuercher 1992; 1993; 2008). As Rohr and Ebert
(2001, xvi) observe, “The Enneagram has emerged as a tool that is forcing many of us to
a brutal and converting honesty about good and evil and the ways that we hide from
ourselves and therefore hide from God.” Heuertz (2017, 26) agrees, claiming “the
Enneagram may be the most effective tool for personal liberation.” Given the interest it
attracts, the Enneagram merits exploration as an instrument melding individuality and
spirituality.
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When dealing with the Enneagram, I find Riso and Hudson’s (1999, 389)
statement enlightening; “There is no such thing as ‘the Enneagram’—only different
interpretations of it by different authors.” Exceptional in the modern world for this fact,
the Enneagram, with its ancient, mystical roots, has great variance in what practitioners
claim it accomplishes. As it is generally used in the 21st century, Enneagram instruments
categorize individuals into nine numbered types. Riso and Hudson, two of the more
influential and prolific writers on the use of the Enneagram (Riso and Hudson 1996;
1999; 2000; 2003), identify the types as follows (1999, 11-12). Type 1 is the Reformer
who has a strong sense of right and wrong and works to secure what is right. Type 2 is
the Helper who cares deeply for others. Type 3 is the Achiever who has high ambition
and energy to perform. Type 4 is the Individualist who tends toward self-awareness,
creativity, and personal sensitivity. Type 5 is the Investigator who is marked by intense
focus and drive to explore new ideas and problems. Type 6 is the Loyalist who deeply
value security and responsibility. Type 7 is the Enthusiast who is high energy and full of
optimism. Type 8 is the Challenger who focuses on gaining control. Type 9 is the
Peacemaker who is generally stable and good-natured. The goal is not only to identify
your type, but (Riso and Hudson 2003, 82) to be liberated to its strengths and freed from
its vices by moving through the nine types, “integrating what each type symbolizes and
acquiring the healthy potentials of all the types. The ideal is to become a balanced, fully
functioning person who can draw on the power (or from the Latin, virtus) of each as
needed.” Thus, the Enneagram is not only concerned with personality identification, but
also with growth.
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In the Christian circles that utilize the instrument, older works from Zuercher
(1992; 1993) and Rohr and Ebert cohere with Heuertz (2017, 25) when he declares, “[the
Enneagram] exposes nine ways we lie to ourselves about who we think we are, nine ways
we can come clean about those illusions, and nine ways we can find our way back to
God.” In addition to the morally neutral characteristics, the nine types are attached to
manifestations of sin and brokenness. These characteristics are not only negative
however, as Heuertz (2017, 30) adds, “Enneagram types… offer clues to the essence of
each person’s particular purpose.” Just as the types carry negative dimensions, they
provided opportunities for growth and manifesting elements of God’s character to the
world. These types also indicate one’s spiritual preference to some degree.
Special attention has been given to the Enneagram as it relates to prayer. Rohr and
Ebert (2001, 246) connect three basic types of prayer-“from the outside in,” “from the
inside out,” and “emptiness”-with the “three centers of the Enneagram:” heart, gut, and
head respectively. Zuercher (2008, 2) explores these prayer from the place of these triads
also, but pays special attention to how the Enneagram opens people up to reality so they
can be in touch with God. Heuertz (2017, 191-226) explores how contemplative prayer
intersects with each of the nine types, providing just what they need for growth. Similar
to enneagram theory, Schwarz (2009, 20-25) suggests spiritual passions of truth, beauty,
and goodness underscore nine distinct approaches to spirituality.
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
The MBTI is popular use in the US. Accordingly, large swaths of data have been
collected using the instrument. For example, one thirty-year study by "How Frequent is
My Type?" (2019) assesses the relative frequency of the sixteen types across the
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American population. Holt (2001, 348) draws special attention to the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator (MBTI) as “one basis for understanding the variety of spiritualities within
Christianity.” Hill (2013, 111-17) recognizes the MBTI for making a significant
contribution to spiritual development as well. Fearn and Wilcox (2001, 342-343)
document authors who couple it with diverse spiritual topics such key topics in
spirituality as “prayer form preferences,” “biblical interpretation,” “styles of spirituality,”
“charismatic experience,” “patterns of Christian belief,” “tolerance of religious
uncertainty,” and “mystical orientation.” The breadth of this field of research and the
wide acceptance of the MBTI across Christendom make it a prime candidate as
personality and spiritual practice integration instrument.
The work of Michael and Norrisey (1984) has been seminal for Christians in the
field. In 1982, Michael and Norrisey (7) took 457 people through a year of praying in
certain predefined ways. Of these individuals, 98% claimed having a type of prayer
complimentary to their temperament was beneficial, so they felt it necessary to proceed
with a book to share what they had found. They (11-12) trace the development
personality theory from Hippocrates, who around 450 B.C., based four temperaments on
the “humors”—secretions from the heart (Sanguine), liver (Choleric), lungs (Sanguine),
and kidneys (Melancholy), down Carl G. Jung whose work was further developed by
Katharine C. Brigs and Isabel Briggs Myers. This resulted in the four-spectrum approach
of introversion-extroversion, sensation-intuition, thinking-feeling, and judgingperceiving. Finally, they mention the publication of Myers’ book, Gifts Differing, in 1980
and David Kiersey’s book, Please Understand Me, in 1976 in which Kiersey identifies
four major temperaments within the Myers-Briggs sixteen temperament types. Michael
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and Norrisey (16) connect the temperament with the figureheads of historic spiritual
traditions, Ignatian (SJ-Melancholy), Franciscan (SP-Sanguine), Thomistic (NTPhlegmatic), and Augustinian (NF-choleric). They (22-23) also correlate these
temperaments to New Testament characters and the four gospels noting that favorite
gospels usually align with temperament. The rest of the book is spent describing how the
various temperaments relate to, and most smoothly engage, prayer.
In addition to Michael and Norrisey, many others explore religiosity in the
context of the MBTI (Boa 2020; Chaim 2017; Colborne 1997; Dybdahl 2008; Francis
2009; Goldsmith 1997; Hall 2012; Hirsh and Kise 2006; Johnson 1995; Kay, Francis, and
Craig 2008; Keating 1987; Martínez 2012; Mulholland and Barton 2016; Pearson 1992;
Ross 2011; Ross and Francis 2010; 2015). All of these suggest, like Dybdahl (111-14),
the personality realities expressed by the MBTI alter spiritual experiences. Colborne and
Johnson both devote particularly substantial portions of their texts to explaining how
those who belong to each of the sixteen different types (ENFJ, ISTP, etc.) will relate to
various spiritual practices. “Temperament,” Colborne (1997, 160) argues, “provides the
best approach to the development of a general spiritual personality profile.” For example
(161-62), NFs are constantly seeking significance, hungering deeply for spiritual growth,
wanting to contribute to the lives of others, likely gravitating to “the concept of personal
relationship with God,” connecting with prayer, meditation, human interaction,
journaling, “new and differing ways of self-expression,” writing stories or poetry as
avenues to God, being drawn to the book of Luke for its relational touch and focus on
“personal growth and creativity.” Hirsh and Kise (2006, 10-11) are among the few who
approach MBTI and spirituality in an experimental fashion:
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[The] spiritual implications of using type intrigued us even more. We began
interviewing people who had attended LifeKeys seminars, friends and family
members, and people from around the world who were interested in both personality
type and spirituality. Each person had identified his or her best-fit type. For each of
the sixteen personality types, we tried to find at least seven people to interview, in
different stages of life and with diverse religious backgrounds.
Though the method they describe for finding individuals to interview and the small
sample group for each of the sixteen types is not scientifically robust, their contribution
to the thinking is significant because it provides a level of qualitative, inductive evidence
for a correlation between MBTI personality and spirituality that I have not found in other
sources since Michael and Norrisey.
The Four Temperaments Models
Various four temperament models continue to be utilized in personality despite
the criticisms from those such as Dybdahl (2015, 119) who sees them as overly
simplistic. Because of their continued popularity, they are worthy of consideration.
Littauer and Southard (2005) champion the four-temperament theory that goes
backs to the Greeks. They (Littauer and Southard 2005, 32) summarize how Peter, Paul,
Moses, and Abraham align with the sanguine, choleric, melancholy, and phlegmatic
personalities. They relate observations from their work with individuals about how
personality affects (40) one’s “view of God” and how people can get closer to God (8095). They also provide a table (see table 7. in Appendix A) showing the parallels between
various popular four-temperament instruments.
The work of Blitchington and Cruise (1979), which is connected to the Seventhday Adventist faith community, was well-substantiated due to the test group size, and
seeks to nuance the four temperaments by noting the significance of the secondary
marker (e.g. a sanguine-choleric), also build on this framework. Unfortunately, with the
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exception of short instructions, (26) exhorting the sanguine-choleric to “keep his eyes on
God,” the work does not give substantial attention to spiritual disciplines.
Jones (2016, 95-97) offers two quadrant templates in the vein of learning styles
that use different terminology but seem essentially synonymous. Kolb’s experiential
learning quadrant based on mapping on two scales—concrete experience to abstract
conceptualization and reflective observation to active experimentation—differentiate
convergent, divergent, assimilation, and accommodative learners. (Kolb (2015, 144-146)
expands from four to nine learning styles by allowing for the permutations of people
being balanced equally on one or both scales.) Pertinent to my work, Kolb (2015, 117118) sees a correlation between Jung’s psychological types, the MBTI personality types,
and his four learning styles. Schwinghammer (2013), in a doctoral project exploring
worship experience, uses the 4MAT as a sypher for exploring what worship style church
members connect with God through. The 4MAT, which uses right and left-brain theory,
differentiates four categories parallel to Kolb’s: common sense/practical (convergent),
imaginative/relational (divergent), analytic (assimilation), and dynamic
(accommodative). Using another quadrant approach, Ware (1995, 28-45), suggests a selfdifferentiation system based on the interplay of a kataphatic-apophatic spectrum and a
speculative-affective spectrum.
Other Self-Differentiation Models
Several other approaches have been used by one or few authors. In this section, I
provide brief summaries of a handful of examples.
Jones (2016) sees learning style as the lens through which to encourage
meaningful spiritual growth. She (89-90) considers the analytic versus global thinker
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theory, noting that people are either analytic thinkers – preferring logical, objective, factoriented, structured, and individually geared learning – or global thinkers – preferring big
idea, subjective, group-oriented, and open-ended learning. She describes (91-92) the three
sensory learning styles: auditory—hearing or speaking, visual—seeing written work,
“pictures, charts, or diagrams,” and kinesthetic—needing to “become physically involved
with their learning.” Jones (92-93) also ties Howard Gardner’s concept of multiple
intelligences.
McHugh (2009, 11-12) explores church life on one personality feature spectrum,
introversion to extroversion. McHugh (2009, 31) connects introversion with other traits:
“slower pace,… thoughtfulness,… spiritual and intellectual depth, and… listening
abilities are prophetic qualities.” Thus, introverted spirituality thrives in (67-83) solitude,
contemplation and the “hiddenness of God,” integration of life and spirituality, “the
examen” and introspection, embracing rhythms of “reflection-action-reflection” in large
and small time periods, “Sabbath rest,” a “rule of life” to structure spirituality into the
day, and similar types of activities.
Kim (2010) focuses on personal developmental challenges that define personhood
rather than an individual’s traits. In agreement (116) with Aden, Benner, and Ellens
(1992), Kim finds in Erikson’s developmental stage’s crises opportunities for faith:
“Infancy—Faith as Trust, Early Childhood—Faith as Courage, Play Age—Faith as
Obedience, School Age—Faith as Assent or Industry, Adolescence—Faith as Identity,
Young Adult—Faith as Self-Surrender and Intimacy with God, Middle Adulthood—Faith
as Unconditional Caring (generativity), Mature Adult—Unconditional Acceptance.” (For
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a more critical reading of Aden, Beenner, and Ellens see Tisdale (1994) who finds their
approach unhelpful for the greater psychological community.)
Some have generated self-differentiation systems around spirituality itself. Norton
and Southern (2004, xvi-xviii) suggest that people will prefer one “soul-type” centered
around heart, mind, soul, or strength, though elements of all four will be present in all.
Thomas (1996; 2010, 18-23) substantiates his system by delineating the ways people
connected with God in Scripture and Christian history and then comparing those with
Jung’s psychological types to identify nine spiritual temperaments. Perrine (2007, 8)
describes how each of these nine types demonstrate how different people show love to
God. Schwarz (2009), in addition to bearing some resemblance to the Enneagram, has
categories that closely cohere with Thomas and Perrine. All three work their way through
nine temperaments describing how people in this temperament connect with God.
Dybdahl (2015, 124-125) illustrates how culture and psychology affect spiritual
experience. For example, those in the west tend to be more private than those in the east
and those who had negative experiences with their fathers may struggle to relate to God
as a good father. Adding to some of these psychological/presuppositional factors,
Scazzero (2017, 216) would say it is when contemplative spirituality and emotional
health are brought together that holistic health is able to occur.
Social Science Instruments
Current social science instruments do not appear to have been used with Christian
spiritual disciplines, though some, like Burris and Petrican (2011) observe a connection
between some forms of spirituality and personality. Burris and Petrican (2011, 194) point
out, “due to more intense and accessible, yet undifferentiated, emotions—individuals
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who self-identify with religion may be predisposed to experiences that may be interpreted
as providing evidential validity for religious truth claims.” Thus they connect
emotionality with religious experience, but do not connect it with specific experiences
compared to others. Since the personality tests primarily utilized social science
community have not been connected with spirituality, in this section I seek to establish
the Big Five Model as the social science personality mechanism best for the task of this
project given popularity, correlation to the MBTI, applicability, and ease of use.
First, Big Five instruments are popular. When reviewing current research on
personality, I found the MBTI and the other personality assessments above are not the
instruments currently in use. Whether the critiques of the MBTI are valid (Grant 2013;
Riggio 2014) or overly critical (Johnson 2016), the social sciences community as a whole
seems to have rejected it and the others as an adequate personality measure. Rather, the
personality system in favor is the Big Five Model (BFM), also known as the Five Factor
Model (FFM) (Allen and Walter 2018; Donnellan and Lucas 2018; Gerlach, et al. 2018;
Michael P. Hengartner 2018; Hofmans, Kuppens, and Allik 2008; Rammstedt and John
2007; South, Jarnecke, and Vize 2018). (See table 8 in Appendix A for the survey of the
Journal of Research in Personality which I use to establish the current preeminence of
the Big Five Model.)
Second, the MBTI framework has been demonstrated to generally correlate to
scales in the Big Five personality factor schematic (Costa and McCrae 1992; Furnham, et
al. 2007; Furnham, Moutafi, and Crump 2003; Gough 1996; Tobacyk, Livingston, and
Robbins 2008). Specifically, Furnham, Moutafi, and Crump (2003, 582) observe
correlation between the MBTI Introvert-Extravert with the Big Five Extraversion scale
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(and to a lesser degree the Neuroticism scale), Sensing-Intuitive with Openness,
Thinking-Feeling with Agreeableness, and Perceiving-Judging with Consciousness.
Third, the Big Five may even be able to be simplified into types. One intriguing
result of the research of Gerlach, et al. is the emergence of four general groupings,
“meaningful personality types:” average, self-centered, reserved, and role model. They
even (Gerlach, et al. 2018, 739) note “similarities with some of the ancient four
temperaments.” The reason I note this occurrence here is that if a smaller number of types
can be identified from a Big Five profile, it is possible that a type-spirituality could be
derived based on the Big Five personality factors independent from their correlation to
MBTI or other personality instruments.
Fourth, because of its popularity, there are many different assessments that can be
utilized, some as short as ten questions in length. For example, Rammstedt and John
(2007, 210) attest the ten-question BFI (Big Five Inventory)-10 “possesses acceptable
psychometric properties.” Hofmans, Kuppens, and Allik (2008, 753) assessed the TIPI
(Ten-Item Personality Inventory), another ten-question instrument, found it inadequately
meets the requirements to be sound, but then construct an amended version which is
satisfactory. Gosling (2018) provides resources on the initial TIPI, and notes that it seems
comparable and take approximately the same amount of time. Chiorri, et al. (2015) are
less satisfied with the Italian TIPI, but use a revised version that is satisfactory. Ehrhart,
et al. (2009) test the validity of the TIPI and the results were “favorable.” Though short
tests are unquestionably generally less reliable than their lengthy counterparts, access to
such instruments is a real advantage for the Big Five compared to other personality
assessments.
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APPENDIX C
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD MATERIALS
The following materials were used to recruit participants and acquire informed consent
from participants and their guardians. A copy of the “Devotional Habits Synopsis”
provided in APPENDIX F was also provided with the recruitment letter.
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Dear Guardian and Student:
This year I am excited to partner with Pastor Stephen Lundquist in providing a unique
opportunity to students in PAA’s upper division Bible classes. I am currently in the process of
completing a Doctor of Ministry in Discipleship and Biblical Spirituality from the Seventh-day
Adventist Seminary at Andrews University, and my project explores the impact personality has
on how people connect with God. Pastor Stephen and Principal Peinado place a tremendous
priority on helping students in their spiritual journeys. Because we recognize many students
struggle to connect with God, we decided to collaborate on this project. Every student in Pastor
Stephen’s classes is being invited to participate.
As my project works closely with students, we will need informed consent from parental
guardians and students who wish to participate. In a few weeks, we will be sending out these
informed consent documents. In the meantime, we wanted to give you reasonable notice so you
will not be surprised as you hear more about the project.
This is a list of the most pertinent details at this time.
• We will be sending the informed consent forms home the week of November 11-15 and
hope to collect responses from you before Thanksgiving break.
• The project will occur from December 2 to December 20, 2019.
• Participants will take a personality instrument and experience and respond to 12 unique
devotional habits. These 12 devotional habits are briefly described on the following page.
All data that could be used to identify specific students will be kept confidential.
• If students or parents are uncomfortable with participating in this research, there will be
alternative writing assignments students can complete.
• Our goals are for students to connect with God more deeply, think about their own
temperaments with greater circumspection and insight, and learn to value and respect the
differing approaches of others.
There are two additional incentives for participation:
• Students who participate in at least 8 devotional habit activities will be given a doughnut.
• Students who participate in at least 10 devotional habit activities and complete the two
final assessments will be entered into a drawing to receive one of two $40 Visa gift cards.
If you have any questions or comments, either Pastor Stephen or myself would be happy to talk
with you. You can contact me at (503) 860-8480 or at jonnywesleymoor@gmail.com.
Sincerely,

Jonny Wesley Moor, MDiv
Pastor, Healing Hope Seventh-day Adventist Fellowship
15150 NE Glisan St.
Portland, OR 97230
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Andrews University
STUDENT INFORMED CONSENT FORM
I, Jonny Moor, am conducting a research study as part of my doctoral project in partial fulfillment for
my Doctor of Ministry in Discipleship and Biblical Spirituality at Andrews University, Berrien Springs,
Michigan. Your participation in this study is greatly appreciated.
Research Title: Utilizing Personality Theory to Help High School Students Find Meaningful Spiritual
Growth Practices at Portland Adventist Academy in Portland, Oregon
Purpose of Study: To help high school students find devotional habits that are meaningful to them
by exposing them to biblically sound, personality-tailored spiritual growth practices.
Nature and Duration of Study: Over the course of this project, participants will complete a
personality survey, 12 devotional habit activities with assessments and debrief discussions, and two
final assessments which will cover approximately three weeks of class time.
Benefits: Participants will acquire greater self-understanding and awareness of ways to pray and
engage Scripture, greater understanding of the differences of others, and greater ability to assist
others in experiencing God.
Risks: Risks do not exceed those regularly associated with upper-division Bible classes.
School personnel and the researcher are available to help participants process and resolve any
personal challenges that arise over the course of the project.
Voluntary Participation: Participation in this study is completely voluntary. There will be no penalty
or loss of class benefits should the participant, or participant’s legal guardian, choose to forego
participation in this study or parts of the study, and that there will be no cost to participants for
participating in this study.
Confidentiality: The identity of participants in this study will not be disclosed in any published
document. Electronic records will be kept in a password protected google account and physical
records will be stored in a locked cabinet in the researcher’s office.
Contact: Participants can contact the supervisor of this research, David Sedlacek, at
(269) 471-6375 or sedlacek@andrews.edu, or Jonny Moor, at (503) 860-8480 or
jonnywesleymoor@gmail.com, for information regarding this study. Participants can also contact the
Institutional Review Board at Andrews University at (269) 471-6361 or irb@andrews.edu.
I have read the contents of this Consent and received any needed explanations. I hereby give my
voluntary consent to participate in this study. I am fully aware that if I have any additional questions, I
can contact Jonny Moor or his advisor, David Sedlacek.

________________________

______________________ ___________________

________________________

___________________

Student’s Name Printed

Researcher Signature

Student’s Signature

Date
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Date

Andrews University
LEGAL GUARDIAN INFORMED CONSENT FORM
I, Jonny Moor, am conducting a research study as part of my doctoral project in partial fulfillment for
my Doctor of Ministry in Discipleship and Biblical Spirituality at Andrews University, Berrien Springs,
Michigan. Your student’s participation in this study is greatly appreciated.
Research Title: Utilizing Personality Theory to Help High School Students Find Meaningful Spiritual
Growth Practices at Portland Adventist Academy in Portland, Oregon
Purpose of Study: To help high school students find devotional habits that are meaningful to them
by exposing them to biblically sound, personality-tailored spiritual growth practices.
Nature and Duration of Study: Over the course of this project, participants will complete a
personality survey, 12 devotional habit activities with assessments and debrief discussions, and two
final assessments which will cover approximately three weeks of class time.
Benefits: Participants will acquire greater self-understanding and awareness of ways to pray and
engage Scripture, greater understanding of the differences of others, and greater ability to assist
others in experiencing God.
Risks: Risks do not exceed those regularly associated with upper-division Bible classes.
School personnel and the researcher are available to help participants process and resolve any
personal challenges that arise over the course of the project.
Voluntary Participation: Participation in this study is completely voluntary. There will be no penalty
or loss of class benefits should the participant, or participant’s legal guardian, choose to forego
participation in this study or parts of the study, and that there will be no cost to participants for
participating in this study.
Confidentiality: The identity of participants in this study will not be disclosed in any published
document. Electronic records will be kept in a password protected google account and physical
records will be stored in a locked cabinet in the researcher’s office.
Contact: Guardians can contact the supervisor of this research, David Sedlacek, at(269) 471-6375
or sedlacek@andrews.edu, or Jonny Moor, at (503) 860-8480 or jonnywesleymoor@gmail.com, for
information regarding this study. Guardians can also contact the Institutional Review Board at
Andrews University at (269) 471-6361 or irb@andrews.edu.
I have read the contents of this Consent and received any needed explanations. I hereby give my
voluntary consent for to participate in this study. I am fully aware that if I have any additional
questions, I can contact Jonny Moor or his advisor, David Sedlacek.
________________________

______________________ ___________________

________________________

______________________ ___________________

Printed Name (Guardian)

Printed Name (Student)

Signature (Guardian)

Researcher Signature
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APPENDIX D
THE PERSONALITY INSTRUMENT
This is a PDF export of the Google Form through which participants will complete the
BFI-2.
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APPENDIX E
THE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
This is an expanded outline with slide images appended for the introductory lecture. The
introductory lecture is derived from my conclusions in the theological reflection and
literature review. In it, I cover why I am doing the project/teaching, several barriers to
engaging with God including personality factors, bracketing and attitudinal spiritual
practices, informed consent and the benefits and risks of participating, explain how we
will spend our time in class, and explain and practice use of the SEPEA. Though this
outline is to be followed generally, for the sake of connecting with the students, I adapt
pacing and extra explanation as I deem necessary for each class.
Introduction
For any of you who may be wondering who I am and what I’m doing here, I’m
Jonny Moor, and I am the pastor at Healing Hope Seventh-day Adventist Fellowship,
about 10 minutes away. As I imagine you’re all aware, we’re beginning a three-week
journey today, and I am giving this presentation to prepare you for it. I’m going to briefly
cover the following topics and then answer any questions you have. I’ll talk about why
I’m here and informed consent, and then we’ll take a personality assessment online. Then
after the assessment, I’ll talk about barriers for connecting with God, something
anthropologists call bracketing, attitudes and spirituality, how we will spend our time,
and we’ll do a quick practice exercise to familiarize you with an online survey we’ll be
using throughout our time together.
Why I’m Here
I am here for two reasons. First, I’ve been living my life focused on the person of
Jesus for the last 15 years, but over those years I have struggled, sometimes more than
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other times, to connect with God. This time that we’re spending together is going to teach
me about connecting with God. Second, I’m not the only one who struggles. I’ve worked
with high school and college students for the last 15 years, and so often I talk to people
who don’t connect with God like their pastors, teachers, or parents do. For some reason,
many of you and your friends don’t connect with God like you could or want to. This
time is going to teach you about connecting with God, too.
Informed Consent
By now, you’ve all read this informed consent, but I’m going to read it one more
time to ensure you understand it and know that you can backout at any time. (Read the
informed consent document.)
Okay, now we’re going to take the personality instrument. If you and your parents
did not give consent to participate in the research, you do not need to take the test. If you
are participating, you do need to take the test. You’ll find a document has been shared
with you called “Pastor Jonny Info Sheet.” The second section says personality
instrument and has a link. It looks like this (picture on screen). Click on that link and
your screen should look like this (picture on screen). Okay. Are we all there? All right,
we’ll take fifteen minutes to take this assessment. If you have any questions, raise your
hand and Pastor Stephen or I will come and help you figure it out.
Once you’re done, we’ll take a quick break, so be back and in your seats by
_______.
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Barriers for Connecting with God
Welcome back! As we continue, I’m just going to note a few common barriers to
connecting with people. First, Someone’s Existence. If a mother tells her children their
father is dead and they believe it, it is more difficult for them to connect with him.
Second, Picture of Someone. If you believe someone doesn’t want to connect with
you or is scary or angry or petty, it is difficult for you to connect with that person.
Third, Expectations of Someone. If you think someone should do or say certain
things at certain times, and they don’t, it is difficult for you to connect with that person.
Fourth, Impatience with Someone. If you think you should have a certain kind of
relationship very quickly or that it will come very easily, it can be difficult to connect
with someone who is different. Consider how much time it takes to develop a best friend
you really trust or a good relationship with a parent. Then add how much time it took for
you to learn the language you use to communicate with people in the first place. It takes a
lot of time to build relationships.
Fifth, Your Language and Style. The way we’re wired, sometimes it’s simply
more difficult when people communicate with us in certain ways. You can send me a
message on Instagram, but I just don’t check it as much as I check my texts. I try, and
you can try, to adapt to other ways of communicating, but some things will just be easier
for you. And this is true even if you’ve been exposed to that more difficult way your
entire life. You might understand a second language, but you always will have a favorite.
Language is obvious, but when I talk about style, I mean more, I mean what people call
personality, or what makes us unique. Some people just rub us the wrong way because
our style is too different or similar to theirs. The assessment you just took focuses on
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personality. For now, you don’t have to think about it too much, but at the end of our
time together, we’re going to come back to personality and focus on it a lot.
These five barriers are the same for connecting with God as with anybody else.
If you don’t think God exists, you think God is scary or mean, you expect God to
do things a certain way, you expect to have a certain kind of relationship with God very
quickly, or you repeatedly try to connect with God in a way that just isn’t natural to you, I
believe you’ll struggle in connecting with God. We could spend weeks talking about each
of them, but for these three weeks, we won’t. If you want to talk to me or Pastor Stephen
or someone else about any of these, I am happy to help make that happen. However, this
journey focuses on that final barrier so I am going to suggest we bracket the others.
Bracketing
What is bracketing? Anthropologists go in to other cultures and observe them, and
they try to do so as objectively and openly as possible. To do this, they bracket. They
note their beliefs and their values, and they choose to attempt to look at their situation
through the eyes and experiences of those they are working with. They don’t abandon
their ideals, and they shouldn’t, but they create space to see things differently. If you are
an atheist, an agnostic, a Buddhist, a Hindu, a Catholic, a nondenominational Christian,
an Adventist, or something else entirely, I believe aspects of the practices we’ll be
engaging will be helpful for your spiritual journey. And if you choose not to bracket,
that’s totally fine. I will say though, recognizing these barriers, if you come into this
experience open to God, it could be very meaningful. Let me explain what I mean, if you
come into this open, it could make a big difference. “God, if you exist, I’m open to you
showing up. God, if you appear in a way a little different than I’ve been told, I’m open to
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that. God, if you do things a little differently than I would like, I’m open to that. God, if
this friendship takes a little longer than I would like, I’m open to that.” If you don’t want
to do that, again, it’s totally fine, and I still would love for you to participate. I say this
though because of what the Bible says about attitudes and spirituality.
Attitudes and Spirituality
The Bible is written as a document to help people connect with God, so as part of
my research in preparation for this, I looked at Luke and Acts, two books in the Bible that
record Jesus’ life and the experience of the early church, and I noted the instructions
leaders give to those around them. I found these instructions fell into three categories.
The first two were what I was expecting, but the third I was not. The first two were
individual and social practices. Here are actions you should take individually or in a
group to connect with God. If you want a list of what I found, I can share it with you, but
I just want to note the third here. In Luke and Acts the attitudes we adopt affect the
spiritual outcomes we experience. People are instructed to be alert, anxious for God’s
kingdom, attentive, believing, courageous, humble, trusting in God, God-fearing, and
measured in excitement over sensational spirituality. These were attitudes that they could
choose to adopt or disregard. That is why I bring up bracketing and recommend it to you.
Being open in spirituality can be really helpful. Any questions so far?
How We will Spend Our Time
I want to make sure you’re very comfortable with how the process will go for the
next few weeks as it will be a little different from your regular classes. First, you won’t
have homework, so I’m asking you give your best and fullest attention to the habits we
experience.
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Each day when we gather for class, look for your name-card and sit there. We will
try one or two devotional habits, and after each one you’ll need to pull out your
Chromebook and fill out a short assessment about how meaningful it was for you. Then
we will debrief as a class, discussing what each of us connected with or struggled with in
the practice. If you miss class or if you choose not to participate in one of the devotional
habit activities, there are alternate reflection essays for you to earn credit for the day.
You’ll find a document has been shared with you called “Pastor Jonny Info Sheet.” In it,
the first thing you’ll see is a link to a URL. Click it and it will take you to the assessment.
This is how you can access the assessment each time we do an activity unless you
bookmark it, which would be fine too. This document is also where you can find the
alternate prompts if at some time you choose not to do one of the activities. Go ahead and
take out your Chromebook and find that sheet shared with you. Let me say a few things
about alternate essay prompts as you’re logging in. The alternate activities are not
assigned to specific devotional habits. Instead, the first time you do an alternate activity,
do number one. The second time, do number two, and so on. If you do an alternate
assignment, Pastor Stephen and/or I, will need to check to ensure you’ve completed it.
A Practice Exercise
We are going to go through one devotional habit today, but before we do, I want
to make sure you understand the assessment we’re using. It will be the same assessment
each time, so by the end, you’ll be very familiar with it, but as we start, I want to make
sure you’re comfortable. Go ahead and log on to your google drive accounts, and also
pull out a pen or pencil. You’ll find the document I mentioned earlier called “Pastor
Jonny Info Document.” The first thing you see in this, our class document, is a link. Click
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it and it will take you to the assessment. This is how you can access the assessment each
time we do it unless you bookmark it, which would be fine too. We’re going to do a
quick exercise, not one designed for spiritual growth, and then go through the assessment
together. Do all of you have it open? Your screen should look something like this (picture
on screen).
Okay good, now take your pen or pencil and hold it in your hands like this
(picture on screen). Now your goal is to get the pencil to move from below your thumbs
like this to above your thumbs like this (picture on screen). The rule is that both hands
must be touching each other at the same time and must be touching the pen or pencil at
the same time. Okay, you ready? Go.
Good job. If you weren’t quite able to figure it out, here’s the best way I’ve seen
(video on screen on repeat). Okay, so now let’s go through the assessment together.
Type in your name. This is always important so you can get credit for doing this.
Pick the devotional habit activity you did. Each time we do one, I will tell you the
number and title so you know which one to select. In this case, choose “Practice
Exercise” at the bottom.
Select “Devotional Habit Activity” and hit next.
The first five questions are rating questions where you say for you, how true the
statement is of your experience. The important thing is not the number you say. My goal
is not that you strongly agree with everything, just that you’re really honest. I expect that
each of you will select each number on each line at least once over the next three weeks.
So, this activity with the pencil was meaningful to me. Maybe you strongly
disagree. “This was the most meaningless thing I’ve ever done!” Okay, put a 1, strongly
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disagree. Or maybe you’re on the other extreme, put a 6, strongly agree. Or maybe
meaningful just doesn’t seem quite right. Maybe interesting is a better word for you but
it’s pretty close, so you put a 3 because you disagree with meaningful but still feel
generally positive.
This activity challenged me to grow in a positive way. I can’t answer any of these
for you. Maybe it does. Maybe it doesn’t.
This activity helped me feel connected to God. Again, maybe it does. Maybe it
doesn’t.
This activity helped me understand an important idea. It could have. Maybe for
you it did and for your neighbor it definitely did not. That’s okay.
This activity is one I would like to repeat in my personal time. If you really
enjoyed it, yeah, but if not, that’s fine too.
Any questions on this section. Are all of these questions pretty clear?
For six and seven, the two questions are very similar but opposite. What helped,
what hindered. Maybe how I presented it helped, but if so, what about how I presented it?
Was it the pictures? Was it the rules? Was it the instructions? Was it the video? Try to be
as specific as possible. I would love to hear even the why for the way.
Number eight is totally optional, but it’s there because I want you to know I’m
here for you if you need anything and that I care about your story and your journey.
Okay, now that we’re done, hit submit. That’s it. After each devotional habit we
experience, you’ll fill this out. By the end, it will be so quick for you. Any other
questions, or things I can clarify before we have a short break and do our first real
devotional experience?
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IN THIS PRESENTATION
• Why I’m Here
• Informed Consent
• Personality Assessment
• Barriers to Connecting with God
• Bracketing, Attitudes, and Spirituality
• How We Will Spend Our Time
• Practice Using the Survey

A Three-Week
Connecting with God
Experience

1

2

3

4

IN THIS PRESENTATION

Barriers to Connecting with Someone

• Why I’m Here
• Informed Consent
• Personality Assessment
• Barriers to Connecting with God
• Bracketing, Attitudes, and Spirituality
• How We Will Spend Our Time
• Practice Using the Survey

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5

6
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Someone’s Existence
Picture of Someone
Expectations of Someone
Impatience with Someone
Personal Language and Style

Same Barriers in Connecting with God
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Recognizing one’s beliefs and
reactions but waiting to come
to a conclusion until one truly
understands the other point of
view.

God doesn’t exist
God is mean, petty, or foolish
God should always behave a certain way
God should show up right when I want
Trying to connect with God in a way that is
foreign to me

Aka. Bracketing

7

8

Attitudes and Spirituality

How We Will Spend Our Time

• Alert
• Anxious for God’s
kingdom
• Attentive
• Believing
• Courageous

1. Find your journal and sit there
2. Complete a devotional habit activity
• The bell ringing indicates transitioning to the
next activity within the devotional habit itself
3. Fill out the survey on your Chromebook
4. Discuss aspects of the experience as a class

• Humble
• Trusting in God
• God-fearing
• Measured in
excitement over
sensational spirituality

9

10

Practice Using the Survey

11

12
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Challenge: Find the fastest way to go
from position 1 to position 2.
1

13

2

14

One Challenge Solution

Rules
• At least one finger on each hand must be
touching a finger on the other hand at all times.
• Both hands must be touching the pen or pencil
at all times.

15

16

17

18
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Any Questions?

19

20

A Three-Week
Connecting with God
Experience

21
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APPENDIX F
THE DEVOTIONAL HABITS
This appendix includes a synopsis of the 12 devotional habits and detailed descriptions of
each habit: Symbolic and Relational Prayer (S1), Comparing Stories (S2), Prayer
Walking in a Pair (S3), The Scripture Big Picture (S4), Imaginative and Relational
Scripture Reading (S5), Praying on God’s Character (S6), Finding Practical Details in
Scripture (S7), Process Prayer through Scripture (S8), Praying through Pictures (L1),
Discussing the Why of Scripture (L2), Praying with Nature (L3), and Senses and Story
(L4).
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Devotional Habits Synopsis
Symbolic and Relational Prayer
Participants consider Scripture and pray through journaling, responding to questions
about relationship with God. They then pair up to discuss the experience.
Comparing Stories
Participants read a few stories found close together in Scripture and journal about their
critical conclusions regarding meaning and purpose.
Prayer Walking in a Pair
Participants share their stories, successes, and struggles with a partner and then take time
individually to pray for each other.
The Scripture Big Picture
Participants read through a sizable portion of Scripture and reflect on its impact in their
lives.
Imaginative and Relational Scripture Reading
Participants put themselves in the presence of Jesus and consider Scripture as Jesus
speaking them directly. Then they journal and pair up to discuss the experience.
Praying on God’s Character
Participants consider a list of characteristics applied to God in Scripture and through
journaling consider what this means to them and others.
Finding Practical Details in Scripture
Participants read through a passage of Scripture taking notes about the practical
implications it has for their lives and relationships and then pair up to share about their
experience.
Process Prayer through Scripture
Participants explore history and growth considering biblical ideals and then journal their
insights.
Praying through Pictures
Participants consider Scripture, journal, and then use visual art to convey their
experience.
Discussing the Why of Scripture
Participants read Scripture considering the rationale behind a given passage, discuss it in
a group, and journal to determine how this could apply to their lives.
Praying with Nature
Participants engage nature and consider what it reveals to them about God and life
through journaling.
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Senses and Story
Participants listen to a Scripture story, putting themselves in the place of the characters,
consider an artistic rendering of the story, journal and share about their experience with a
partner.
Devotional Habit Descriptions
S1 – Symbolic and Relational Prayer
Activity
1. Introduction

2. Journaling
and Praying

3. Paired up
Discussion

Min Description
1
-Spirituality can be about deep analogies and
relationship.
-Scripture tells us that God actually wants
friendship with us like a vine and its branches
(John 15:5) and that this friendship leads to us
loving people well (John 15:12).
-This devotional habit focuses on this kind of
relationship.
14
-Write about the kind of friendships you would
like with God and others, responding to the
following questions:
1-How do you feel about the symbol of the vine
and its branches as a picture of relationship with
God?
2-Write to God how you would symbolize the
kind of relationship you would like to have with
God. After you answer the question, ask God,
“How do you feel about this kind of
relationship,” write a quotation mark (“)
followed by your name, and then write down
what comes to your mind.
3-Ask God to bring to your mind some people
you can love well.
4-How do you see yourself loving these people
well?
4
-Pair up with the person sitting closest to you.
-Share about how your experience made you
feel.
-Share about one or two of the ways you want
to love people well.
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Props

Journals,
writing
utensils

Journals

S2 – Comparing Stories
Activity
1. Introduction

2. Reading and
Reflection

Min Description
1
-Spirituality can be thoughtful and analytical.
-In the Bible, many stories tell about who Jesus
is to help people understand God. Each one
adds something to his character and attributes.
18
-Consider the following three stories.
-What is most interesting to you in these
stories?
-Why do you think these stories were put
together?
-What kind of person is Jesus in these stories?
-What do you think about a God like Jesus in
these stories?
-How will you feel and act differently toward
other people after this?

Props

Journal,
writing
utensil

Matthew 9:18-31 (New Living Translation)
As Jesus was saying this, the leader of a synagogue came and knelt before him. “My
daughter has just died,” he said, “but you can bring her back to life again if you just
come and lay your hand on her.”
So Jesus and his disciples got up and went with him. Just then a woman who had
suffered for twelve years with constant bleeding came up behind him. She touched the
fringe of his robe, for she thought, “If I can just touch his robe, I will be healed.”
Jesus turned around, and when he saw her he said, “Daughter, be encouraged! Your
faith has made you well.” And the woman was healed at that moment.
When Jesus arrived at the official’s home, he saw the noisy crowd and heard the
funeral music. “Get out!” he told them. “The girl isn’t dead; she’s only asleep.” But the
crowd laughed at him. After the crowd was put outside, however, Jesus went in and
took the girl by the hand, and she stood up! The report of this miracle swept through
the entire countryside.
After Jesus left the girl’s home, two blind men followed along behind him, shouting,
“Son of David, have mercy on us!”
They went right into the house where he was staying, and Jesus asked them, “Do you
believe I can make you see?”
“Yes, Lord,” they told him, “we do.”
Then he touched their eyes and said, “Because of your faith, it will happen.” Then their
eyes were opened, and they could see! Jesus sternly warned them, “Don’t tell anyone
about this.” But instead, they went out and spread his fame all over the region.
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S3 – Prayer Walking in a Pair
Activity
1. Introduction

2. Walking
Discussion

3. Prayer Time

Min Description
1
-Spirituality can be about sharing life with
people.
-This needs to be safe, so commit to listening
well and keeping what is shared confidential if
it’s personal.
-Get into a pair with the person sitting next to
you.
-Go on a walk around the grounds and meet
back in the room in 12 minutes.
14
-Share a story about your life.
-Share what’s been going on in your life
recently. What is going well? What are you
excited about? What are you worried or scared
about?
3
-Talk to God about what you’re excited about
for your partner and what you hope for them as
they face challenges.
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Props

S4 – The Scripture Big Picture
Activity
1. Instructions

Min Description
1
-Sometimes spirituality is structured and
focuses on the big picture.
-Your goal is to read through all of the text that
is provided
2. Reading and 19
-As you read, circle the things Jesus does that
Thinking
impress or intrigue you and underline the things
that remind you too much of yourself in your
weaker moments.
-Having read all this, how do you think God
feels about you?
-How do you want to live in relationship with
God and other people after reading this?
Mark 14:32 – 16:7 (New Living Translation)

Props

Sheet,
writing
utensil

32

They went to the olive grove called Gethsemane, and Jesus said, “Sit here while I go
and pray.” 33 He took Peter, James, and John with him, and he became deeply troubled
and distressed. 34 He told them, “My soul is crushed with grief to the point of death. Stay
here and keep watch with me.”
35
He went on a little farther and fell to the ground. He prayed that, if it were possible,
the awful hour awaiting him might pass him by. 36 “Abba, Father,” he cried out,
“everything is possible for you. Please take this cup of suffering away from me. Yet I
want your will to be done, not mine.”
37
Then he returned and found the disciples asleep. He said to Peter, “Simon, are you
asleep? Couldn’t you watch with me even one hour? 38 Keep watch and pray, so that you
will not give in to temptation. For the spirit is willing, but the body is weak.”
39
Then Jesus left them again and prayed the same prayer as before. 40 When he
returned to them again, he found them sleeping, for they couldn’t keep their eyes open.
And they didn’t know what to say.
41
When he returned to them the third time, he said, “Go ahead and sleep. Have your
rest. But no—the time has come. The Son of Man is betrayed into the hands of sinners.
42
Up, let’s be going. Look, my betrayer is here!”
Jesus Is Betrayed and Arrested
43
And immediately, even as Jesus said this, Judas, one of the twelve disciples, arrived
with a crowd of men armed with swords and clubs. They had been sent by the leading
priests, the teachers of religious law, and the elders. 44 The traitor, Judas, had given them
a prearranged signal: “You will know which one to arrest when I greet him with a kiss.
Then you can take him away under guard.” 45 As soon as they arrived, Judas walked up to
Jesus. “Rabbi!” he exclaimed, and gave him the kiss.
46
Then the others grabbed Jesus and arrested him. 47 But one of the men with Jesus
pulled out his sword and struck the high priest’s slave, slashing off his ear.
48
Jesus asked them, “Am I some dangerous revolutionary, that you come with swords
and clubs to arrest me? 49 Why didn’t you arrest me in the Temple? I was there among
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you teaching every day. But these things are happening to fulfill what the Scriptures say
about me.”
50
Then all his disciples deserted him and ran away. 51 One young man following
behind was clothed only in a long linen shirt. When the mob tried to grab him, 52 he
slipped out of his shirt and ran away naked.
Jesus before the Council
53
They took Jesus to the high priest’s home where the leading priests, the elders, and the
teachers of religious law had gathered. 54 Meanwhile, Peter followed him at a distance
and went right into the high priest’s courtyard. There he sat with the guards, warming
himself by the fire.
55
Inside, the leading priests and the entire high council were trying to find evidence
against Jesus, so they could put him to death. But they couldn’t find any. 56 Many false
witnesses spoke against him, but they contradicted each other. 57 Finally, some men stood
up and gave this false testimony: 58 “We heard him say, ‘I will destroy this Temple made
with human hands, and in three days I will build another, made without human hands.’ ”
59
But even then they didn’t get their stories straight!
60
Then the high priest stood up before the others and asked Jesus, “Well, aren’t you
going to answer these charges? What do you have to say for yourself?” 61 But Jesus was
silent and made no reply. Then the high priest asked him, “Are you the Messiah, the Son
of the Blessed One?”
62
Jesus said, “I Am. And you will see the Son of Man seated in the place of power at
God’s right hand and coming on the clouds of heaven.”
63
Then the high priest tore his clothing to show his horror and said, “Why do we need
other witnesses? 64 You have all heard his blasphemy. What is your verdict?”
“Guilty!” they all cried. “He deserves to die!”
65
Then some of them began to spit at him, and they blindfolded him and beat him
with their fists. “Prophesy to us,” they jeered. And the guards slapped him as they took
him away.
Peter Denies Jesus
66
Meanwhile, Peter was in the courtyard below. One of the servant girls who worked for
the high priest came by 67 and noticed Peter warming himself at the fire. She looked at
him closely and said, “You were one of those with Jesus of Nazareth.”
68
But Peter denied it. “I don’t know what you’re talking about,” he said, and he went
out into the entryway. Just then, a rooster crowed.
69
When the servant girl saw him standing there, she began telling the others, “This
man is definitely one of them!” 70 But Peter denied it again.
A little later some of the other bystanders confronted Peter and said, “You must be
one of them, because you are a Galilean.”
71
Peter swore, “A curse on me if I’m lying—I don’t know this man you’re talking
about!” 72 And immediately the rooster crowed the second time.
Suddenly, Jesus’ words flashed through Peter’s mind: “Before the rooster crows
twice, you will deny three times that you even know me.” And he broke down and wept.
Jesus’ Trial before Pilate
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151Very early in the morning the leading priests, the elders, and the teachers of religious
law—the entire high council—met to discuss their next step. They bound Jesus, led him
away, and took him to Pilate, the Roman governor.
2
Pilate asked Jesus, “Are you the king of the Jews?”
Jesus replied, “You have said it.”
3
Then the leading priests kept accusing him of many crimes, 4 and Pilate asked him,
“Aren’t you going to answer them? What about all these charges they are bringing
against you?” 5 But Jesus said nothing, much to Pilate’s surprise.
6
Now it was the governor’s custom each year during the Passover celebration to
release one prisoner—anyone the people requested. 7 One of the prisoners at that time
was Barabbas, a revolutionary who had committed murder in an uprising. 8 The crowd
went to Pilate and asked him to release a prisoner as usual.
9
“Would you like me to release to you this ‘King of the Jews’?” Pilate asked. 10 (For
he realized by now that the leading priests had arrested Jesus out of envy.) 11 But at this
point the leading priests stirred up the crowd to demand the release of Barabbas instead
of Jesus. 12 Pilate asked them, “Then what should I do with this man you call the king of
the Jews?”
13
They shouted back, “Crucify him!”
14
“Why?” Pilate demanded. “What crime has he committed?”
But the mob roared even louder, “Crucify him!”
15
So to pacify the crowd, Pilate released Barabbas to them. He ordered Jesus flogged
with a lead-tipped whip, then turned him over to the Roman soldiers to be crucified.
The Soldiers Mock Jesus
16
The soldiers took Jesus into the courtyard of the governor’s headquarters (called the
Praetorium) and called out the entire regiment. 17 They dressed him in a purple robe, and
they wove thorn branches into a crown and put it on his head. 18 Then they saluted him
and taunted, “Hail! King of the Jews!” 19 And they struck him on the head with a reed
stick, spit on him, and dropped to their knees in mock worship. 20 When they were finally
tired of mocking him, they took off the purple robe and put his own clothes on him again.
Then they led him away to be crucified.
The Crucifixion
21
A passerby named Simon, who was from Cyrene, was coming in from the countryside
just then, and the soldiers forced him to carry Jesus’ cross. (Simon was the father of
Alexander and Rufus.) 22 And they brought Jesus to a place called Golgotha (which
means “Place of the Skull”). 23 They offered him wine drugged with myrrh, but he
refused it.
24
Then the soldiers nailed him to the cross. They divided his clothes and threw dice to
decide who would get each piece. 25 It was nine o’clock in the morning when they
crucified him. 26 A sign announced the charge against him. It read, “The King of the
Jews.” 27 Two revolutionaries were crucified with him, one on his right and one on his
left.
29
The people passing by shouted abuse, shaking their heads in mockery. “Ha! Look at
you now!” they yelled at him. “You said you were going to destroy the Temple and
rebuild it in three days. 30 Well then, save yourself and come down from the cross!”
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The leading priests and teachers of religious law also mocked Jesus. “He saved
others,” they scoffed, “but he can’t save himself! 32 Let this Messiah, this King of Israel,
come down from the cross so we can see it and believe him!” Even the men who were
crucified with Jesus ridiculed him.

The Death of Jesus
33
At noon, darkness fell across the whole land until three o’clock. 34 Then at three o’clock
Jesus called out with a loud voice, “Eloi, Eloi, lema sabachthani?” which means “My
God, my God, why have you abandoned me?”
35
Some of the bystanders misunderstood and thought he was calling for the prophet
Elijah. 36 One of them ran and filled a sponge with sour wine, holding it up to him on a
reed stick so he could drink. “Wait!” he said. “Let’s see whether Elijah comes to take him
down!”
37
Then Jesus uttered another loud cry and breathed his last. 38 And the curtain in the
sanctuary of the Temple was torn in two, from top to bottom.
39
When the Roman officer who stood facing him saw how he had died, he exclaimed,
“This man truly was the Son of God!”
40
Some women were there, watching from a distance, including Mary Magdalene,
Mary (the mother of James the younger and of Joseph), and Salome. 41 They had been
followers of Jesus and had cared for him while he was in Galilee. Many other women
who had come with him to Jerusalem were also there.
The Burial of Jesus
42
This all happened on Friday, the day of preparation, the day before the Sabbath. As
evening approached, 43 Joseph of Arimathea took a risk and went to Pilate and asked for
Jesus’ body. (Joseph was an honored member of the high council, and he was waiting for
the Kingdom of God to come.) 44 Pilate couldn’t believe that Jesus was already dead, so
he called for the Roman officer and asked if he had died yet. 45 The officer confirmed that
Jesus was dead, so Pilate told Joseph he could have the body. 46 Joseph bought a long
sheet of linen cloth. Then he took Jesus’ body down from the cross, wrapped it in the
cloth, and laid it in a tomb that had been carved out of the rock. Then he rolled a stone in
front of the entrance. 47 Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of Joseph saw where
Jesus’ body was laid.
The Resurrection
161Saturday evening, when the Sabbath ended, Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of
James, and Salome went out and purchased burial spices so they could anoint Jesus’
body. 2 Very early on Sunday morning, just at sunrise, they went to the tomb. 3 On the
way they were asking each other, “Who will roll away the stone for us from the entrance
to the tomb?” 4 But as they arrived, they looked up and saw that the stone, which was
very large, had already been rolled aside.
5
When they entered the tomb, they saw a young man clothed in a white robe sitting
on the right side. The women were shocked, 6 but the angel said, “Don’t be alarmed. You
are looking for Jesus of Nazareth, who was crucified. He isn’t here! He is risen from the
dead! Look, this is where they laid his body. 7 Now go and tell his disciples, including
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Peter, that Jesus is going ahead of you to Galilee. You will see him there, just as he told
you before he died.”
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S5 – Imaginative and Relational Scripture Reading
Activity
1. Instructions

2. Reading and
Journaling
Questions

3. Paired up
discussion

Min Description
1
-Spirituality can engage the imagination to seek
deeper friendship with God.
-For this habit, imagine Jesus is sitting right
here next to you.
-Ask Jesus this question, “What is my
purpose?”
-Imagine Jesus speaking these words from
Jeremiah 1:5 to you.
“I knew you before I formed you in your
mother’s womb. Before you were born I set you
apart and appointed you as my prophet to the
nations.”
(You may also read it in a different Bible
version.)
8
As you think, feel free to slowly reread the
verse as much as you like.
1-Write in your journal, talking to God, about
what Jeremiah 1:5 means to you.
2-How do you think this should impact your
relationship with God?

9

Optional writing prompts:
-How is this exciting or scary for you?
-What do you struggle with here?
-What could this mean for the people around
you?
-Pair up with the person sitting closest to you.
-Take a few minutes to share about your
experiences with each other.
-Share what is most interesting to you that your
partner shared and why.
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Props

Journals,
writing
utensils

Journals

S6 – Praying on God’s Characteristics
Activity
1. Introduction

2. Reflection

Min Description
1
-Spirituality can focus on our deepest values
and needs.
-Whether you get an accurate picture of God
will have a huge impact on your ability to relate
to God.
18
-Ask God to draw your attention to several of
the terms in the list below that God wants to be
more of to you.
-Mark the terms that jump out at you.
-For each item, journal or imagine a
conversation with God that begins with you
telling God, “You are…” or “You are my…”
-Tell God what this term means to you?
-How might your life be different if you
believed this more than you do now?
-If this is who God is to you, how does this
affect you or others around you?
-Repeat this process until you are done.

Sample of ideas applied to God in Scripture
Adequate
Great
Awesome
Guide
Beautiful
Incomprehensible
Bruised
Infinite
Center
Light
Compassionate
Merciful
Cornerstone
Mighty
Counselor
Mother
Desire
Persistent
Enlightener
Pleasure
Example
Protector
Father
Provider
Forgiving
Sacrifice
Friend
Savior
Good
Shade
Adapted from Calhoun 6934-6968
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Shepherd
Shield
Slow-to-Anger
Song
Source
Transformer
Triumphant
Trustworthy
Understanding
Unfailing
Unhurried
Water of Life
Wisdom
Wonderful
Wounded

Props

Journal,
writing
utensil

S7 – Finding Practical Details in Scripture
Activity
1. Introduction

Min Description
1
-Spirituality can be about practical wisdom for
life and dealing with people. Scripture gives
ideas on many issues such as how people relate
to each other.
2. Reading
3
-Read the passage below.
-Circle each action you find in the text. What is
it advising people to do? What is it advising
people to think?
3. Paired
3
-Pair up with the person sitting closest to you.
Discussion
-Compare your list with theirs.
4. Reading
3
-Underline the things Jesus does in this passage
that are interesting or surprising to you.
-What would it look like for your life to look
more like Jesus’ life in this passage?
5. Paired
6
-Pair up again with the person sitting closest to
Discussion
you.
-Talk with each other about what your lives
would be like if they looked more like Jesus’.
-Talk with each other about what you can do so
your life actually would look more like that.
Philippians 2:1-11 (New Living Translation)
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Props

Writing
utensil,
Sheet

Writing
utensil,
Sheet

Is there any encouragement from belonging to Christ? Any comfort from his love? Any
fellowship together in the Spirit? Are your hearts tender and compassionate? Then
make me truly happy by agreeing wholeheartedly with each other, loving one another,
and working together with one mind and purpose.
Don’t be selfish; don’t try to impress others. Be humble, thinking of others as better
than yourselves. Don’t look out only for your own interests, but take an interest in
others, too.
You must have the same attitude that Christ Jesus had.
Though he was God,
he did not think of equality with God
as something to cling to.
Instead, he gave up his divine privileges;
he took the humble position of a slave
and was born as a human being.
When he appeared in human form,
he humbled himself in obedience to God
and died a criminal’s death on a cross.
Therefore, God elevated him to the place of highest honor
and gave him the name above all other names,
that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow,
in heaven and on earth and under the earth,
and every tongue declare that Jesus Christ is Lord,
to the glory of God the Father.
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S8 – Process Prayer through Scripture
Activity
1. Introduction

2. Reflection
Exercise

3. Journaling
Reflection

Min Description
1
-Spirituality can be about our characters
growing.
-For this prayer experience, you will focus on
asking God to search your heart so you can
consider your personal growth in several areas.
-Proverbs 4:23 encourages people to protect
their hearts because the heart is the source of
everything one does.
-Read Psalm 139:23-24 prayerfully, then reflect
honestly on each section, “How much is this
experience or perspective a part of my life?” 1,
not at all, to 10, constantly.
15
-Follow the steps in the handout.

4

-Consider what this means to you and write
about it.

This exercise is adapted from Boa (2001, 278-80).
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Props

Process
Prayer
through
Scripture
Handout,
writing
utensil
Journal,
writing
utensil

Process Prayer through Scripture Handout
Proverbs 4:23 encourages people to protect their hearts because the heart is the source of
everything one does. Read Psalm 139:23-24 prayerfully, then reflect honestly on each
section asking, “How much is this experience or perspective a part of my life?” Rate
where you are on a scale from 1-5 with being 1, “not at all,” and 5 being “constantly.”
Psalm 139:23-24 (New Living Translation)
Search me, O God, and know my heart; test me and know my anxious thoughts. Point out
anything in me that offends you, and lead me along the path of everlasting life.
Section

Rating
“Not at all” - - - - “Constantly”

The Fruit of the Spirit
Love
Joy
Peace
Patience
Kindness
Goodness
Faithfulness
Gentleness
Self-control
The Ten Commandments
You shall have no other gods before me.
You shall not make for yourself an idol.
You shall not take the name of the Lord your God in
vain.
Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy.
Honor your father and your mother.
You shall not murder.
You shall not commit adultery.
You shall not steal.
You shall not bear false witness (lie about) your
neighbor.
You shall not covet (be jealous of someone).
The Beattitudes
Poverty of spirit (leaning on God for everything)
Mourning (feeling loss and contrition)
Gentleness (meekness and humility)
Hunger and thirst for righteousness
Mercy to others
Purity of heart (desiring Jesus more than anything)
Peacemaking
Bearing persecution for the sake of righteousness
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
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2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
1

2
2

3
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4
4

5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
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4
4
4
4
4
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5
5
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5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
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5
5

1
1
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1

2
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3
3
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4
4
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L1 – Praying through Pictures
Activity
1. Introduction

2. Reflection

3. Artistic
Expression

Min Description
1
-Spirituality can help us understand who we
really are.
-The Bible tells the story that humanity ran
away from their home with God, breaking
connection with God, and each of us
experiences the results: suffering, loss, and
death. However, Jesus, by showing us love and
dying for us, made it possible for us to join the
family of God once again.
12
In your journals, respond to the following
prompts, writing to God as you would write to a
good friend at school.
1-How have you experienced the brokenness of
the world?
2-How have you contributed to the brokenness
in the world?
3-Talk to God about how you feel about
contributing to brokenness in the world.
4-Why do you think Jesus chose to die for you?
5-How do you want to live to relate to this God,
to yourself, and to the people around you now?
16
-As you consider your thoughts in your journal,
find ways to communicate each of these
thoughts visually using your large sheet of
paper and your colored pencils.
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Props

Journal,
writing
utensil

Journal,
large sheet
of paper,
box of
colored
pencils

L2 – Discussing the Why of Scripture
Activity
1. Introduction

Min Description
5
-Spirituality helps us understand our values and
why we do what we do.
-Read the story below.
-Pick either the landowner, the first group of
workers, or the last group of workers.
-Come up with two reasons why people in the
world today should do what this person or
group did and two reasons why they should not.
2. Group
20
-Get in a team of 3 or 4 with others who picked
Discussion
the same person or group you did.
-Explain the reasons you came up with.
-Brainstorm together at least two new reasons
why people in the world today should do what
this person or group did and at least two new
reasons why they should not.
-Try to come to a conclusion as a team about
what the best course of action is.
3. Reflection
3
-Imagine a modern-day situation where you
would experience something like the person or
group you chose. What would you do if you
were in this situation?
Matthew 20:1-16 A Story Jesus Told (New Living Translation)
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Props
Journal,
writing
utensil

Journal,
writing
utensil

Journal,
writing
utensil

“For the Kingdom of Heaven is like the landowner who went out early one morning to
hire workers for his vineyard. He agreed to pay the normal daily wage and sent them
out to work.
“At nine o’clock in the morning he was passing through the marketplace and saw
some people standing around doing nothing. So he hired them, telling them he would
pay them whatever was right at the end of the day. So they went to work in the
vineyard. At noon and again at three o’clock he did the same thing.
“At five o’clock that afternoon he was in town again and saw some more people
standing around. He asked them, ‘Why haven’t you been working today?’
“They replied, ‘Because no one hired us.’
“The landowner told them, ‘Then go out and join the others in my vineyard.’
“That evening he told the foreman to call the workers in and pay them, beginning with
the last workers first. When those hired at five o’clock were paid, each received a full
day’s wage. When those hired first came to get their pay, they assumed they would
receive more. But they, too, were paid a day’s wage. When they received their pay,
they protested to the owner, ‘Those people worked only one hour, and yet you’ve paid
them just as much as you paid us who worked all day in the scorching heat.’
“He answered one of them, ‘Friend, I haven’t been unfair! Didn’t you agree to work all
day for the usual wage? Take your money and go. I wanted to pay this last worker the
same as you. Is it against the law for me to do what I want with my money? Should
you be jealous because I am kind to others?’
“So those who are last now will be first then, and those who are first will be last.”
L3 – Praying with Nature
Activity
1. Introduction

Min Description
1
-Spirituality can be about finding time to be
inspired by nature and let that inform our time
with God.
-Jesus instructed his followers once to consider
the lilies because they had a lesson for
humanity.
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Props

2. Freeform
Prayer

29

-Go up to the box of nature objects, pick two or
three objects, and then return to your seat.
-One by one, hold each item in your hands and
record your observations. What does it smell,
feel, look, sound, taste like?
-Talk to God about each one of these items. Ask
God questions. Listen for answers or
impressions. Talk audibly in a low voice so only
God can hear, or talk in your own head, or talk
through writing in your journal.
-What does each of these objects tell you about
God and God’s care for you?
-How do these objects inspire you to care for
yourself, to care for others, and to care for the
world?
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Box of
nature
objects,
Journal,
Writing
utensil

L4 – Senses and Story
Activity
1. Introduction

Min Description
1
-Sometimes spirituality requires some sensible
imagination. It’s amazing what can happen
when you put yourself into another person’s
story.
2. Listening to
10
-As you listen to the story, take time to imagine
the Story
yourself in the situation, feeling every sensation
and emotion.
Read the story slowly
3. Considering 7
-Consider the image on the screen. What do you
a Picture
see in the artist’s interpretation of the story?
-What does this story mean to you? How does
God feel about you? How is God inviting you to
think about God, yourself, and others
differently?
4. Paired
9
-Get into a pair with the person sitting closest to
Discussion
you.
-Take turns sharing your experience as you put
yourself in the story and then as you considered
the painting.
Luke 15:11-32 (New Living Translation)
11

Props

Journal,
writing
utensil
Journal,
writing
utensil

To illustrate the point further, Jesus told them this story: “A man had two sons. 12 The
younger son told his father, ‘I want my share of your estate now before you die.’ So his
father agreed to divide his wealth between his sons.
13
“A few days later this younger son packed all his belongings and moved to a distant
land, and there he wasted all his money in wild living. 14 About the time his money ran
out, a great famine swept over the land, and he began to starve. 15 He persuaded a local
farmer to hire him, and the man sent him into his fields to feed the pigs. 16 The young
man became so hungry that even the pods he was feeding the pigs looked good to him.
But no one gave him anything.
17
“When he finally came to his senses, he said to himself, ‘At home even the hired
servants have food enough to spare, and here I am dying of hunger! 18 I will go home to
my father and say, “Father, I have sinned against both heaven and you, 19 and I am no
longer worthy of being called your son. Please take me on as a hired servant.” ’
20
“So he returned home to his father. And while he was still a long way off, his father
saw him coming. Filled with love and compassion, he ran to his son, embraced him, and
kissed him. 21 His son said to him, ‘Father, I have sinned against both heaven and you,
and I am no longer worthy of being called your son.’
22
“But his father said to the servants, ‘Quick! Bring the finest robe in the house and
put it on him. Get a ring for his finger and sandals for his feet. 23 And kill the calf we have
been fattening. We must celebrate with a feast, 24 for this son of mine was dead and has
now returned to life. He was lost, but now he is found.’ So the party began.
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25

“Meanwhile, the older son was in the fields working. When he returned home, he
heard music and dancing in the house, 26 and he asked one of the servants what was going
on. 27 ‘Your brother is back,’ he was told, ‘and your father has killed the fattened calf. We
are celebrating because of his safe return.’
28
“The older brother was angry and wouldn’t go in. His father came out and begged
29
him, but he replied, ‘All these years I’ve slaved for you and never once refused to do a
single thing you told me to. And in all that time you never gave me even one young goat
for a feast with my friends. 30 Yet when this son of yours comes back after squandering
your money on prostitutes, you celebrate by killing the fattened calf!’
31
“His father said to him, ‘Look, dear son, you have always stayed by me, and
everything I have is yours. 32 We had to celebrate this happy day. For your brother was
dead and has come back to life! He was lost, but now he is found!’”
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APPENDIX G
THE SPIRITUAL EXERCISE PERCEIVED
EFFICACY ASSESSMENT
This is a PDF export of the Google Form through which participants will complete the
SEPEA.
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APPENDIX H
THE FINAL ASSESSMENTS
This appendix contains a PDF export of the Google Forms for the final assessment: the
initially planned form, the amended form I used for the first assessment in December, and
the again amended form I used for the second assessment in April.
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These six pages contain the Final Assessment as I initial planned to give it.
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These six pages contain the Final Assessment which was administered to the students in
December.

Devotional Habits Experience Final
Assessment
* Required

1.

Please provide your first and last name *
By typing in your name you agree to answer the questions in this form honestly. Your grade for this
assignment will not be affected by the content of any answer you provide.

2.

Has this process helped you find a spiritual growth practice or devotional habit that
is more meaningful to you than what you were aware of before? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
Other:
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3.

Which of these devotional habits have you repeated in your personal spiritual life or
have elements you have repeated in your personal spiritual life since you did them in
class? *
Mark all that apply.

Check all that apply.
S1 - Symbolic and Relational Prayer: Participants consider Scripture and pray through
journaling, responding to questions about relationship with God. They then pair up to discuss
the experience.
S2 - Comparing Stories: Participants read a few stories found close together in Scripture
and journal about their critical conclusions regarding meaning and purpose.
S3 - Prayer Walking in a Pair: Participants share their stories, successes, and struggles with
a partner and then take time individually to pray for each other.
S4 - The Scripture Big Picture: Participants read through a sizable portion of Scripture and
reflect on its impact in their lives.
S5 - Imaginative and Relational Scripture Reading: Participants put themselves in the
presence of Jesus and consider Scripture as Jesus speaking them directly. Then they journal
and pair up to discuss the experience.
S6 - Praying on God’s Character: Participants consider a list of characteristics applied to
God in Scripture and through journaling consider what this means to them and others.
S7 - Finding Practical Details in Scripture: Participants read through a passage of Scripture
taking notes about the practical implications it has for their lives and relationships and then pair
up to share about their experience.
S8 - Process Prayer through Scripture: Participants explore history and growth considering
biblical ideals and then journal their insights.
L1 - Praying through Pictures: Participants consider Scripture, journal, and then use visual
art to convey their experience.
L2 - Discussing the Why of Scripture: Participants read Scripture considering why it may be
how it is, discuss it in a group, and journal to determine how this should apply to their lives.
L3 - Praying with Nature: Participants engage nature and consider what it reveals to them
about God and life through journaling.
L4 - Senses and Story: Participants listen to a Scripture story, putting themselves in the
place of the characters, consider an artistic rendering of the story, journal and share about their
experience with a partner.
None
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4.

Which of these devotional habits do you want to do in your personal spiritual life or
have elements you would like to use in your personal spiritual life? *
Mark all that apply.

Check all that apply.
S1 - Symbolic and Relational Prayer: Participants consider Scripture and pray through
journaling, responding to questions about relationship with God. They then pair up to discuss
the experience.
S2 - Comparing Stories: Participants read a few stories found close together in Scripture
and journal about their critical conclusions regarding meaning and purpose.
S3 - Prayer Walking in a Pair: Participants share their stories, successes, and struggles with
a partner and then take time individually to pray for each other.
S4 - The Scripture Big Picture: Participants read through a sizable portion of Scripture and
reflect on its impact in their lives.
S5 - Imaginative and Relational Scripture Reading: Participants put themselves in the
presence of Jesus and consider Scripture as Jesus speaking them directly. Then they journal
and pair up to discuss the experience.
S6 - Praying on God’s Character: Participants consider a list of characteristics applied to
God in Scripture and through journaling consider what this means to them and others.
S7 - Finding Practical Details in Scripture: Participants read through a passage of Scripture
taking notes about the practical implications it has for their lives and relationships and then pair
up to share about their experience.
S8 - Process Prayer through Scripture: Participants explore history and growth considering
biblical ideals and then journal their insights.
L1 - Praying through Pictures: Participants consider Scripture, journal, and then use visual
art to convey their experience.
L2 - Discussing the Why of Scripture: Participants read Scripture considering why it may be
how it is, discuss it in a group, and journal to determine how this should apply to their lives.
L3 - Praying with Nature: Participants engage nature and consider what it reveals to them
about God and life through journaling.
L4 - Senses and Story: Participants listen to a Scripture story, putting themselves in the
place of the characters, consider an artistic rendering of the story, journal and share about their
experience with a partner.
None
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5.

Which three devotional habits did you enjoy the most? *
Select 3.

Check all that apply.
S1 - Symbolic and Relational Prayer: Participants consider Scripture and pray through
journaling, responding to questions about relationship with God. They then pair up to discuss
the experience.
S2 - Comparing Stories: Participants read a few stories found close together in Scripture
and journal about their critical conclusions regarding meaning and purpose.
S3 - Prayer Walking in a Pair: Participants share their stories, successes, and struggles with
a partner and then take time individually to pray for each other.
S4 - The Scripture Big Picture: Participants read through a sizable portion of Scripture and
reflect on its impact in their lives.
S5 - Imaginative and Relational Scripture Reading: Participants put themselves in the
presence of Jesus and consider Scripture as Jesus speaking them directly. Then they journal
and pair up to discuss the experience.
S6 - Praying on God’s Character: Participants consider a list of characteristics applied to
God in Scripture and through journaling consider what this means to them and others.
S7 - Finding Practical Details in Scripture: Participants read through a passage of Scripture
taking notes about the practical implications it has for their lives and relationships and then pair
up to share about their experience.
S8 - Process Prayer through Scripture: Participants explore history and growth considering
biblical ideals and then journal their insights.
L1 - Praying through Pictures: Participants consider Scripture, journal, and then use visual
art to convey their experience.
L2 - Discussing the Why of Scripture: Participants read Scripture considering why it may be
how it is, discuss it in a group, and journal to determine how this should apply to their lives.
L3 - Praying with Nature: Participants engage nature and consider what it reveals to them
about God and life through journaling.
L4 - Senses and Story: Participants listen to a Scripture story, putting themselves in the
place of the characters, consider an artistic rendering of the story, journal and share about their
experience with a partner.
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6.

Which three devotional habits did you enjoy the least? *
Select 3.

Check all that apply.
S1 - Symbolic and Relational Prayer: Participants consider Scripture and pray through
journaling, responding to questions about relationship with God. They then pair up to discuss
the experience.
S2 - Comparing Stories: Participants read a few stories found close together in Scripture
and journal about their critical conclusions regarding meaning and purpose.
S3 - Prayer Walking in a Pair: Participants share their stories, successes, and struggles with
a partner and then take time individually to pray for each other.
S4 - The Scripture Big Picture: Participants read through a sizable portion of Scripture and
reflect on its impact in their lives.
S5 - Imaginative and Relational Scripture Reading: Participants put themselves in the
presence of Jesus and consider Scripture as Jesus speaking them directly. Then they journal
and pair up to discuss the experience.
S6 - Praying on God’s Character: Participants consider a list of characteristics applied to
God in Scripture and through journaling consider what this means to them and others.
S7 - Finding Practical Details in Scripture: Participants read through a passage of Scripture
taking notes about the practical implications it has for their lives and relationships and then pair
up to share about their experience.
S8 - Process Prayer through Scripture: Participants explore history and growth considering
biblical ideals and then journal their insights.
L1 - Praying through Pictures: Participants consider Scripture, journal, and then use visual
art to convey their experience.
L2 - Discussing the Why of Scripture: Participants read Scripture considering why it may be
how it is, discuss it in a group, and journal to determine how this should apply to their lives.
L3 - Praying with Nature: Participants engage nature and consider what it reveals to them
about God and life through journaling.
L4 - Senses and Story: Participants listen to a Scripture story, putting themselves in the
place of the characters, consider an artistic rendering of the story, journal and share about their
experience with a partner.
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These seven pages contain the second rendition of the Final Assessment which was
administered to the students in the week preceding the April class presentation.
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APPENDIX I
PROJECT PHOTOGRAPHS
This appendix contains photographs illustrating how the project implementation was
organized.

Figure 2. Purchasing initial supplies. I purchased the kit containers and spiral journals at
my local Fred Meyers. I was thankful to find these 6-quart (dimensions in inches: 14 L x
8 W x 4.5 H) Sterilite® storage containers because they were large enough to fit the half
sheet instructions for each of the activities without bending them and full sheets with only
slight bending that did not lead to creasing (see figure 3).
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Figure 3. Completed devotional habit kits. Each of the twelve boxes was labeled on the
top and on the front so I could quickly switch from one activity to the next during class or
in the short breaks between classes. In addition to the sticker labels on the side and labels
taped on the top, the lid colors worked to differentiate the short activities from the long
activities.
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Figure 4. Devotional habit kit lid. I taped a schedule for when each devotional habit
would be used to the top of each kit lid. I included the number of students in each class so
I could make sure I had the correct number of handouts and supplies ready for each class.
The days were color coded so it would be easy to identify which activities I needed for a
given day. As we progressed through the days, I crossed off the periods that had been
completed. Initially I would separate the necessary amount of handouts for each class in
advance, but I found this an unnecessary use of time when I could simply grab a large
stack of handouts and pass them out to the students.
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Figure 5. Arriving at Portland Adventist Academy day 1. The kit design worked
particularly well for easily transferring from one location to the other. Thank you to
Stephen Lundquist for taking this photograph in the parking lot of Portland Adventist
Academy the day I arrived to set up for classroom instruction.
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Figure 6. Journal and colored pencils closeups. There were too many colored pencils
packets to be held in the kit for L1, so I kept them in this small cardboard box. Close
examination of the top journal on this stack reveals the characters “6-2” in black marker
in the top left corner. The first number indicates the class period while the second
indicates the specific journal within that period. This way, if journals from different class
periods were mixed at some point, they could be easily identified. The second number
also provided students the chance to differentiate their journal from those of their peers
without looking inside.

Figure 7. Nature objects. These are the nature objects used for L3. My initial plan had
been to allow students to pick their nature objects themselves, but the time this would
take and the potential for petty conflict created barriers that dissuaded me from this tactic.
Accordingly, Each student would receive three items, at least one inorganic item and at
least one leaf-type item.
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Figure 8. Classroom setup angle a. The students would be randomly assigned spots in the
room. Each time the came into class, they would find their journal and sit where it was
placed. Smaller classes would have their journals only placed in the front two rows while
larger classes would take up the entire room. Initially, I randomized the seating using an
Excel formula so I would sort the journals for each class, and then resort them in their
randomized order. After a few days, I found this to be too time consuming considering
the journals would be in a similarly random order by mixing them around in a pile and
then setting them out.
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Figure 9. Classroom setup angle b. In the top right corner of this photo, my operating
table is in view. From here, I would prepare the devotional habits and order them for use.
Then when it was time to transition, I would take the appropriate number of handouts and
disseminate them to the classes, having students take one and pass the pile back to those
sitting behind them.
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Luke-Acts changed to Luke and Acts, beginning with page 22, page 27
Text needs to fill in the page on page 80
Table on page 141 needs a bottom line

Figure 10. End-of-class journal receptacles. At the end of every class, students turned in
their journal. This assured me all the journals would be present for the next period and so
could be randomized. Since I wanted to provide pastoral care and support to the students
if they wished, I allowed them to share their journals with me, putting them in the “To Be
Read” box. I was privileged to have students share their journeys with me. This system
allowed students to maintain anonymity in their journaling, hopefully fostering a comfort
for them to be more honest about their experiences in their journals.
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Figure 11. December closing activity. This is station 10. Not all the stations could be
taped to the wall or have their handouts positioned on the floor, but this station represents
the general feel: a sign at eye-level, easy for the students to see from around the room,
and a set of multi-colored handouts in close proximity with prompts for them to think
through and discuss. Copies of this activity can be found in Appendix J. December
Closing Activity.
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APPENDIX J
DECEMBER CLOSING ACTIVITY
This appendix contains the description included in the “Pastor Jonny Info Sheet”
document on the students’ Google Drive (pages 241-43 the first three pages) and the
material I used for handouts in the learning activity (pages 244-67). For the second
activity, the first twelve pages (pages 244-55) were printed on yellow paper, and the
second twelve pages (pages 256-67) were printed on light purple paper.
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A Partial List of Devotional Habit Elements
What is a devotional habit?
A devotional habit is any activity or practice people engage intentionally to foster
their spirituality.
What is spirituality?
Spirituality is the integration of what people find most true and valuable with the
rest of their lives. In a Christian context then, spiritual growth is the personal and
social transformation that occurs as a result of deepening relationship with God.
Time Elements
• Short-Long - Devotional habits can be as short as a matter of seconds or
as long as a matter of hours or even days or seasons.
• Segments - Devotional habits can be made up of several segments that
are similar or different lengths of time.
Emphasis Elements
• Heart - Devotional habits can emphasize emotional or relational aspects
of life, what people feel.
• Head - Devotional habits can emphasize intellectual aspects of life, what
people think.
• Hand - Devotional habits can emphasize behavioral aspects of life, what
people do.
Goal Elements
• Unstated - Devotional habits can avoid intentional goal-making.
• Stated - Devotional habits can have goals.
• Visualized - Devotional habits can provide people with an opportunity to
visualize what successful completion of a goal will look like.
• Personal - Devotional habits can have goals that focus on an individual’s
internal life or solitary behavior.
• Social - Devotional habits can have goals that focus on an individual’s
community/relationships.
Content Elements
• Special Revelation - Devotional habits can focus on specifically biblical
material or others’ reflections on biblical content.
• General Revelation - Devotional habits can focus on content that comes
from engaging history, nature, people, etc.
Structure Elements
• High-Low Structure - Devotional habits can be very systematic with
specific processes such as questions, time limits, amounts of material to
cover, etc.or can be open-ended and variable with less direction given.
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Environmental Elements
• Open-Closed - Devotional habits can occur in nature or spaces that have
been created to be expansive and exploratory or can occur in spaces that
are more confined.
• Comfort - Devotional habits can occur where elements such as
temperature, seating, lighting, etc. are set close or far from what is
comfortable for people.
Social Elements
• Solitary - Devotional habits can occur in isolation from others.
• One-on-One - Devotional habits can occur with one other person.
• Small Group - Devotional habits can occur in contexts with two (2) or
more people with adequate time for everyone to be heard and known.
• Large Group - Devotional habits can occur in contexts with many others
where personal knowledge of everyone present is not expected.
• Hybrid - Devotional habits can occur by putting someone in a smaller
social element within a larger one.
Sense Elements
• Visual - Devotional habits can utilize imagery or visuals.
• Auditory - Devotional habits can utilize sound or spoken words.
• Kinesthetic - Devotional habits can utilize objects and textures.
• Other - Devotional habits can utilize smell or taste.
Activity Elements
• Reflective-Creative - Devotional habits can involve consideration of what
was, is, or could be, and/or can involve creating something new: writing,
drawing, sculpture, music, a structure, a meal, etc.
Movement Elements
• Stationary-Mobile - Devotional habits can take place in one spot with little
or no physical movement required, or can be active either requiring
various body positions at one location or journeying from one location to
another.
Methodology Elements
• Prayer - Devotional habits can utilize many different ways of engaging in
communication that involves dialogue or sharing with God.
• Listening through Study - Devotional habits can utilize many different
ways of engaging content to hear from God or see what God is doing.
• Behaviors - Devotional habits can utilize many different actions to engage
the world differently and express or experience spiritual reality.
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Focus Elements
• Abstract-Imaginative-Concrete - Devotional habits can utilize abstract
thinking about concepts and theories, imaginative thinking like
visualization, or concrete thinking about practical situations.
• Jesus-Other - Devotional habits can focus on the person and work of
Jesus to varying degrees.
• Symbols-Substance - Devotional habits can focus on analogies,
metaphors, and symbols or can be more direct about their subjects.
Attitude Elements
• People can approach devotional habits intentionally with various attitudes,
and this can be encouraged as part of the habits themselves.
Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Physical - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when people are
hungry, tired, ill, etc.
• Emotional Distress - Devotional habits be difficult to engage when
people are angry, sad, frustrated, etc.
• Stress - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when people are
feeling pressure to achieve at a high rate.
• Disinterest - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when the subject
matter or goal is not deeply valued people.
• Tradition - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when peoples’
ideas of spirituality have been heavily influenced by a tradition that
neglects such practices.
• Personality - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when peoples’
personalities do not naturally connect with the devotional habit.
Reflection Questions
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we
practiced in class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
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Time Elements
• Short-Long - Devotional habits can be as short as a matter of seconds or as long
as a matter of hours or even days or seasons.
• Segments - Devotional habits can be made up of several segments that are similar
or different lengths of time.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.

Time Elements
• Short-Long - Devotional habits can be as short as a matter of seconds or as long
as a matter of hours or even days or seasons.
• Segments - Devotional habits can be made up of several segments that are similar
or different lengths of time.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Emphasis Elements
• Heart - Devotional habits can emphasize emotional or relational aspects of life,
what people feel.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.

Emphasis Elements
• Heart - Devotional habits can emphasize emotional or relational aspects of life,
what people feel.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
Emphasis Elements
• Head - Devotional habits can emphasize intellectual aspects of life, what people
think.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Emphasis Elements
• Head - Devotional habits can emphasize intellectual aspects of life, what people
think.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Emphasis Elements
• Hand - Devotional habits can emphasize behavioral aspects of life, what people
do.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Emphasis Elements
• Hand - Devotional habits can emphasize behavioral aspects of life, what people
do.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Goal Elements
• Personal - Devotional habits can have goals that focus on an individual’s internal
life or solitary behavior.
• Heart - Devotional habits can have goals that focus on an individual’s
community/relationships.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Goal Elements
• Personal - Devotional habits can have goals that focus on an individual’s internal
life or solitary behavior.
• Heart - Devotional habits can have goals that focus on an individual’s
community/relationships.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Goal Elements
• Unstated - Devotional habits can avoid intentional goal-making.
• Stated - Devotional habits can have goals.
• Visualized - Devotional habits can provide people with an opportunity to
visualize what successful completion of a goal will look like.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Goal Elements
• Unstated - Devotional habits can avoid intentional goal-making.
• Stated - Devotional habits can have goals.
• Visualized - Devotional habits can provide people with an opportunity to
visualize what successful completion of a goal will look like.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Content Elements
• Special Revelation - Devotional habits can focus on specifically biblical material
or others’ reflections on biblical content.
• General Revelation - Devotional habits can focus on content that comes from
engaging history, nature, people, etc.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Content Elements
• Special Revelation - Devotional habits can focus on specifically biblical material
or others’ reflections on biblical content.
• General Revelation - Devotional habits can focus on content that comes from
engaging history, nature, people, etc.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Structure Elements
• High-Low Structure - Devotional habits can be very systematic with specific
processes such as questions, time limits, amounts of material to cover, etc.or can
be open-ended and variable with less direction given.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Structure Elements
• High-Low Structure - Devotional habits can be very systematic with specific
processes such as questions, time limits, amounts of material to cover, etc.or can
be open-ended and variable with less direction given.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Environmental Elements
• Open-Closed - Devotional habits can occur in nature or spaces that have been
created to be expansive and exploratory or can occur in spaces that are more
confined.
• Comfort - Devotional habits can occur where elements such as temperature,
seating, lighting, etc. are set close or far from what is comfortable for people.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Environmental Elements
• Open-Closed - Devotional habits can occur in nature or spaces that have been
created to be expansive and exploratory or can occur in spaces that are more
confined.
• Comfort - Devotional habits can occur where elements such as temperature,
seating, lighting, etc. are set close or far from what is comfortable for people.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Social Elements
• Solitary - Devotional habits can occur in isolation from others.
• One-on-One - Devotional habits can occur with one other person.
• Small Group - Devotional habits can occur in contexts with two (2) or more
people with adequate time for everyone to be heard and known.
• Large Group - Devotional habits can occur in contexts with many others where
personal knowledge of everyone present is not expected.
• Hybrid - Devotional habits can occur by putting someone in a smaller social
element within a larger one.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Social Elements
• Solitary - Devotional habits can occur in isolation from others.
• One-on-One - Devotional habits can occur with one other person.
• Small Group - Devotional habits can occur in contexts with two (2) or more
people with adequate time for everyone to be heard and known.
• Large Group - Devotional habits can occur in contexts with many others where
personal knowledge of everyone present is not expected.
• Hybrid - Devotional habits can occur by putting someone in a smaller social
element within a larger one.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Sense Elements
• Visual - Devotional habits can utilize imagery or visuals.
• Auditory - Devotional habits can utilize sound or spoken words.
• Kinesthetic - Devotional habits can utilize objects and textures.
• Other - Devotional habits can utilize smell or taste.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.

Sense Elements
• Visual - Devotional habits can utilize imagery or visuals.
• Auditory - Devotional habits can utilize sound or spoken words.
• Kinesthetic - Devotional habits can utilize objects and textures.
• Other - Devotional habits can utilize smell or taste.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Activity Elements
• Reflective-Creative - Devotional habits can involve consideration of what was,
is, or could be, and/or can involve creating something new: writing, drawing,
sculpture, music, a structure, a meal, etc.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Activity Elements
• Reflective-Creative - Devotional habits can involve consideration of what was,
is, or could be, and/or can involve creating something new: writing, drawing,
sculpture, music, a structure, a meal, etc.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Movement Elements
• Stationary-Mobile - Devotional habits can take place in one spot with little or no
physical movement required, or can be active either requiring various body
positions at one location or journeying from one location to another.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Movement Elements
• Stationary-Mobile - Devotional habits can take place in one spot with little or no
physical movement required, or can be active either requiring various body
positions at one location or journeying from one location to another.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Methodology Elements
• Prayer - Devotional habits can utilize many different ways of engaging in
communication that involves dialogue or sharing with God.
• Listening through Study - Devotional habits can utilize many different ways of
engaging content to hear from God or see what God is doing.
• Behaviors - Devotional habits can utilize many different actions to engage the
world differently and express or experience spiritual reality.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Methodology Elements
• Prayer - Devotional habits can utilize many different ways of engaging in
communication that involves dialogue or sharing with God.
• Listening through Study - Devotional habits can utilize many different ways of
engaging content to hear from God or see what God is doing.
• Behaviors - Devotional habits can utilize many different actions to engage the
world differently and express or experience spiritual reality.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Focus Elements
• Abstract-Imaginative-Concrete - Devotional habits can utilize abstract thinking
about concepts and theories, imaginative thinking like visualization, or concrete
thinking about practical situations.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.

Focus Elements
• Abstract-Imaginative-Concrete - Devotional habits can utilize abstract thinking
about concepts and theories, imaginative thinking like visualization, or concrete
thinking about practical situations.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Focus Elements
• Jesus-Other - Devotional habits can focus on the person and work of Jesus to
varying degrees.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.

Focus Elements
• Jesus-Other - Devotional habits can focus on the person and work of Jesus to
varying degrees.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Focus Elements
• Symbols-Substance - Devotional habits can focus on analogies, metaphors, and
symbols or can be more direct about their subjects.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Focus Elements
• Symbols-Substance - Devotional habits can focus on analogies, metaphors, and
symbols or can be more direct about their subjects.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Attitude Elements
• People can approach devotional habits intentionally with various attitudes, and
this can be encouraged as part of the habits themselves.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Attitude Elements
• People can approach devotional habits intentionally with various attitudes, and
this can be encouraged as part of the habits themselves.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Physical - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when people are hungry,
tired, ill, etc.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Physical - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when people are hungry,
tired, ill, etc.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
4. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Emotional Distress - Devotional habits be difficult to engage when people are
angry, sad, frustrated, etc.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Emotional Distress - Devotional habits be difficult to engage when people are
angry, sad, frustrated, etc.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Stress - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when people are feeling
pressure to achieve at a high rate.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Stress - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when people are feeling
pressure to achieve at a high rate.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Disinterest - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when the subject matter
or goal is not deeply valued people.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
4. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Disinterest - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when the subject matter
or goal is not deeply valued people.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3.Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Tradition - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when peoples’ ideas of
spirituality have been heavily influenced by a tradition that neglects such
practices.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Tradition - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when peoples’ ideas of
spirituality have been heavily influenced by a tradition that neglects such
practices.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Personality - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when peoples’
personalities do not naturally connect with the devotional habit.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.

Static Elements (Obstacles)
• Personality - Devotional habits can be difficult to engage when peoples’
personalities do not naturally connect with the devotional habit.
Instructions
1. Consider these elements until you come to an understanding of them.
2. Answer these questions:
• Where have you seen these elements in the 12 Devotional Habits we practiced in
class?
• What are the pros and cons for you of these elements?
• Give a real-world example for each of these elements?
3. Explain these elements and your answer to the questions to your partner.
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APPENDIX K
FINAL PRESENTATION
This appendix contains a copy of the notes I used as I gave the final presentation and a
fictitious student report demonstrating what each of the students received.
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Limitations
-Class setting -Randomization
-Time
-Content/ Questions
- Structure - Elements / Aspects
85% Yes
No statistically significant correlation on
UNO
Presentation
Notes
numbers alone
Correlation to the activities from one to another
-Bias of creator
Personality less important
- Attitude of participants/ Mindstate
- Haven't found it yet
The benefit of the process
ay you find a light to guide you home."
- where we started (some numbers) (5 min)
- Report in your email (10
(10 min)
- Breakout Groups (10 min) 3-4 people
-Q&A (15 min) Post
question in the chat

I did not end up using the breakout groups. Instead, I had students reflect individually on
their reports, considering either the questions at the end of the personality section or those
at the end of the devotional habits section, and then asked students to share or ask
questions with the whole class.
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Spirituality & Personality Integration
Experience Report
Jonny Imaginary
April 26, 2020
Prepared by Jonny Wesley Moor
jonnywesleymoor@gmail.com

Thank you for participating in this study. Your participation and feedback provided valuable insights
that will help me as I continue to seek the most effective ways to help people grow spiritually and
help me complete my doctoral studies. I encourage you to take some time with this report to
consider various ways your own spiritual practice could be affected by the information contained.
Contents
Section 1 - Personality
2. Big Five Inventory-2 (BFI-2) Results
3. Interpreting Your Scores
4. Big Five Domains
5. 15 Facets
5. Reflection Questions
Section 2 - Devotional Habits
6. Devotional Habit Scores
6. Devotional Habit Feedback
9. Reflection Questions
Section 4 - Devotional Habit Descriptions and Development
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BFI-2 Results
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Emotional
Volatility
-1

Interpreting Your Scores
The graphs on the previous page show how you scored on the BFI-2 the most recent time that you
took it with me. Generally speaking, the farther away from 0 you score, the more you will be
differentiated from those around you based on this personality domain.
For example, if you score 23 on Extraversion, as you go through life, you will find that you are much
more extraverted than the majority of people you interact with. Whereas, if you score 7 on
Extraversion, you will find your extraversion is closer to more of the people you interact with.
The BFI-2 has been shown to have fairly good test reliability and validity. This means if you were to
take it again at some point in the future or you were to take a different test of the Big Five
personality traits, you would likely get a similar score assuming you answered accurately both times.
However, this does not mean you are controlled by your personality. Those low in Agreeableness can
learn skills to interact more agreeably. Those high in agreeableness can learn skills to draw firmer
boundaries. Our personality does tend to set our personal auto-pilot though, so coming to understand
your personality will assist you in understanding how you interface with the world.
The Big Five personality traits are currently the dominant framework used in the social sciences to
consider personality, and thus, research on them extends far beyond this report or John and Soto's
material on the BFI-2. You may enjoy learning more about the Big Five by searching for Big Five
assessments or materials online.
On the following pages, you will find a brief outline of the five domains and the fifteen facets, three
for each domain.
Though the descriptions on page 3 provide a general understanding of the Big Five Domains, John
and Soto, use different terms for the fourth and fifth domain in the BFI-2. They change
"Neuroticism" to "Negative Emotionality" to avoid confusion with the neurotic psychological
diagnosis and "Openness" to "Open-Mindedness" to avoid confusion with "Extraversion" and to
emphasize the individual's "mental life" (120).

Soto, Christopher J., and Oliver P. John. 2017. "The Next Big Five Inventory (BFI-2): Developing and Assessing a Hierarchical Model With 15 Facets to
Enhance Bandwidth, Fidelity, and Predictive Power." Journal of Personality & Social Psychology 113, no. 1: 117-143.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/pspp0000096.
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Conceptual
definition

Factor
Verbal Labels

Implies an energetic
approach toward the social
and material world and
includes traits such as
sociability, activity,
assertiveness, and positive
emotionality.

Extraversion
Extraversion
Energy
Enthusiasm
Contrasts a prosocial and
communal orientation
towards others with
antagonism and includes
traits such as altruism,
tender-mindedness, trust,
and modesty.

Agreeableness
Agreeableness
Altruism
Affection
Describes socially prescribed
impulse control that facilitates
task- and goal-directed
behavior, such as thinking
before acting, delaying
gratification, following norms
and rules, and planning,
organizing, and prioritizing tasks.

Conscientiousness
Conscientiousness
Constraint
Control of impulse

Contrasts emotional stability
and even-temperedness
with negative emotionality,
such as feeling anxious,
nervous, sad, and tense.

Neuroticism
Neuroticism
Negative Affectivity
Nervousness

Describes the breadth,
depth, originality, and
complexity of an individual’s
mental and experiential life.

Openness
Openness
Originality
Open-mindedness
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Big Five Domains

Behavioral
Examples

Examples of
External
Criteria
Predicted

Low pole: Conservative
attitudes and Right-wing
party preferences

Approach strangers at a
Emphasize the good
Arrive early or on time for
Accept the good and the bad Take the time to learn
party and introduce myself; qualities of other people
appointments; Study hard in
in my life without
something simply for the joy
Take the lead in organizing a when I talk about them;
order to get the highest grade in complaining or bragging
of learning; Watch
project; Keep quiet when I
Lend things to people I know class; Double-check a term
(Opposite); Get upset when documentaries or
disagree with others
(e.g., class notes, books,
paper for typing and spelling
somebody is angry with me; educational TV; Come up
(Opposite)
milk); Console a friend who errors; Let dirty dishes stack up Take it easy and relax.
with novel set-ups for my
is upset
for more than one day
(Opposite)
living space; Look for
(Opposite)
stimulating activities that
break up my routine;
High pole: Years of
education completed; better
performance on creativity
tests; success in artistic jobs;
create distinctive looking
work and home
environments
High pole: Social status in
High pole: Better
High pole: Higher academic
High pole: Poorer coping and
groups and leadership
performance in work groups grade point averages; better job reactions to illness;
positions; selection as jury
performance; adherence to their experience burnout and
foreperson; positive
Low pole: Risk for
treatment regimens; live longer change jobs
emotion expression; number cardiovascular disease;
lives
of friends and sex partners
juvenile delinquency;
Low pole: Feel satisfied and
interpersonal problems
Low pole: Smoking, substance
committed to work
abuse, and poor diet and
organizations; greater
exercise habits; Attention Deficit relationship satisfaction
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
Low pole: Poorer
relationships with parents;
rejection from peers

John, Oliver P., Laura P. Naumann, and Christopher J Soto. 2008. "Paradigm Shift to the Integrative Big Five Trait Taxonomy: History, Measurement, and Conceptual Issues." In Handbook of
Personality: Theory and Research, edited by Oliver P. John, Richard W. Robins, and Lawrence A. Pervin, 114-158. New York, NY: Guilford Press, (120).

4

The text cut off in the bottom right box reads “party preferences.”

15 Facets

To further assist us in understanding our five domains, John and Soto, break each of them down into
three facets, making a total of 15. Because there are fewer questions from the BFI-2 that speak to
each of these facets, their minimum score is -8 and their maximum is 8, but the principle is the
same as with the five domains, the further you are from zero, the more different you are with
respect to the rest of the population. For each of the facets, I provide a dictionary definition below.
Extraversion
Sociability, inclined to seek or enjoy companionship.
Assertiveness, disposed to or characterized by bold or confident positive and often forceful or
aggressive statements or declarations.
Energy Level, the capacity of acting or being active.
Agreeableness
Compassion, sympathetic consciousness of others’ distress together with a desire to alleviate it.
Respectfulness, marked by or showing respect or deference or consideration for others.
Trust, assured reliance on the character, ability, strength, or truth of someone.
Conscientiousness
Organization, capability to set up administrative structures.
Productiveness, effectiveness in bringing things about.
Responsibility, ability to be accountable to answer for one’s conduct and obligations.
Negative Emotionality
Anxiety, painful or apprehensive uneasiness of mind usually over an impending or anticipated ill.
Depression, a state of feeling sad.
Emotional Volatility, tendency to erupt with feeling.
Open-Mindedness
Intellectual Curiosity, interest leading to inquiry.
Aesthetic Sensitivity, capacity to appreciate, respond to, or be zealous about the beautiful.
Creative Imagination, capability to form a mental image or idea of something not present to the
senses or never before wholly perceived in reality.
Inc Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. (Springfield, MA: Merriam-Webster, Inc., 2003).

Reflection Questions

What have you learned about yourself from this introduction to your Big Five personality scores?
How do you imagine your personality characteristics might impact the way you experience spirituality?

5
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Devotional Habit Scores
Average
Senses and Story
Praying with Nature
Discussing the Why of Scri pture
Praying through Pictures
Process Prayer through Scripture
Finding Practical Details in Scripture
Praying on God's Character
Imaginative and Relational Scripture Reading
The Scripture Big Picture
Prayer Walking in a Pair
Comparing Stories
Symbolic and Relational Pray er
1

2

3

4

5

6

Your Feedback
Senses and Story
What helped you connect?
We could talk with a partner about your thoughts.

What detracted from the experience?
I thought that repeating the lines every time
was super overkill and it really shot the
experience for me. Too slow and repetitive with
a story I have already heard many times.

Praying with Nature
What helped you connect?
I think the thirty minutes of just silence helped me
dive deeper

What detracted from the experience?
I couldn't think of anything that the objects told
me about gods care for me

Discussing the Why of Scripture
What helped you connect?
It was a story in the bible that I have read before
but not from the perspective of them.

What detracted from the experience?
It ended up being more about creativity than
actual concepts or ideas.

6
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Praying through Pictures
What helped you connect?
What detracted from the experience?
It let me to think deeper that why Jesus died for us It's not hard for me to have a meaningful life.
because he loves us and trust us that we can send
the Gospel around the world.

Process Prayer through Scripture
What helped you connect?
Knowing where I stand on all the questions that
were given by having the questionnaire on our
opinions.

What detracted from the experience?
The final reflection question wasn't that specific.

Finding Practical Details in Scripture
What helped you connect?
It was nice to see Christ's character through
scripture

What detracted from the experience?
0

Praying on God's Character
What helped you connect?
I liked having a list of a bunch of stuff to pick from

What detracted from the experience?
There are people who are distracting.

Imaginative and Relational Scripture Reading
What helped you connect?
I like the individuality aspect of it. It’s a lot easier
for me to feel spiritual feels when I’m in isolation

What detracted from the experience?
The sun was in my eyes the whole time

7
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The Scripture Big Picture
What helped you connect?
The verse and having prior knowledge of the story.

What detracted from the experience?
The verse was very long although it didn't make
it harder to have a meaningful experience.

Prayer Walking in a Pair
What helped you connect?
The on your own part

What detracted from the experience?
The talking part

Comparing Stories
What helped you connect?
How different stories relate to one another.

What detracted from the experience?
How the stories transitioned from one to
another where kinda funny.

Symbolic and Relational Prayer
What helped you connect?
I really like that something as relevant as our
relationship with God being the center of the
devotion was really good. I was able to pair this
with my personal life.

What detracted from the experience?
It was all good. Although i found it hard to fully
connect sometimes.

8
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First Holistic Assessment
What helped you connect?
I would most likely use art again, I would like to
talk to someone in a pair again, and I'd like to talk
about the future with someone.

What detracted from the experience?
I would least likely read long passages and
evaluate them, journal, and express to others
about my life

Second Holistic Assessment
What helped you connect?
To journal my thoughts and prayers onto paper,
rather than in my head. To discuss my spiritual life
with my friends. To make the scriptures I read
applicable in my life.

What detracted from the experience?
I think I would go into nature rather than see
something in nature. I don't think I would use
my senses during devotional activities. I think I
would most likely choose the people who I walk
and share with because it's easier to open up.

Reflection Questions
These questions were carefully created to help you consider how this experience may be able to
impact your spiritual life. If at some time you need to refer to the devotional habits themselves to
jog your memory, they are included below.
Consider the feedback you gave about aspects of the different practices.
1. What trends appear? Consider even the smaller details of the activities if you need to. What made
some activities you liked even a little more than others or a little less? Everything is valuable. Your
frustration, your excitement, your boredom, and everything else has a lesson for you about what
spirituality looks like for you.
2. What do these trends tell you about your spiritual preferences at the time of this experience, and
how do you relate to those preferences now?
3. What is your next step in fostering your own spiritual journey?
4. If you're not sure how to take that step, or you're struggling to figure out what that step might be,
who are a few people who could support you in going forward?

9
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Devotional Habits Synopsis
S1-Symbolic and Relational Prayer
Participants consider Scripture and pray through journaling, responding to questions about
relationship with God. They then pair up to discuss the experience.
S2-Comparing Stories
Participants read a few stories found close together in Scripture and journal about their critical
conclusions regarding meaning and purpose.
S3-Prayer Walking in a Pair
Participants share their stories, successes, and struggles with a partner and then take time
individually to pray for each other.
S4-The Scripture Big Picture
Participants read through a sizable portion of Scripture and reflect on its impact in their lives.
S5-Imaginative and Relational Scripture Reading
Participants put themselves in the presence of Jesus and consider Scripture as Jesus speaking
them directly. Then they journal and pair up to discuss the experience.
S6-Praying on God’s Character
Participants consider a list of characteristics applied to God in Scripture and through journaling
consider what this means to them and others.
S7-Finding Practical Details in Scripture
Participants read through a passage of Scripture taking notes about the practical implications it
has for their lives and relationships and then pair up to share about their experience.
S8-Process Prayer through Scripture
Participants explore history and growth considering biblical ideals and then journal their insights.
L1-Praying through Pictures
Participants consider Scripture, journal, and then use visual art to convey their experience.
L2-Discussing the Why of Scripture
Participants read Scripture considering why it may be how it is, discuss it in a group, and journal
to determine how this should apply to their lives.
L3-Praying with Nature
Participants engage nature and consider what it reveals to them about God and life through
journaling.
L4-Senses and Story
Participants listen to a Scripture story, putting themselves in the place of the characters, consider
an artistic rendering of the story, journal and share about their experience with a partner.
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Devotional Habit Descriptions
S1 – Symbolic and Relational Prayer
Activity
Min Description
1. Introduction 1
-Spirituality can be about deep analogies and
relationship.
-Scripture tells us that God actually wants
friendship with us like a vine and its branches
(John 15:5) and that this friendship leads to us
loving people well (John 15:12).
-This devotional habit focuses on this kind of
relationship.
2. Journaling
14
-Write about the kind of friendships you would
and Praying
like with God and others, responding to the
following questions:
1-How do you feel about the symbol of the vine
and its branches as a picture of relationship with
God?
2-Write to God how you would symbolize the
kind of relationship you would like to have with
God. After you answer the question, ask God,
“How do you feel about this kind of
relationship,” write a quotation mark (“)
followed by your name, and then write down
what comes to your mind.
3-Ask God to bring to your mind some people
you can love well.
4-How do you see yourself loving these people
well?
3. Paired up
4
-Pair up with the person sitting closest to you.
Discussion
-Share about how your experience made you
feel.
-Share about one or two of the ways you want
to love people well.
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Props
Handout

Journals,
writing
utensils

Journals

S2 – Comparing Stories
Activity
Min Description
Props
1. Introduction 1
-Spirituality can be thoughtful and analytical.
Handout
-In the Bible, many stories tell about who Jesus
is to help people understand God. Each one
adds something to God’s character and
attributes.
2. Reading and 18
-Consider the following three stories.
Journal,
Reflection
-What is most interesting to you in these
writing
stories?
utensil
-Why do you think these stories were put
together?
-What kind of person is Jesus in these stories?
-What do you think about a God like Jesus in
these stories?
-How will you feel and act differently toward
other people after this?
Matthew 9:18-31 (New Living Translation)
As Jesus was saying this, the leader of a synagogue came and knelt before him. “My
daughter has just died,” he said, “but you can bring her back to life again if you just
come and lay your hand on her.”
So Jesus and his disciples got up and went with him. Just then a woman who had
suffered for twelve years with constant bleeding came up behind him. She touched the
fringe of his robe, for she thought, “If I can just touch his robe, I will be healed.”
Jesus turned around, and when he saw her he said, “Daughter, be encouraged! Your
faith has made you well.” And the woman was healed at that moment.
When Jesus arrived at the official’s home, he saw the noisy crowd and heard the
funeral music. “Get out!” he told them. “The girl isn’t dead; she’s only asleep.” But the
crowd laughed at him. After the crowd was put outside, however, Jesus went in and
took the girl by the hand, and she stood up! The report of this miracle swept through
the entire countryside.
After Jesus left the girl’s home, two blind men followed along behind him, shouting,
“Son of David, have mercy on us!”
They went right into the house where he was staying, and Jesus asked them, “Do you
believe I can make you see?”
“Yes, Lord,” they told him, “we do.”
Then he touched their eyes and said, “Because of your faith, it will happen.” Then their
eyes were opened, and they could see! Jesus sternly warned them, “Don’t tell anyone
about this.” But instead, they went out and spread his fame all over the region.
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S3 – Prayer Walking in a Pair
Activity
Min Description
1. Introduction 1
-Spirituality can be about sharing life with
people.
-This needs to be safe, so commit to listening
well and keeping what is shared confidential if
it’s personal.
-Get into a pair with the person sitting next to
you.
-Go on a walk around the grounds and meet
back in the room in 12 minutes.
2. Walking
14
-Share a story about your life.
Discussion
-Share what’s been going on in your life
recently. What is going well? What are you
excited about? What are you worried or scared
about?
3. Prayer Time 3
-Talk to God about what you’re excited about
for your partner and what you hope for them as
they face challenges.
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Props
Handout,
Airhorn

S4 – The Scripture Big Picture
Activity
Min Description
Props
1. Instructions
1
-Sometimes spirituality is structured and
Handout
focuses on the big picture.
-Your goal is to read through all of the text that
is provided.
2. Reading and 19
-As you read, circle the things Jesus does that
Writing
Thinking
impress or intrigue you and underline the things utensil
that remind you too much of yourself in your
weaker moments.
-Having read all this, how do you think God
feels about you?
-How do you want to live in relationship with
God and other people after reading this?
Mark 14:32 – 16:7 (New Living Translation)
32
[The disciples and Jesus] went to the olive grove called Gethsemane, and Jesus said, “Sit here
while I go and pray.” 33 He took Peter, James, and John with him, and he became deeply troubled
and distressed. 34 He told them, “My soul is crushed with grief to the point of death. Stay here
and keep watch with me.”
35
He went on a little farther and fell to the ground. He prayed that, if it were possible, the
awful hour awaiting him might pass him by. 36 “Abba, Father,” he cried out, “everything is
possible for you. Please take this cup of suffering away from me. Yet I want your will to be
done, not mine.”
37
Then he returned and found the disciples asleep. He said to Peter, “Simon, are you asleep?
Couldn’t you watch with me even one hour? 38 Keep watch and pray, so that you will not give in
to temptation. For the spirit is willing, but the body is weak.”
39
Then Jesus left them again and prayed the same prayer as before. 40 When he returned to
them again, he found them sleeping, for they couldn’t keep their eyes open. And they didn’t
know what to say.
41
When he returned to them the third time, he said, “Go ahead and sleep. Have your rest. But
no—the time has come. The Son of Man is betrayed into the hands of sinners. 42 Up, let’s be
going. Look, my betrayer is here!”
43
And immediately, even as Jesus said this, Judas, one of the twelve disciples, arrived with a
crowd of men armed with swords and clubs. They had been sent by the leading priests, the
teachers of religious law, and the elders. 44 The traitor, Judas, had given them a prearranged
signal: “You will know which one to arrest when I greet him with a kiss. Then you can take him
away under guard.” 45 As soon as they arrived, Judas walked up to Jesus. “Rabbi!” he exclaimed,
and gave him the kiss.
46
Then the others grabbed Jesus and arrested him. 47 But one of the men with Jesus pulled out
his sword and struck the high priest’s slave, slashing off his ear.
48
Jesus asked them, “Am I some dangerous revolutionary, that you come with swords and
clubs to arrest me? 49 Why didn’t you arrest me in the Temple? I was there among you teaching
every day. But these things are happening to fulfill what the Scriptures say about me.”
50
Then all his disciples deserted him and ran away. 51 One young man following behind was
clothed only in a long linen shirt. When the mob tried to grab him, 52 he slipped out of his shirt
and ran away naked.
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53

They took Jesus to the high priest’s home where the leading priests, the elders, and the teachers
of religious law had gathered. 54 Meanwhile, Peter followed him at a distance and went right into
the high priest’s courtyard. There he sat with the guards, warming himself by the fire.
55
Inside, the leading priests and the entire high council were trying to find evidence against
Jesus, so they could put him to death. But they couldn’t find any. 56 Many false witnesses spoke
against him, but they contradicted each other. 57 Finally, some men stood up and gave this false
testimony: 58 “We heard him say, ‘I will destroy this Temple made with human hands, and in
three days I will build another, made without human hands.’ ” 59 But even then they didn’t get
their stories straight!
60
Then the high priest stood up before the others and asked Jesus, “Well, aren’t you going to
answer these charges? What do you have to say for yourself?” 61 But Jesus was silent and made
no reply. Then the high priest asked him, “Are you the Messiah, the Son of the Blessed One?”
62
Jesus said, “I Am. And you will see the Son of Man seated in the place of power at God’s
right hand and coming on the clouds of heaven.”
63
Then the high priest tore his clothing to show his horror and said, “Why do we need other
witnesses? 64 You have all heard his blasphemy. What is your verdict?”
“Guilty!” they all cried. “He deserves to die!”
65
Then some of them began to spit at him, and they blindfolded him and beat him with their
fists. “Prophesy to us,” they jeered. And the guards slapped him as they took him away.
66
Meanwhile, Peter was in the courtyard below. One of the servant girls who worked for the high
priest came by 67 and noticed Peter warming himself at the fire. She looked at him closely and
said, “You were one of those with Jesus of Nazareth.”
68
But Peter denied it. “I don’t know what you’re talking about,” he said, and he went out into
the entryway. Just then, a rooster crowed.
69
When the servant girl saw him standing there, she began telling the others, “This man is
definitely one of them!” 70 But Peter denied it again.
A little later some of the other bystanders confronted Peter and said, “You must be one of
them, because you are a Galilean.”
71
Peter swore, “A curse on me if I’m lying—I don’t know this man you’re talking about!”
72
And immediately the rooster crowed the second time.
Suddenly, Jesus’ words flashed through Peter’s mind: “Before the rooster crows twice, you
will deny three times that you even know me.” And he broke down and wept.
151Very early in the morning the leading priests, the elders, and the teachers of religious law—
the entire high council—met to discuss their next step. They bound Jesus, led him away, and
took him to Pilate, the Roman governor.
2
Pilate asked Jesus, “Are you the king of the Jews?”
Jesus replied, “You have said it.”
3
Then the leading priests kept accusing him of many crimes, 4 and Pilate asked him, “Aren’t
you going to answer them? What about all these charges they are bringing against you?” 5 But
Jesus said nothing, much to Pilate’s surprise.
6
Now it was the governor’s custom each year during the Passover celebration to release one
prisoner—anyone the people requested. 7 One of the prisoners at that time was Barabbas, a
revolutionary who had committed murder in an uprising. 8 The crowd went to Pilate and asked
him to release a prisoner as usual.
9
“Would you like me to release to you this ‘King of the Jews’?” Pilate asked. 10 (For he
realized by now that the leading priests had arrested Jesus out of envy.) 11 But at this point the
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leading priests stirred up the crowd to demand the release of Barabbas instead of Jesus. 12 Pilate
asked them, “Then what should I do with this man you call the king of the Jews?”
13
They shouted back, “Crucify him!”
14
“Why?” Pilate demanded. “What crime has he committed?”
But the mob roared even louder, “Crucify him!”
15
So to pacify the crowd, Pilate released Barabbas to them. He ordered Jesus flogged with a
lead-tipped whip, then turned him over to the Roman soldiers to be crucified.
16
The soldiers took Jesus into the courtyard of the governor’s headquarters (called the
Praetorium) and called out the entire regiment. 17 They dressed him in a purple robe, and they
wove thorn branches into a crown and put it on his head. 18 Then they saluted him and taunted,
“Hail! King of the Jews!” 19 And they struck him on the head with a reed stick, spit on him, and
dropped to their knees in mock worship. 20 When they were finally tired of mocking him, they
took off the purple robe and put his own clothes on him again. Then they led him away to be
crucified.
21
A passerby named Simon, who was from Cyrene, was coming in from the countryside just
then, and the soldiers forced him to carry Jesus’ cross. (Simon was the father of Alexander and
Rufus.) 22 And they brought Jesus to a place called Golgotha (which means “Place of the Skull”).
23
They offered him wine drugged with myrrh, but he refused it.
24
Then the soldiers nailed him to the cross. They divided his clothes and threw dice to decide
who would get each piece. 25 It was nine o’clock in the morning when they crucified him. 26 A
sign announced the charge against him. It read, “The King of the Jews.” 27 Two revolutionaries
were crucified with him, one on his right and one on his left.
29
The people passing by shouted abuse, shaking their heads in mockery. “Ha! Look at you
now!” they yelled at him. “You said you were going to destroy the Temple and rebuild it in three
days. 30 Well then, save yourself and come down from the cross!”
31
The leading priests and teachers of religious law also mocked Jesus. “He saved others,”
they scoffed, “but he can’t save himself! 32 Let this Messiah, this King of Israel, come down from
the cross so we can see it and believe him!” Even the men who were crucified with Jesus
ridiculed him.
33
At noon, darkness fell across the whole land until three o’clock. 34 Then at three o’clock Jesus
called out with a loud voice, “Eloi, Eloi, lema sabachthani?” which means “My God, my God,
why have you abandoned me?”
35
Some of the bystanders misunderstood and thought he was calling for the prophet Elijah.
36
One of them ran and filled a sponge with sour wine, holding it up to him on a reed stick so he
could drink. “Wait!” he said. “Let’s see whether Elijah comes to take him down!”
37
Then Jesus uttered another loud cry and breathed his last. 38 And the curtain in the
sanctuary of the Temple was torn in two, from top to bottom.
39
When the Roman officer who stood facing him saw how he had died, he exclaimed, “This
man truly was the Son of God!”
40
Some women were there, watching from a distance, including Mary Magdalene, Mary (the
mother of James the younger and of Joseph), and Salome. 41 They had been followers of Jesus
and had cared for him while he was in Galilee. Many other women who had come with him to
Jerusalem were also there.
42
This all happened on Friday, the day of preparation, the day before the Sabbath. As evening
approached, 43 Joseph of Arimathea took a risk and went to Pilate and asked for Jesus’ body.
(Joseph was an honored member of the high council, and he was waiting for the Kingdom of
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God to come.) 44 Pilate couldn’t believe that Jesus was already dead, so he called for the Roman
officer and asked if he had died yet. 45 The officer confirmed that Jesus was dead, so Pilate told
Joseph he could have the body. 46 Joseph bought a long sheet of linen cloth. Then he took Jesus’
body down from the cross, wrapped it in the cloth, and laid it in a tomb that had been carved out
of the rock. Then he rolled a stone in front of the entrance. 47 Mary Magdalene and Mary the
mother of Joseph saw where Jesus’ body was laid.
161Saturday evening, when the Sabbath ended, Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of James, and
Salome went out and purchased burial spices so they could anoint Jesus’ body. 2 Very early on
Sunday morning, just at sunrise, they went to the tomb. 3 On the way they were asking each
other, “Who will roll away the stone for us from the entrance to the tomb?” 4 But as they arrived,
they looked up and saw that the stone, which was very large, had already been rolled aside.
5
When they entered the tomb, they saw a young man clothed in a white robe sitting on the
right side. The women were shocked, 6 but the angel said, “Don’t be alarmed. You are looking
for Jesus of Nazareth, who was crucified. He isn’t here! He is risen from the dead! Look, this is
where they laid his body. 7 Now go and tell his disciples, including Peter, that Jesus is going
ahead of you to Galilee. You will see him there, just as he told you before he died.”
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S5 – Imaginative and Relational Scripture Reading
Activity
Min Description
1. Instructions
1
-Spirituality can engage the imagination to seek
deeper friendship with God.
-For this habit, imagine Jesus is sitting right
here next to you.
-Ask Jesus this question, “What is my
purpose?”
-Imagine Jesus speaking these words from
Jeremiah 1:5 to you.
“I knew you before I formed you in your
mother’s womb. Before you were born I set you
apart and appointed you as my prophet to the
nations.”
(You may also read it in a different Bible
version.)
2. Reading and 8
As you think, feel free to slowly reread the
Journaling
verse as much as you like.
Questions
1-Write in your journal, talking to God, about
what Jeremiah 1:5 means to you.
2-How do you think this should impact your
relationship with God?

3. Paired up
discussion

9

Optional writing prompts:
-How is this exciting or scary for you?
-What do you struggle with here?
-What could this mean for the people around
you?
-Pair up with the person sitting closest to you.
-Take a few minutes to share about your
experiences with each other.
-Share what is most interesting to you that your
partner shared and why.
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Props
Handout

Journals,
writing
utensils

Journals

S6 – Praying on God’s Characteristics
Activity
Min Description
1. Introduction 1
-Spirituality can focus on our deepest values
and needs.
-Whether you get an accurate picture of God
will have a huge impact on your ability to relate
to God.
2. Reflection
18
-Ask God to draw your attention to several of
the terms in the list below that God wants to be
more of to you.
-Mark the terms that jump out at you.
-For each item, journal or imagine a
conversation with God that begins with you
telling God, “You are…” or “You are my…”
-Tell God what this term means to you?
-How might your life be different if you
believed this more than you do now?
-If this is who God is to you, how does this
affect you or others around you?
-Repeat this process until the time is done.
Sample of ideas applied to God in Scripture
Adequate
Great
Shepherd
Awesome
Guide
Shield
Beautiful
Incomprehensible
Slow-to-Anger
Bruised
Infinite
Song
Center
Light
Source
Compassionate
Merciful
Transformer
Cornerstone
Mighty
Triumphant
Counselor
Mother
Trustworthy
Desire
Persistent
Understanding
Enlightener
Pleasure
Unfailing
Example
Protector
Unhurried
Father
Provider
Water of Life
Forgiving
Sacrifice
Wisdom
Friend
Savior
Wonderful
Good
Shade
Wounded
**Adapted from Calhoun 6934-6968
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Props
Handout

Journal,
writing
utensil

S7 – Finding Practical Details in Scripture
Activity
Min Description
Props
1. Introduction 1
-Spirituality can be about practical wisdom for
Handout
life and dealing with people. Scripture gives
ideas on many issues such as how people relate
to each other.
2. Solo Reading 3
-Read the passage below.
Writing
-Circle each action you find in the text. What is utensil
it advising people to do? What is it advising
people to think?
3. Paired
3
-Pair up with the person sitting closest to you.
Discussion
-Compare your list with theirs.
4. Solo Reading 3
-Underline the things Jesus does in this passage Writing
that are interesting or surprising to you.
utensil
-What would it look like for your life to look
more like Jesus’ life in this passage?
5. Paired
6
-Pair up again with the person sitting closest to
Discussion
you.
-Talk with each other about what your lives
would be like if they looked more like Jesus’.
-Talk with each other about what you can do so
your life actually would look more like that.
Philippians 2:1-11 (New Living Translation)
Is there any encouragement from belonging to Christ? Any comfort from his love? Any
fellowship together in the Spirit? Are your hearts tender and compassionate? Then
make me truly happy by agreeing wholeheartedly with each other, loving one another,
and working together with one mind and purpose.
Don’t be selfish; don’t try to impress others. Be humble, thinking of others as better
than yourselves. Don’t look out only for your own interests, but take an interest in
others, too.
You must have the same attitude that Christ Jesus had.
Though he was God,
he did not think of equality with God
as something to cling to.
Instead, he gave up his divine privileges;
he took the humble position of a slave
and was born as a human being.
When he appeared in human form,
he humbled himself in obedience to God
and died a criminal’s death on a cross.
Therefore, God elevated him to the place of highest honor
and gave him the name above all other names,
that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow,
in heaven and on earth and under the earth,
and every tongue declare that Jesus Christ is Lord,
to the glory of God the Father.
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S8 – Process Prayer through Scripture
Activity
Min Description
1. Introduction 1
-Spirituality can be about our characters
growing.
-For this prayer experience, you will focus on
asking God to search your heart so you can
consider your personal growth in several areas.
-Proverbs 4:23 encourages people to protect
their hearts because the heart is the source of
everything one does.
-Read Psalm 139:23-24 prayerfully, then reflect
honestly on each section, “How much is this
experience or perspective a part of my life?” 1,
not at all, to 5, constantly.
2. Reflection
15
-Follow the steps in the handout.
Exercise

3. Journaling
Reflection

4

-Consider what this means to you and write
about it.

This exercise is adapted from Boa (2001, 278-80).
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Props
Handout

Process
Prayer
through
Scripture
Handout,
writing
utensil
Journal,
writing
utensil

Process Prayer through Scripture Handout
Proverbs 4:23 encourages people to protect their hearts because the heart is the source of
everything one does. Read Psalm 139:23-24 prayerfully, then reflect honestly on each section
asking, “How much is this experience or perspective a part of my life?” Rate where you are on a
scale from 1-5 with being 1, “not at all,” and 5 being “constantly.”
Psalm 139:23-24 (New Living Translation)
Search me, O God, and know my heart; test me and know my anxious thoughts. Point out
anything in me that offends you, and lead me along the path of everlasting life.
Section

Rating
“Not at all” - - - - “Constantly”

The Fruit of the Spirit
Love
Joy
Peace
Patience
Kindness
Goodness
Faithfulness
Gentleness
Self-control
The Ten Commandments
You shall have no other gods before me.
You shall not make for yourself an idol.
You shall not take the name of the Lord your God in
vain.
Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy.
Honor your father and your mother.
You shall not murder.
You shall not commit adultery.
You shall not steal.
You shall not bear false witness (lie about) your
neighbor.
You shall not covet (be jealous of someone).
The Beattitudes
Poverty of spirit (leaning on God for everything)
Mourning (feeling loss and contrition)
Gentleness (meekness and humility)
Hunger and thirst for righteousness
Mercy to others
Purity of heart (desiring Jesus more than anything)
Peacemaking
Bearing persecution for the sake of righteousness
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

L1 – Praying through Pictures
Activity
Min Description
1. Introduction 1
-Spirituality can help us understand who we
really are.
-The Bible tells the story that humanity ran
away from their home with God, breaking
connection with God, and each of us
experiences the results: suffering, loss, and
death. However, Jesus, by showing us love and
dying for us, made it possible for us to join the
family of God once again.
2. Reflection
12
In your journals, respond to the following
prompts, writing to God as you would write to a
good friend at school.
1-How have you experienced the brokenness of
the world?
2-How have you contributed to the brokenness
in the world?
3-Talk to God about how you feel about
contributing to brokenness in the world.
4-Why do you think Jesus chose to die for you?
5-How do you want to live to relate to this God,
to yourself, and to the people around you now?
3. Artistic
16
-As you consider your thoughts in your journal,
Expression
find ways to communicate each of these
thoughts visually using your large sheet of
paper and your colored pencils.
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Props
Handout

Journal,
writing
utensil

Journal,
large sheet
of paper,
box of
colored
pencils

L2 – Discussing the Why of Scripture
Activity
Min Description
Props
1. Introduction 5
-Spirituality helps us understand our values and Handout,
why we do what we do.
Journal,
-Read the story below.
writing
-Pick either the landowner, the first group of
utensil
workers, or the last group of workers.
-Come up with two reasons why people in the
world today should do what this person or
group did and two reasons why they should not.
2. Group
20
-Get in a team of 3 or 4 with others who picked Journal,
Discussion
the same person or group you did.
writing
-Explain the reasons you came up with.
utensil
-Brainstorm together at least two new reasons
why people in the world today should do what
this person or group did and at least two new
reasons why they should not.
-Try to come to a conclusion as a team about
what the best course of action is.
3. Reflection
3
-Imagine a modern-day situation where you
Journal,
would experience something like the person or
writing
group you chose. What would you do if you
utensil
were in this situation?
Matthew 20:1-16 A Story Jesus Told (New Living Translation)
“For the Kingdom of Heaven is like the landowner who went out early one morning to
hire workers for his vineyard. He agreed to pay the normal daily wage and sent them
out to work.
“At nine o’clock in the morning he was passing through the marketplace and saw
some people standing around doing nothing. So he hired them, telling them he would
pay them whatever was right at the end of the day. So they went to work in the
vineyard. At noon and again at three o’clock he did the same thing.
“At five o’clock that afternoon he was in town again and saw some more people
standing around. He asked them, ‘Why haven’t you been working today?’
“They replied, ‘Because no one hired us.’
“The landowner told them, ‘Then go out and join the others in my vineyard.’
“That evening he told the foreman to call the workers in and pay them, beginning with
the last workers first. When those hired at five o’clock were paid, each received a full
day’s wage. When those hired first came to get their pay, they assumed they would
receive more. But they, too, were paid a day’s wage. When they received their pay,
they protested to the owner, ‘Those people worked only one hour, and yet you’ve paid
them just as much as you paid us who worked all day in the scorching heat.’
“He answered one of them, ‘Friend, I haven’t been unfair! Didn’t you agree to work all
day for the usual wage? Take your money and go. I wanted to pay this last worker the
same as you. Is it against the law for me to do what I want with my money? Should
you be jealous because I am kind to others?’
“So those who are last now will be first then, and those who are first will be last.”
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L3 – Praying with Nature
Activity
Min Description
1. Introduction 1
-Spirituality can be about finding time to be
inspired by nature and let that inform our time
with God.
-Jesus instructed his followers once to consider
the lilies because they had a lesson for
humanity.
2. Freeform
29
-Go up to the box of nature objects, pick two or
Prayer
three objects, and then return to your seat.
-One by one, hold each item in your hands and
record your observations. What does it smell,
feel, look, sound, taste like?
-Talk to God about each one of these items. Ask
God questions. Listen for answers or
impressions. Talk audibly in a low voice so only
God can hear, or talk in your own head, or talk
through writing in your journal.
-What does each of these objects tell you about
God and God’s care for you?
-How do these objects inspire you to care for
yourself, to care for others, and to care for the
world?
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Props
Handout

Box of
nature
objects,
Journal,
Writing
utensil

L4 – Senses and Story
Activity
Min Description
Props
1. Introduction 1
-Sometimes spirituality requires some sensible
Handout
imagination. It’s amazing what can happen
when you put yourself into another person’s
story.
-I will read the story to you.
2. Listening to
10
-As you listen to the story, take time to imagine Journal,
the Story
yourself in the situation, feeling every sensation writing
and emotion.
utensil
-Read the story slowly yourself.
3. Considering 7
-Consider the image on the screen. What do you Journal,
a Picture
see in the artist’s interpretation of the story?
writing
-What does this story mean to you? How does
utensil
God feel about you? How is God inviting you to
think about God, yourself, and others
differently?
4. Paired
9
-Get into a pair with the person sitting closest to
Discussion
you.
-Take turns sharing your experience as you put
yourself in the story and then as you considered
the painting.
Luke 15:11-32 (New Living Translation)
11
To illustrate the point further, Jesus told them this story: “A man had two sons. 12 The younger
son told his father, ‘I want my share of your estate now before you die.’ So his father agreed to
divide his wealth between his sons.
13
“A few days later this younger son packed all his belongings and moved to a distant land,
and there he wasted all his money in wild living. 14 About the time his money ran out, a great
famine swept over the land, and he began to starve. 15 He persuaded a local farmer to hire him,
and the man sent him into his fields to feed the pigs. 16 The young man became so hungry that
even the pods he was feeding the pigs looked good to him. But no one gave him anything.
17
“When he finally came to his senses, he said to himself, ‘At home even the hired servants
have food enough to spare, and here I am dying of hunger! 18 I will go home to my father and
say, “Father, I have sinned against both heaven and you, 19 and I am no longer worthy of being
called your son. Please take me on as a hired servant.” ’
20
“So he returned home to his father. And while he was still a long way off, his father saw
him coming. Filled with love and compassion, he ran to his son, embraced him, and kissed him.
21
His son said to him, ‘Father, I have sinned against both heaven and you, and I am no longer
worthy of being called your son.’
22
“But his father said to the servants, ‘Quick! Bring the finest robe in the house and put it on
him. Get a ring for his finger and sandals for his feet. 23 And kill the calf we have been fattening.
We must celebrate with a feast, 24 for this son of mine was dead and has now returned to life. He
was lost, but now he is found.’ So the party began.
25
“Meanwhile, the older son was in the fields working. When he returned home, he heard
music and dancing in the house, 26 and he asked one of the servants what was going on. 27 ‘Your
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brother is back,’ he was told, ‘and your father has killed the fattened calf. We are celebrating
because of his safe return.’
28
“The older brother was angry and wouldn’t go in. His father came out and begged him,
29
but he replied, ‘All these years I’ve slaved for you and never once refused to do a single thing
you told me to. And in all that time you never gave me even one young goat for a feast with my
friends. 30 Yet when this son of yours comes back after squandering your money on prostitutes,
you celebrate by killing the fattened calf!’
31
“His father said to him, ‘Look, dear son, you have always stayed by me, and everything I
have is yours. 32 We had to celebrate this happy day. For your brother was dead and has come
back to life! He was lost, but now he is found!’ ”
Image is “Forgiving Father” by Frank Wesley
https://globalworship.tumblr.com/post/171506741865/the-forgiving-father-frank-wesley-painting
http://www.frankwesleyart.com/main_page.htm
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Developing the Devotional Habits
Initially I worked with the religion teacher at the academy to establish that I
would have three weeks to expose the students to 12 distinct habits. I gave the habits
shorthand monikers, S1-S8 and L1-L4, in addition to longhand names for ease of
reference. Eight habits were designed to be short, 20 minutes (S1-S8). Four habits were
designed to take more time, 30 minutes (L1-L4). Then I developed the habits over a
three-step process. First, I oriented each habit around a MBTI-derived temperament and
type. Second, I embedded best practices gleaned through my theological reflection and
literature review in the habits. Third, I adjusted the habits in light of the Love Matrix for
Spiritual Practices. A complete list of the devotional habits is provided in Appendix **.
MBTI Theory
To ensure my use of MBTI theory was as robust as possible, I built on the work of
Colborne (1997), Boa (2001), and Hirsh and Kise (2006) as I constructed each devotional
habit. As Colborne and Boa’s NF, NT, SP, and SJ four-temperament model is supported
by Michael and Norrisey (1984) and Keirsey (1998), I chose to utilize this model rather
than Hirsh and Kise’s dominant function four-temperament model (sensing, intuition,
thinking, and feeling). In this section I describe how these temperaments, broadly
speaking, engage Christian spirituality according to Colborne and Boa. These
descriptions provided the foundations for the habits aimed at the corresponding types.
According to Colborne (1997, 161-62), NFs constantly seek significance; hunger
deeply for spiritual growth; want to contribute to the lives of others; likely gravitate to
“the concept of personal relationship with God;” connect with prayer, meditation, human
interaction, journaling, “new and differing ways of self expression,” writing stories or
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poetry as avenues to God; and focus on “personal growth and creativity.” Boa (2001,
478-79) does not disagree with Colborne and adds that they emphasize the goodness of
God, are future oriented and motivated by relationships, and gravitate to relational,
devotional, and exchanged life spirituality. For this temperament, I planned S1, S5, and
L1 devotional habits targeting the ENFJ, ENFP, and INFP types respectively.
Colborne (1997, 165-66) states that NTs focus on mastery in intellectual
spirituality, tend to require a great deal from spiritual growth, set goals, avoid practices
that could “lead him where he has not planned to go,” see God as transcendent and
absolute goodness and seek to understand this God, look for new insights in the text,
integrate spirituality with life easily, and connect well with meditation, reading, study,
and analysis of Scripture. Boa (2001, 478-79) suggests NTs deeply identify with God
being true, focus on discourse and directed change, are motivated by being right, orient
around what is possible, and connect with paradigm, process, and nurturing spirituality.
For this temperament, I planned S2, S6, and L2 devotional habits targeting the INTP,
INTJ, and ENTJ types respectively.
SPs, Colborne (1997, 166-68) asserts, are spontaneous, love concrete experiences,
need a “variety of settings,” connect with worshipping outdoors, favor less formality and
enjoy surprises in worship, deeply value acts of service, see relationship with Jesus as
intertwined with relationship with others, and long for freedom in spiritual praxis. Boa
(2001, 478-79) adds they have a tendency toward brevity, emphasize experience in the
present moment, and gravitate toward corporate, Spirit-filled, and warfare spiritualities.
For this temperament, I planned S3, S7, and L3 devotional habits targeting the ESFP,
ESTP, and ISFP types respectively.
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Colborne (1997, 163-64) suggests SJs approach spirituality practically, appreciate
tradition and routine, see spirituality as “a journey towards a selected goal,” see God as
sovereign, and are action and result oriented. Boa (2001, 478-79) adds SJs utilize
“sensible imagination,” orient toward the past, tend to be conservative, and favor
disciplined, motivated, and holistic spiritualities. For this temperament, I planned S4, S8,
and L4 devotional habits targeting the ISFJ, ISTJ, and ESFJ types respectively.
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